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Introduction 
This dissertation has a simple aim which requires complex methods 
and great detail of information. The aim is to discuss Beowulf and its 
analogues as memoers of a group of stories. The complexity begins when 
we ask what is common to Beowulf and its Icelandic analogues. Before 
we can say what is common, we must understand a great ~any matters; for 
example, why Yule is so often the time of the monster's aLtack in the 
Icelandic stories, why there is a two-phase attack in Beowulf, the Saga 
of Grettir, and elsewhere (a fight in a hall :followed by a i'ight under-
ground) , why many of the heroes are off.ered physical violence and/or 
insults by ~he retainers of their hosts. Two independent matters must 
oe considered: what is ~he possible influence of the pattern represented 
by Scyld. on the group oi' stories and how is the story group efi'ec ted 
by the ursine nature of several of the heroes. 
Chapter I reviews scholarship bearing on the proolem. Naturally, 
the tendency is to put Beowulf squarely in the center and to continue 
by making Norse stories and customs relate to Beowulf. This is a good 
method for understanding Beowulf but rather a poor metnod for st.udying 
the group of stories as a whole. For example, Yule has disappeared 
from Beowulf as the time oi' the monster attack; yet an understanding of 
Yule yields insight into the nature of the monster. 
A problem examined in Chapter_I is a common feeling among a dis-
tinguished generation of scholars (including .Klaeber, Chambers, and Ker) 
that it was unfortunate t.hat the three central episodes in Beowulf were 
supernatural. 'l'his matter lies more in the area of literary criticism, 
but we should be aware of the dangers of this at. ti tude if it grows in to 
a blind prejudice. Such a prejudice could well obscure consideration 
of Beowulf as a memoer o.f a group of stories which are in the main 
folktales with much evidence of supernatural beliefs and customs. 
J. R. R. 1'olkien 1 s British Academy Lecture is a powerful answer to this 
anti-supernatural attitude.l G. Hubener considers Beowulf as connected 
with German exorcism.2 His insight into the nature of Heorot is illu-
minating but is rather diffuse. What Hubener has not done is carefully 
to examine the analogues as a group; . his work remains speculative. 
The work of Danielli is extremely helpful oecause it introduces 
a number of possible ~ analogues of' Beowulf, Viga-Glums Saga among 
~thers, which have much more bear than does Beowulf' .3 In N. K. Chadwick's 
articles "Norse Ghosts" and "'l'he Monsters and Beowulf'," we have a rich 
store of material concerned wit.h iihe supernatural, particularly &he 
draugr or walking corpse, which provides an explanation for the Glam 
analogue in the Saga of Grettir among others.S 
Finally in Chapter I there- is considered the--work o£- Eliade, 
. 
1J. R. R. Tolkien, "Beowulf, the Monsters and the Critics, n 
Proceedings 2f. ~ British Academy, XXII (1936). 
2Gustav Hubener, ''Beowulf and Germanic Exorcism,n 
RES, XI (1935), 163-lBl. 
3Mary Danielli,' "Initiation Ceremonial from Norse 
Literature," Folk-Lore, LVI (1945), 229-24.5. 
4N. K. Chadwick, 11Norse Ghosts," Folk-Lore, LVII (1946), 
50-65,. 106-127; "The Monsters and Beowulf," The Anglo-Saxons; Studies in 
~Aspects~ their History~ Culture, e~Peter Clemoes, (London,-r959). 
5The Saga of Grettir, trans. G. A. Hight (London, 1929), 
:Chapter XXXII. - - -
specifically the theory of the shift from history to i'olklore. 
In conclusion, Chapter I reveals that there is much evidence 
available for a concentrated study of' Beowulf and its analogues in 
terms of the elements shared oy the stories as a group. Bonjour•s 
study of the artistic parallel of Scyld and Beowulf perhaps can be 
matched by a demonstration of other parallels in Beowulf ~nd the ana-
logues with Scyld-Sampsa material.6 
Chapters II, III, and IV share this problem of the evolution of 
·~· . 
the sSmpsa material to the folktale. Chapter II is concerned with 
developing F'inno-Ugric beyond the known parallel of the arrival by 
ship of the hero. In this development the work of Mannhardt and 
Frazer is important. Finno-Ugric material illustra·tes the fear 
caused by the corn-beasts in the s~~er fields. Violence and night 
.3 
are important in the Peko ceremony. Yule among both the E'inno-Ugrics 
and Norse completes the cycle which oegins with the arrival by ship of 
sa.inpsa in the spring. Yule is revealed as the critical time of the 
year; violence and £'ear of -vhe dead are very much part of Yule. 
Purgative fires are discussed. 
Chapter III considers the evolution from the Sampsa·and Peko 
myths and ceremonies to the Scyld folktale. Section A of this chapter 
examines the ontology of Denmark and its salvation by a ship hero. 
T~ere is much recpurse in this section to theories concerned with myth, 
ritual, and folklore, but there is only one central idea in the section. 
6Adrien Bonjour, "The .Digressions in Beowulf, 11 Medium 
AEvum Monographs (Oxford, 1950). 
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This idea is Ernst Cassirer's concept of efficacy or magic force, which 
is analyzed below in this Introduction. Section B at' Chapter III discusses 
the poor treatment accorded the hero in Beowulf and many of the possible. 
Danielli analogues as related to the odd sharing of certain factors by 
the hero and the monster he faces. The Danish jotn or troll is· an im-
portant figure in this discussion-Gron-Jette· and JO'de.. Section B 
closes with a·theor.y of the possible use of folklore to explain 
historical events in.Beowulf. 
Chapter IV.is a return to the main purpose of examining the stor.y 
elements common to the Beowulf group of narratives; Chapter IV makes use 
of methods and examples developed in Chapters II and III~ In Chapter IV 
there are examined elements of the BeOwulf story group which may have 
. ... • f 0 •• 
come· from Norse and Finno-Ugric material of the Sampsa and Peke beliefs 
and customs. These elements are the section titles of Chapter IV: 
Section A, the Unpromising Hero; Section B, the Sheaf Relic; Section c, 
Fire; Section D, Treasure; Section E, the Acclaim and Departure of the 
Hero. In t.hese sections there is full employment of customs and oeliefs 
drawn both from the Norse Age and Modern Scandinavia. 
Chapter V leaves the Scyld-Sampsa· parallels and applies Chadwick's 
work on the draugr to Beowulf. In her artic~es, Chadwick has isolated 
the important element of draugr in several of the analogues. Chadwick's 
theory is oroadened in the light of Norse beliefs concerned with the 
dead-in-barrow and centered on the ancient Swedish capital at Uppsala. 
Draugar (the plural) should be considered as rooted in a group of ideas 
called in this chapter royal Swedish death and mound beliefs. Reference 
in Chapter V to methods and examples developed in Chapter III demonstrates 
that draugar can interchange with other dangers in the Beowulf group af 
stories, and that they should. oe considered one af the elements-in-common · 
of the story group. 
Chapter Vlf. as Chapter V,demonstrates story elements which are 
based on custom and belief in the Beowulf story group. In this case 
the Danielli analo~ues (Beowulf included), with the addition of material 
from the Saga of Grettir, are shown to have been probably influenced 
by bear-hunt customs af boreal people-especially .ti'inns and Lapps. 
Bear-hunt customs have several stages which tally neatly with 
examples from the Beowulf story group; these stages provide the divisions 
within Chapter VI--A,. the Bear Hunt, B, Linguistic •rerminology for 
the Bear, .c, :.Che Custom of Talking to the Bear, D, Post-Mortem Cere-
monies and Customs, E, Disposal of the Remains. 
Chapter VII has two functions. It discusses the uncanny den or 
lair, a feature of most of the stories. Secondly, it undertakes a 
study of the cave or lair in cqnnection with the theory of ·che 
two-phase test of the hero. Interestingly, both Gawain and the Green 
.· --
Knight and the Rooin Hood ballads provide valid parallels in audition 
to much material from the Danielli group, the analogues of Chambers· 
(both groups are in the Beowulf story group), and other Norse material. 
Pyschological theories are examined briefly as are literary-pyschological 
. . ' 
theories; out, as before, two notions .from Cassirer-ef1'icacy and 
"essence is concrete~--provide a clearer explanation of the function 
of the uncanny den or lair (both notions are examined below in this 
introduction). 
The final chapter, Chapter VIII, considers how Beowulf has oeen 
changed somewhat in its nature from the Beowulf group of stories to a 
higher, more heroic tone. In this discussion the construction-cosmo-
gonic theory of Mircea Eliade is used as a guide, but it is found 
that even in this mutatio:q _ - Beowulf retains many typic,al Norse 
notions, and the final import of the story is the same as that dis-
covered in Chapter VII--the unknown is the test of the hero, the 
6 
area o:f his great exploits, and :finally part o:f the hero himself, 
especially in death. This chapter is much more philosophic than the 
preceding, and in this sense the chapter stands apart somewhat from 
the main theme--the demonstration of elements common to the BeOwulf 
group of stories. Yet the chapter supports these common elements 
because even within the changes t,he elements can be seen. The chapter 
is also a continuation o:f the defense of the poem begun by Tolkien, 
because it shows that supernaturalism at the three centers of the 
poem is given a universal significance. 
The dissertation concludes, therefore, by conducting the elements 
of the folktale to Beowul£ itself. In the process it demonstrates that 
the poem is'as worthy _of consideration as any of the epics which arose 
in the Mediterranean basin. 
The dissertation employs a number of mythic concepts, defini tiona, 
and discussions. Some of these are merely aids in isolating and under-
standing customs and oeliefs, but the work of Ernst Cassirer is basic 
to parts of the dissertation. Whether or not one accepts the pre-
mises of his philosophy of symbolic forms, one must agree that Cassirer 
has.examined the major elements of the primitive mind in an extremely 
thorough and lucid manner. Thus Gassirer's work is not used as a 
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philosophy or critical theory but as a morphology af the important 
mythic concepts and intuitions of this early stage of human develop-
ment. To avoid undue complexity in the main body of the dissertation 
a number of these concepts and intuitions af :Gassirer are discussed 
below in terms of their emplqyment in the chapters. 
One af Cassirer 1s most valuable contributions is his adding 
depth to the older concepts of nanalogy magic." With his characteris-
tic insight Cassirer realizes that the question af analogy is really 
a question of degree af reality~~- ]'or the primitive mind there 
isonly one plane of reality. 
But if we examine myth itself, what it is and wba t it knows it-
sel£ to be, we see that this separation of the ideal from the 
real, this distinction between a world of immediate reality and 
a world of mediate signification, this opposition. af "image" 
and 11 object11 is alien to it • • • • Where we see mere ":repre-
sentation," myth, insofar as it has not yet deviated from its 
.·fundamental and original form, sees real identity. The "imagen 
does not represent the 11 thing11 ; it is the thing; it does not 
merely stand for the object, but has the same actuality, so 
that it replaces the thing's immediate presence. Consequently, 
mythical thinking lacks the category oi: the ideal, and in order 
to apprehend pure signification it must transpose it into a 
material substance or being. This is true in all stages of 
mythical thinking but it is nowhere expressed so clearly as in 
mythical action. In all mythical action a true substantiation 
is e:t'fected at some moment; the subject. af the action is trans-
formed into a god or demon whom it represents .. 7 
In conclusion, Cassirer remarks 
the termt 1analogy magic,' commonly used for a certain kind of 
magic undertaking does not express the true meaning af this 
magic; for where we see mere sign and s~nilarity, magical con-
7Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophy af Symbolic Forms (New 
Haven, Conn., 1955), II, 38. 
' 
sciousness and perception see the object itself. Only in this 
light is belief in magic intelligible1 : (p. ~~0) .; 
8 
The long quotation from ~assirer above explains the source of the 
important primitive notion that everything is material. Mythical think-
ing, «to apprehend pure signification, ••• must transform it into a 
material substance or thing" {p: •• JB); Thus the power of growth of vega-
ta tion ~ a sheaf of corn; the tAbu violation is the bad gold, is the 
dragon, is the death of Beowulf. A phrase should be added to Gassirer t s 
·ninto a material substance or thing, n because .pure signification can 
also be transformed into an event or action in the physical world. 
The death of Beowulf and the f'all of the Gautar are as much "the cursen 
as is the dragon. 
Reflection on both concepts, the identity of image and thing and 
hypostatization ("essence is concrete"), indicates that here we are 
~ctually looking at th~ same mental "configuration" f'rom two slightly 
differing viewpoints. Again and again in working with mythical think-
ing, we must remind ourseives that we are in contact with an alien method 
of· thinking. 1b.e alternative is to f'all into an easy half-error such 
as nanalogy magic" which has been current for generations. Mythical 
thinking must be conceived as a totality. Each concept of such think-
ing is only a facet for the convenience of outsiders; the mind oe~ 
neath the facets is unitary. 
Another pair of concepts which are 11 twinsn in this same way is the 
intui tiona of' mythical time and space. 1b.e intuition of time is the more 
important: 
the mythical world achieves its true and specific articulation 
only when its def'ini tion of depth, so to speak, opens up with 
the .form of time. All the sanctity o.f mythical being goes back 
ultimately to the sanctity of the origin. It does not adhere 
immediately to the content of the given but to its coming into 
being, not to its qualities and properties but to its genesis 
in the past. ~ being thrust oack into temporal distance, by 
being situated in the depths of the past, a partfcular content 
is not only established as sacred, as mythically and religiously 
significant, but also justified as such. Time is the first ·• 
original form of this spiritual justification. Specifically 
human existence--usages, customs, social norms, and ties--are 
thus hallowed b,y being derived from institutions prevailing in 
the primordial mythical past; and existence itseli', the 11nature 11 
o.f things, becomes truly understandable to mythical feeling and 
thinking only when seen in this perspective (p~.·l!O~}. 
9 
To other philosophers this discussion of the intuition of time may 
be too cluttered by non-intuitional material. But sanctity of origin 
is a valid concept especially in regard to Germanic peoples ~th their 
love of genealogical lists and myths of origin. Perhaps it would be 
better to adjust Gassirer 1s concept by introducing a notion of justi-
fication by time flow, and thereby make the whole matter a method of 
explanation in the primitive mind. With justification by time flow, 
sanctity of origin would be changed to the following idea: a particular 
content is established and justified as mythically significant by 
allow:ing ti:ne to flow by it. For example, the real mythical content 
of Part .One Beowulf in the simplest terms is that the salvation of 
Denmark comes from the sea;B Th:i.s mythic content is established by 
allowing time to flow ey this content or pattern. Thus Scyld comes to 
Denmark when the people are leaderless in their most dire time. Vlhen 
8 Bonjour, pp. 4-.5. 
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again in time disaster occurs with Grendel, again a hero comes from the 
sea. Iri another example the detailing of the Sc.yldinga dynasty and, 
general speaking, the constant use of genealogies in heroic Ge~anic 
material illustrate~ how the flaw a£ time establishes and justifies. 
The point a£ the extended discussion of the Scyldingas is that it was 
a glorious dynasty; this point is achieved by holding this content, the 
Scylciingas, in the flow a£ time. As time goes by. each Scyldinga king 
demonstrates the glory of.the Scyldingas,culminating with Hrothgar and 
the building of the great hall, Heorot. 
'I'his idea a£ time flow as justification is a more cautious way a£ 
handling mythic time. For :Gassirer himself remarks that the past in 
our sense of a completed sequence of events does not exist in mythic 
thinking.9 The past is intertwined With present and future; it is 
something alive that contributes fo~s and events to this present moment. 
Consequently to use the term nprimordial mythical pastn tends in the 
dialectic between the concepts past and present to·push this primordial 
time away from the present, a result completely the reverse of the 
direction of mythic thinking. This same alteration of Cassirer's 
mythic time is valuable in Chapter VIII. Even with Beowulf 's old age, 
his character is unchanged (the concept of time as progress, develop-
ment, or change is utterly alien to mythic thought) • As events flow 
by him they simply repeat what is known of his character; they estab-
lish and justify. '!he best analogy for the conceptual grasp of this 
time flow idea is music. In music the fixed content is a certain 
9.cassirer, pp. 110-111. 
ll 
pleasing structure of notes. 'l'he process of music is to allow time to 
flow past this structure, and from this process arise variations, re-
turns, and restatements. Yet the real content remains. 
The other intuition in Cassirer is that of space. "The whole 
spatial world, and with it the cosmos, appears to be built according to 
a definite model, which may manifest i.tself to us on an enlarged or a 
reduced scale but -nhich, large or small, remains the same. All the re-
lations of space rest on this original identitytt (~.·8~), In Chapter VIII 
Heorot is a created structure and the center of men circled by water, 
a model of the typical Norse and Anglo-Saxon view of the created world 
ringed by a great river of uncreated water. "The development of the 
mythical feeling of space always starts from the opposition of day and 
night, light and darkness" (p. 96). Grendel attacks in the night the 
bright, gold-decked hall. Here the model is the grand assault. of the· 
frost giants on the great hall of the gods, Asgard. 
The final concept that should be discussed in advance of the main · 
body of· the dissertation is ~/tabu. After an extended discussion of 
~' Cassirer remarks: 
Thus what seems to remain as the relatively solid core of the 
:idea of mana is simply the impression of the extraordinary, the 
unusual, the uncommon. 'l'he essential is not what bears this 
specification, out precisely this specification-Itself, this 
character of the uncommon. The idea of mana, like the negatively 
corresponding idea of taboo, represents a sphere distinct from 
and opposed to the sphere of daily life, or customary processeS 1' (p. 97). 
The problem in all chapters of the dissertation is to demonstrate how 
certain primitive mythical ideas (efficacy, notions about death, bear 
belief's) survive into a heroic poem. Mana as the impression of the 
tmcommon provides the basis .for exploration of this sUrvival. 
12 
What Cassirer's great service has been is the 1ioeration of the 
notion of mana from rather specialized usage among anthropologists. 
Simplicity and clarity again are the hallmarks of ·Cassirer's definition. 
By means of simplicity and clarity, Cassirer has also avoided ex-
tended implications of mana into the realms of animism and religion. 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 01'' UNITY AND b'OLKLOhE IN BEOWULF 
In the early part of this centur;y the great achievement in 
Beowulf scholarship was the reunification of the poem as the work of 
one poet. Tbree:maln lines contributed to this result--the efforts of 
. William P. h.er, 1 W. W. Lawrence, 2 F. Klae ber, 3 and R. W. Chambers; 4 
and the work of l!'. Panzer.5 and C. W. von Sydow. 6 . But as with life 
itself', solution of the unity problem only led to more problems. As 
the interpolation theories of MU:l.lenhoff7 and ten BrinkB fell back 
like frost giants before the forces of unity, it was held by the new 
group of critics that the poem Beowulf does not measure up to the 
theory of a unified poem. 
lWilliam P. Ker, · J!.'pic and Romance (London, 1908) ; 
The Dark Ages (New York, 1958) .-- -
2w. W. Lawrence, Beowulf and Epic 1'radi tion (Cambridge, 
· Mass., 1928). 
3Beowulf and the Fight at .Finnsburg, ed. F. Klaeber 
(Boston, 19.51). 'CitatiOnS frOm Beowill in my text are to this edition. 
4R. w. Chambers, Beowulf; an Introduction to the Study 
of the Poem (Camoridge, 1959). - --
5.F. Panzer, Studien zur germanischen Sagengeschichte 
(Munchen, 1910). --
6c. w. von Sydow, Beowulf' ~ Bjarke (Helsingfors, 1923). 
7K. ~Ullenhoff, Beovulf (Berlin, 1689). 
8B. ten Brink, Untersuchungen (Strassburg, 1888). 
lJ 
Klaeber remarks that the poem "lacks steady advance. 11 9 Chambers 
adds llThe folk-tale is a good servant but a bad master; it has been 
allowed in Beowulf to usurp the place of honour, and to drive into 
episodes and digressions the things which should oe the main stuff of 
a well conducted epic. nlO 
William P. Ker feels that the monsters are unsatisfactory.ll It 
is important to understand some of the ideas behind this criticism. 
First or all there is the matter of the epic. Once this group of 
critics, decides that this long poem based on the Germanic Heroic Age 
is a unified work, then the notion or "epicll enters easily and almost 
14 
unnoticed (Ker entitles h~s work Epic and Romance). Employment of the 
word epic is unsatisfactory; it is dominated by Hamer and the whole 
body of classical education down to the present century. In the 
discussion of epics there may lurk· in the background such disparate 
items as Addison's remarks on the epic and the excavations of Schliemann 
at Troy. What these Beowulf critics have done is to affix the label 
epic and then proceed to criticize the poem from classical grounds in. 
the broad sense (including, for example, English and French Classicism 
of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries) : hence the notions of 
§:teady advance, usurping folk-tales, and unsatisfactory monsters. 
9naeber, p. lvi·i. 
lOR. w • .Chambers, "Foreword,u Beowulf translated into 
lillodern English ~ymirig Verse, trans. Archibald Strong (London, 1925), 
p. xxvi. -
llKer, The ~ Ages, pp. 163-164. 
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In these critical remarks, there seem to be present two notions 
in regard to the folktale. The first is that the 'folktale clashes with 
the high heroic tone of the poem. This is a class distinction and a 
valid one perhaps from what we know of Anglo-Saxon life. Beowulf is 
or should be concerned with the deeds of nooles and kings. Its 
·audience would not expect a tale told about the kitchen fires.12 
The second notion that appears to be present in this criticism is a 
bias against the supernatural--can· a man be a hero by fighting against 
the stuff of dreams? Both these notions, the class nature of the epic · 
and the supernatural bias, occur in the body of classical thought, 
particularly, of course, in Aristotle. The existence of both these 
notions in that body of thought demonstrates a splendid ability to 
wave aside one half of genuine epic material surviving into classical 
times, the monster- and_siren-laden Odyssey. Even in its proper 
sphere of criticizing the Greek Heroic Age, classical criticism may 
err. A still mysterious age divides the Homeric Age from the 
Classical, while the tenets of classical thought have been unii'orm 
from Aristotle to the past century. Thus to apply these two notions 
- or prejudices about the folktale to Beowulf may not be a fruitful 
approach. 
The point of this discussion is to consider whether it is really 
necessary to insist on the division of the poem into historical 
elements and non-historical elements as in Chambers or into Klaeberts 
12Dorothy Whitelock, ~ Audience of Beowulf ( O~ord, 19.51) • 
even more emphatic historical and fabulous elements. This division is 
a convenient methodology for approaching the background and origins of 
the poem, but the methodology should not dictate the nature of the poem. 
Even as a methodology the division has weaknesses. The Danish kings 
have to be examined in both categories; yet the Gautar and Swedish 
kings. are considered only as historical (with almost no history of the 
former and only the shadowy Ynglingasaga and the grave mounds at 
Uppsala for the latter). llHist.oricaltt implies the true, therefore, 
the good; "non-historical" or "fabulous" implies material that is un-
fortunately present, material that is "unsatisfactory" and that impedes 
the "well conductedepic.u 
If we really wish to approach the unity Of the poem, if we really 
wish to understand how the various elements are blended, we should be 
very careful of any line o!' thought which tends to emphasize differ-
ences rather than similarities. We should be extremely careful with 
directions of thought which breed notions and prejudices that may not 
have existed at the time of the poem's composition. We know of no 
Anglo-Saxon work which describes how a long poem should be written. 
We do not have a number of extensive Anglo-Saxon heroic poems from 
which we could even generalize what the Anglo-Saxons expected,in a. 
three thousand line poem. For all we know, Beowulf may have been 
the only poem of its kind written in Anglo-saxon England. We are 
dealing with a people that were a little above tribal political organ-
ization. Unless we date the poem very late, these same people were 
rather recently converted from heathenism. There were few literates 
and few books. We are dealing with a difficult subject at a great 
17 
distance in time. To apply to Beowulf' literary notions which are 
drawn from an artificial body of criticism built up in another culture 
at another time only creates new difficulties in an area which demands 
much study and careful investigation. 
The episodes which give rise to this criticism of Chambers, 
Klaeber, and Ker are the attacks of Grendel, the attack of his dam, 
and the dragon episode. The work of Panzer and von Sydow demonstrates 
that the f.irst two are constant features of the Bear's Son group of 
folkstories. In other words, the two-phase pattern of a fight in a 
deserted house and a subsequent (and consequent) fight in an uncanny 
place by a hero with oear features or a bear name has furnished Beowulf 
with all the essentials of plot 1'or the first part of the poem. Given 
the fact that dragon fights are common in Germanic heroic literature, 
we have an explanation for the folklore that has bothered the critics: 
all three are deri\Ted perhaps from earlier material. This explanation 
does avoid the question why the poet has made them central. 
At this point it is instructive to consider what a remarkaole 
thing we have in B9owuJ.f. It is an Anglo-Saxon poem written in a 
conservative, "heroic," and aristocratic poetic medium; yet the 
'central portions derive from a folklore source. 1'he first portion 
of the poem is greatly concerned with Danish affairs: the origin of 
the Scyldingas, the dynasty itself, Hrothgar and Heorot, and the 
unhappy future after Hrothgar. The second portion has slight interest 
in Denmark. . Suddenly the poem is concerned with Gautar history, . but 
this interest does not match evenly with the Danish history. In 
dynastic matters we are taken back only to Hygelac t s fat.her Hrethel, 
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and at that only to illustrate family affairs. iliost oi' the Gautar his-
tory deals with ext.ernal affairs-the impact oi' the Gautar on Swedish 
history, on the lt'ranks--in contrast to the in.ternal view we have of 
the Danes and their creation of a powerful kingdom. We are not even 
I 
sure where Gautland is. And for all this-interest in traditional . 
Scandinavian history, the poet or his source has greatly developed 
the m.ys~rious, the uncanny. In contrast to the Icelandic analogues 
and the Beart"s Son tales there is great dwelling on the monsters and 
their lairs in Beowulf. A. G. Brodeur has examined some of the 
artistic- principles that may be involved here.l3 All in all, the 
unity oi' the poem is not a simple matter. We have a poem that is 
exceedingly complex in subject matter and treatment. In brief there 
is concern .for a long interval oi' Danish history, concern for a shorter, 
more eventful interval of Gautar history. To these two concerns there 
is added the Bear's Son two-fold story pattern with heightened interest 
in supernatural descriptions of the monsters. Finally the entire 
matter is treated in a courtly, heroic manner typical of Anglo-Saxon 
poetry. 
Essentially, then, the proolem of unity in Beowulf involves three 
elements: the centrality of the Bear's Son pattern, the relationship of 
this pattern to the obvious interest in traditional history, and, finally, 
the emphasis on the mysterious, the uncanny, in connection with the 
monsters. If one begins with the notion that the monsters are "curiously 
·, 
13Arthur G. Brodeur, The Art of Beowulf (Berkeley, 1959) • 
- - - ..;;;..;.__..;,_..;,--
weak,nl4 one precludes the possibility of discovering a unity based 
on these three elements. It would be absurd to diminish or slight 
the labors of Ker, Chamoers, or Klaeber in Beowulf scholarship, but 
in the particular matter of the folklore in the poem they appear not 
to have fully engaged their great powers of research and thought. 
Of the three elements concerned in the problem of unity in 
Beowulf, the centrality of the Bear•s Son pattern would appear to be 
an "addition. 11 The work of Panzer and later scholars on the Bear's 
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Son story- clearly demonstrates that the story has a wide distribution, 
variants hav:i;.ng been found from France to Russia (Dolgrave has even 
found a possible Mexican version).l5 It was attached to an outlaw in 
Iceland, to a prince in Beowulf. Its mutations in Scandinavia alone 
would make an interesting study. _The point is that it is a very popular 
story often attached to local or national heroes. In Beowulf it has 
been attached to Danish traditional history. From independent sources 
we know ~hat the Scyldinga kings and the main events in Beowulf other 
than those in the Bear~s Son pattern were accepted as traditional 
-history by medieval Scandinavians. 
In the same manner, the element of the. uncanny and mysterious in 
the poem can be said to be an "addition.n Both the traditional history 
and the added Bear's Son pattern have been equally heightened in 
mystery and uncanniness. Scyld's arrival and return ( 11Men ne cunnon 
• • • 
14Ker, ~Dark Ages, p. 164. 
15Bertram Colgrave, 11A Mexican Version of the 1 Bear 1 s Son 1 
li'olktale.u Journal of American Folklore, LXIV (1951), 409 ff. 
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hwa paam hlaeste onfeng." (ll. 50-52) the descriptions of Grendel's 
attack by night., and Beowulf's visit to the den shar.e this 
mystification. Because the process is applied to both the traditional 
history and the Bear1s Son pattern, it is a reasonable assumption that 
it occurred concurrently with the addition of the Bear's Son pattern 
or afterward. 
It may seem to overwork the point to devote so much space to the 
fact that both the Bear's Son pattern and the mystification are add-
itions. Yet· the fact of addition is important to the critical problem . 
why folklore occupies the three central episodes. The Bearts Son 
pattern and the mystification (the design for terrorl6) hav~ been 
added to the original center of interest, the Scyldinga Danish kingdom, 
in such a way as to become the important parts of the poem. Scholar-
ship concerned with the unity of the poem should work precisely here 
and ask wpy these two elements were added. An unusual effect can be. 
created by eliminating all folklore and mystification from the poem 
including Beowulf's dragon fight in Part Two. Interestingly enough, 
the poem does not become a muddle. Scyldinga Denmark maintains its 
continuity from Scyld through the traditional kings to the usurpation 
of Hrothdulf and the burning of Heorot. Gau~d is still doomed by 
the approach of its enemies, especially the Swedes, who as we know 
absorbed the Gautish kingdom somewhere near this time. In other words, 
the folklore material and the mystification have not caused important 
alterations in the traditional historical material. It is a defensible 
l6 A. G. Brodeur, "Desj,gn for '!'error in the Purging of 
·Heorot,n ~' LIII (1954) 1 503~513. . 
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thesis, therefore, that the Bearts Son pattern and the mystification 
may have an illustrative £unction, that they are simply histor,r recast 
in the supernatural .folktale. Beowulf t s valiant but doomed .fight with 
the dragon in Part Two can similarly be regarded as the repetition in 
microcosm o.f the coming .fall o.f the Gautar before the Swedes. 
The infusion o.f .folklore into Beowulf' has created an entire .field·. 
of study, the digressions. The monsters occupying the center of the 
poem thrust the Finn episode, the tales of Beowulf's youth, Danish his-
tor,r, Gautar and Swedish histor,r into dependent positions. Bonjourt·s 
study, The Digressions in Beowulf, is a valuable contribution to the 
- -
understanding of the .function o.f the digressions, because Bonjour has 
not undertaken his study with preconceived notions o.f what the poem 
should be. "Lack of steady advancen is not precisely the same thing 
as digression. The second term permits a critic to regard the digres-
sions as something more than mere aberrations. Bonjour demonstrates 
how the digressions .function artistically in the poem. Because he 
approaches the poem from the point o.f view o.f art, Bonjour does not 
become involved in the superstitious, religious implications of the 
£olklore penetration. 
In another area and in another time Mircea Eliade has investigated 
the penetration of histor,r b-y folklore. Slavic ballads concerned with 
events of the last five hundred years may seem a far c,ry from Scyldinga 
Denmark of A.D. $00; yet the process of change in the oallad may be 
analogous to what has tal~en place in Beowulf • 
Petru Caraman, in a copiously documented study of the 
genesis of the historical ballad, shows that, of a def'i-
nitely historical event-the expedition against Poland by 
Malkos Pasha in 1499, in an expecially severe winter, which 
is mentioned in Leunclavius' chronicle as well as in other 
Polish sources, and during the course a£ which a whole 
Turkish army perished in Moldavia--the Roumanian ballad that 
narrates the catastrophic Turkish expedition preserves al-
most nothing, the historical event having been completely 
translated into a mythical action (Malkos Pasha £ighting 
King Winter, etc.). ' 
This UmytiJ.icization" of historical personages appears in 
exactly the same way in Yugoslavian heroic poetry. Ma.rko 
· liraljevic, protagonist o£ the Yugoslavian epic, became 
famous £or his courage during the second hal£ o£ the £our-
teenth century. His historical existence is unquestionable, 
and we even know the date o£ his death (1394). But no 
sooner is ldarko's historical personality received into the 
popular memory than it is abolished and his oiographv is 
reconstructed in accordance with the norms o£ myth.l7 
Eliade gives evidence o£ the change a£ history into myth from 
many cultures. 
This same transfiguration a£ history into myth, but from another 
point a£ view, is £ound in the visions of the Hebrew poets. 
In order to •tolerate history,t'that is, to endure their mili-
tary defeats and political humiliations, the Hebrews interpreted 
contemporary events by means ar the very ancient cosmogon-
ico-heroic myth, which, though it of course admitted the pro-
visional victory of the dragon, above all implied the dragon's 
£inal extinction through a King-Messiah (pp. 37-38). 
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Here we can see the entry of monsters into this process of folklore pene-
tration.or ttmythicization.n 
Eliade's mythicization would appear to be valuable in considering 
the Unity of Beowulf'. What is lacking in this notion is a .feeling for 
the ,,longer work. In ballad material there is little more than one event 
17Mircea Eliade, The MWth of the Eternal Return, trans. 
Willard R. Trask (New York, 19W,PP: 39-W. · 
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that holds the center of interest. Although we might well avoid the 
word epic in relation to Beowulf, the poem is indeed long, and it has a 
noble and inclusive quality that has been excellently described b.1 
J. R. R. Tolkien: 
The high tone, the sense of dignity, alone is evidence in 
Beowulf' of the presence of a mind lofty and thoughtt'ul. It is, 
one would have said, improbable that such a man would write 
more than three thousand lines {wrought to a high finish) on a 
matter that is really not worth serious attentlgn; ·that re-
.mains thin and cheap when he i'inisheci' with it. 
In the above passage Tolkien is answering the critics of Beowulf: 
Klaeber, ,:Chambers, and Ker. To Tolkien the unity of the poem lies in 
the nature of Beowulf•s struggle: 11it is in Beowulf' that a poet has de-
voted a whole poem to the theme ••• so that we may see a man at war 
with the hostile world, and his inevitable overthrow in Time11 (p. 259). 
Tolkien analyzes the entire poem as the struggle of good and evil with 
the hero Beowulf opposed to the monsters: Grendel and his dam, and the 
dragon of Part Two. By the theme "man at war with the hostile world," 
Tolkien is. solving the question why monsters dominate the three impor-
tant episodes of Beowulf. The stage of the poem becomes a vast one 
encompassing man in a large sense. Beowulf stands for all men; Every-
man who must come to a final reckoning in time. To support this in-
sight of Tolkien, we need only to turn to the lyric brooding of the · 
Anglo-Saxon poet on evidences of decay as exemplified in The Wanderer 
and other poems. The note of child-like sadness and wonder before the 
18 .. 
Tolkien, PP• 254-255. 
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inevitable process or time is perhaps the most characteristic feature 
of Anglo-Saxon poetry. 
To tell ·this story of a man fighting against the hostile world and 
time, a poet would almost have. to turn to the supernatural. Like Milton 
he would need as vast a stage as possible; mere crises or nations and 
men would not contain enough horror and doom to match his theme. Beowulf 
must be shown fighting desperately against terrible adversaries, and 
what more awesome enemies could he fact than those from the otherworld? 
Again we should remember that the Anglo-Saxons had not been Christians 
for many generations at the time or the poem's composition. Christian 
mis~ionary work in Northern Europe did not contrast the true faith and 
false paganism, but rather stressed the battle of Jesus Christ and His 
faithful against the demons and forces of darkness represented by the 
soi-disant gods of the older religions. 
Qf the over-all structure or the poem, Tolkien grasps the basic 
feature: 
It is essentially a balance, an opposition of ends and be-
ginnings. In a simplest terms it is a contrasted description 
of' two moments in a great life, rising and setting; an elabora-
tion oi' the ancient and intensely moving contrast between youth 
and age, f'irst achievement and final death (p. 271) • 
Again with great insight Tolkien has provided a very acceptable explana-
tion for the two parts o£ the poem. 
Tolkien in these statements has given us a significant basis for 
discussion of unity in the poem. His thesis was challenged in 19.52 
by T. M. Gang, who believes Tolkien wrong in his view of Beowulf' as a 
vast struggle of good and evil. Gang is disturbed by the fact that 
the dragon in particular lacked identification with the f'orces of 
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darkness and evil. Admittedly Grendel is descended .from Cain, but the 
terms o£ eyil used .for Grendel do not reappear when the dragon is des-
cribed.l9 Gang is answered by Adrian Bonjour who pointed out similari-
ties between the dragon and Grendel in language.20 
Herbert Wright provides large support £or Tolkien 1s position in 
an article aptly title "Good ·anct Evil; Light and Darkness; Joy and 
Sorrow in .Beowul.f .u21 Wright points out specific passages in which the 
opposition o.f good and evil are expressed in terms of light and dark-
ness. 
Both Tolkien and Wright use a basically literary approch; theme, 
organization, balance, and controlling ideas are matters which attract 
their interest. And it is difficult to irliagine how their .findings 
could be ·discarded. Only the dragon in Part Two is open perhaps to 
questioning. BUt demonstrating the poetic acceptability o.f the mon-
sters in the poem is the major achievement oi' Tolkien and Wright. 
After their work both Brodeur and Bonjour could begin to discuss the 
artistic.methods of the Beowulf poet •. 
There is, however, a terminal quality in the- work o.f Tolkien and 
. 
Wright, a quality which arises .from the fact that. their me·c.hod is basi..: 
cally literary. Such a method would not necessarily ask if there were 
19T. M. Gang, ttApproaches to Beowulf," RES, New Ser. III (19.52), 1-12.. ··-·· . - .. . . . .. . 
20Adrien Bonjour, "Monsters Crouching and Critics Rampant: 
or the Beowul.f Dragon DebatedJ' PMLA, LXVIII (1953), 1183 ff. 
·-
21Herbert G. Wright, IIGood and Evil; Light and Darkness: 
Joy and Sorrow in .Beorrulf, n RES, New Ser. VIII (1957), 1-11. 
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any heathen traditions behind Grendel and his mother. Looking back 
towards the Germanic Heroic Age, we see many dragons but we may not see 
them as anything more than stage setting. "Many commentators have re-
marked on the multiplicity of dragon tales, and, I believe, they have 
diminished the importance of the dragon in Part TWo by so remarkin~. 
Yet the many dragon stories actually demonstrate the importance of 
dragons as fearsome animals. In a literary approach, Bonjour demon-
strates the strong parallelism of Scyld and Beowulf'; 22 yet. his method 
makes him stop short of considering the implications of the fact that 
Scyld himself is a relic of pagan harvest ceremonies. In other words, 
there would seem to be more than just literary linkage between the 
Scyld episode with its emphasis on the mystery of Scyld and the de-
fense of Heorot by Be~nUl' with its heightening of the mystery of 
Grendel. Danielli in her article produced as a side issue the fact 
that there is strong proof of totemism in close analogues of Beowulf.23 
Again, the literary approach lacks the necessary machinery for consider-
ing what the implications of a remnant of totemism in the hero might be. 
Axel Olr*J: has done careful work on legendary Scandinavian material 
in connection with Beowulf;24 however, he does not stress the fre-
quently symbolic nature of Ynglinga kings (~ng Agni and King Domald 
with his death in a famine year). The parallelism between the crisis 
of the aged king in the Ynglingasaga and the crises of both Hrothgar 
22Bonjour, Digressions, pp. 1-11. 
23Danielli, pp~ 229-245. 
24Axel, Olrik,,:,; Heltedigtning (Copenhaven, 1910) ,. II. 
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and Beowulf in their old age would seem to be more than literary. Study 
of this parallelism will yield nothing concerning the evolution of the 
Beowulf story, and nothing about its line of descent. But the crisis 
of the aged king would be a matter to consider, if one wished to ex-
plore fully why the three central episodes are drawn from folklore. 
Earlier it was stated that the problem of unity in Beowulf involved 
three elements: the centrality of the Bear's Son pattern (and the 
dragon in Part Two), the relationship of this pattern.to the interest 
in traditional history, and the employment of mystification in the 
poem. Tolkien, Wright, and Bonjour among others have demonstrated 
how Beowulf considered as a poetic work is well constructed out of 
these same three elements. But as emphasized here, these studies 
have a terminal effect. They rest consummated, 11 T'nings in themselves." 
On the other hand there have been many studies which suggest primitive · 
belief underlying much of the poem. On the subject of Grendel, E. 
Laborde,25 S. Crawford,26 R. Gornelius,27 and H. Lotspeich28 have 
made special investigations. The study of Danielli mentioned above 
begs further consideration of the influence of bear totemism on 
Beowulf the hero (:i.mmedia·tely .UanieJ.li 1 s study would seem to resolve 
25E. D. Laborde, "Grendel's Glove and his immunity from 
weapons, u MLk, XVIII (1923), 202-204. · 
26s. J • .Crawford, "Grendel's descent from Cain, n MLR, 
XXIII (1928), 207-208. 
27R. D. Cornelius, "Palus inamabilis, tt Speculum, II 
(1927), 321-325. 
28H. G. Lotspeich, "BeowuJi', 1363, hrinde bearwas, 11 
JEGP, XXIX (1930), 367:369. 
the old problem of the meaning of Beowulf's name). S. Herbents con-
sideration of place names in the vicinity of Heorot29 has been long 
available; yet no one has fully realized the implications of the 
Heorot area as holy. 
G. Hubener's work on Germanic exorcism and Beowulf is highly 
28 
speculative yet suggestive. His insight into Grendelts attack demon-
strates that it is possible to go beyond Tolkien 1s rather general 
concept of Beowulf as a man battling hostile nature in a contest he 
is doomed to loose: 
The starting point of the epic is the fact that the Danish 
king Hrothgar, popular with his people because of. his success 
in war, wishes to build a magnificent festival hall, Heorot. 
Ever.ywhere, whenever man takes a step out of the everyday 
sphere into the unknown, the fear very easily arises that this 
may lead to some kind of bad luck or misfortune. It is the 
same here, the fear of misfortune is connected with the build-
ing of the new hall. And this fear is i'undamentally supported. 
by the idea of the demon, which is ever prevalent among primi-
tive peoples (if we disregard real accidents such as illness · 
which are not mentioned in Beawuli') • The occupants of the new 
hall are as a mass subject to the suggestive idea of the demon 
Grendel. ••• Here, .therefore, is a danger against which many 
customs, practiced even up to the present day, are used as a 
means of dei'ense, e.g., the ceremonious laying of i'oundation 
stones_and other building rites.JO 
This insight ·of Hubener begins to put Tolkien's general concept 
into terms of' events in the poem. F'or most scholars recognize that 
Grendel's attack involves or is involved in the hall Heorot itself. 
It is immediately after the _halVs. construction and the i'irst 
29s. J. Herbert, ttBeawulf, Hrothgar and Grendel," Archiv., 
GLIXIII (1938), 24-JO. 
JOHuoener, pp. ~69-170. 
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celebrations in it that Grendel begins his ravages. The quegtiOD in 
Hubener 1 s discussion is when did all this fear of new undertakings 
occur. .Did the ancient Danes have this fear yrhen they actually built 
a great hall, or is this fear part of the· Anglo-saxon poet's reconstuc-
: tion of the scene of Beowulf? If the latter is true, how is this fear 
indicated in the poem? What HUbener is really discussing is the widely 
held notion among pri:nitive peoples and older culturally advanced 
groups (the Romans and other Italic peoples, for example) that construc-
tion of an important building is a sacred matter, a matter which entails 
great danger from supernatural forces. But HUbener attempts to put 
this cultural notion in terms of the psychology of the .Danes at one 
point in rather vague traditional history. The result is an. insight-we 
"feelll to be somehow true, but an insight that is very difficult to 
prove or disprove. 
On the other hand E~st Cassirer, the German philosopher, has 
analysed the phenomenology of the thought which gives rise to construc-
tion rites.31 In his work we have the basic elements that reoccur in 
every instance in which the more prinitive mind considers a new build-
ing. In more concrete terms, Mircea Eliade has· studied occurrences;xdf 
building superstitions and has evolved a theory for discussing such 
instances. Eliade works both in myth and folkstory, treating the new 
building that is attacked as a motif that appears time and ti.ne again. 
It is suggested that the approach to the centrality of folklore in 
Beowulf could well incorporate work of scholars in the fields of folk-
3lcassirer, pp. 99-100. 
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lore, comparative mythology, and pri.nitive religion in addition to the 
literary approaches of Tolkien, Bonjour, and others. Such'an approach 
based on primitive belief would not seek a new mythological "explanation" 
I 
of the character of Beowulf along the line of the ill-fated Gennan at-
tempts of sixty years ago, but rather the approach should seek to be 
a method complementary to the literary approach to the unity of the 
poem. 
The pressing need for such an approach can be vividly illustrated 
by the work of Danielli on the Bear t s Son Tale variants found in 
Viga-Glmns Saga and Beowulf. In Viga-Glmns Saga the Bear's Son pattern 
is the test of the young prince, a test of his courage and fortitude. 
In other words, the Bear's Son pattern is not a casual story pattern 
attracted to a hero, Grettir, Beowulf; for in Viga-Glums Saga the 
pattern is an essential element in the concept of the prince and king-
·ship. In this latter sense, it is the pattern that attracts the 
hero's name, which is just the opposite from what genera tiona of 
scholars have_ considered to be the situation vis-!!;-vis the Bear's. Son· 
pattern. It might be objected that t~is is merely a local, Norse use 
of the Bear 1 s Son pattern. But in the Viga-Glums Saga group is the 
. - . 
Saga Hrolf-Kraki. Here parallelism to Beowulf is striking-the voyage 
across the sea to Denmark of Bothvar to fight a monster, but more 
important-back in Uppland there is an instance of the actual eating 
of a bear who is also a human relative.32 One could not ask for a 
clearer example of totemism as actually practised among primitive 
32Danielli, p.J26. 
people. Because the Hrolf Kraki totemism and the relation of bear 
totem and kingship in Viga-Glums Saga, it is better to consider these 
instances or the Bear's Son pattern as much closer to the original 
primitive belief than many of Panzer's Bear's Son variants, which, 
after all, are not much more than good tales. 
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This dissertation is concerned with folklore in Beowulf (folklore 
in a broad sense of customs, beliefs, and stories). This investiga-
tion or folklore involves the Bear's Son folktale and the nature of. the 
unity of the poem. In brief the dissertation brings the work of 
N. K. Chadwick and Mary Danielli, among others, into the critical 
debate represented by Tolkien 1s Brj_tish Academy Lecture. b'urther, the 
dissertation analyzes much of the folklore in terms of the thought of 
Ernst Cassirer and Mircea Eliade in order to provide a philosophic 
basis for the investigation. 
CHAPTER II 
SGYLD SCE£t'ING AND J.i'IIIJ"NO-UGR!G HARVEST CUSTOMS 
The Beowulf poet chooses to begin his poem with the Scyld Sce.fing , 
episode. Much later in the poem the poet reveals that there had been 
kings of Denmark before Scyld (11. 901-905). If the poet were aware 
of kings before Scyld, why does he place Scyld in this artistically 
prominent place, the opening ot: a long poem? We can begin to answer 
the question in terms o.f art and logic. Part One ot: Beowulf is con-
cerned with Scyldinga Denmark: its conquests, glories, its great hall, 
and its dangers. The rise ot: Denmark to a poweri'ul kingdom and the 
building o.f Heorot are the accomplishments o.f the .scyldinga. kings, and· 
the monsters of Part One are threatening both achievements o.f the 
Scyldingas, the hall and the kingdom. Genealogies, moreover, are 
conunonplace in Germanic heroic literature. Consequently it is sound 
and fitting to derive this Scyldinga line £rom an eponymous ancestor. 
But Scyld as the eponymous founder of the Scyldinga line creates 
a, series of puzzles. The king before Scyld was Heremod. · After Scyld 
appears Beowulf I. Then the kings in Beowulf return to the ,!!-alii tera-
tive line-Healfdene, Heorogar, Hrothgar, Hrothdulf'. Chambers remarks 
that Beowulf' r in the Scyldinga line seems to be an intruder "since 
his name does not alliterate with those o£ eitlier his reputed £ather 
or his reputed son.nl Much the same argument could be directed against 
lchamoers, pp. 13-14. 
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ScyJ.d for occupying this precise place in the Beowulf' genealogy. The 
line would be alliterative~ correct if we could eliminate both Sc.yld 
' and Beowulf' and run the lin~. directly from. Heremod to Healf'dene. · From. 
the parallel and independent i''innsburg Fragment we know that_!! was the 
Danish royal alliterating letter for this period of' the :kingdom. 
Scandinavian sources really are not much help because they are 
much later than the,Anglo-Saxon, and, according to Klaeber, Old Norse 
genealogies carrying these names are derived from Anglo-Saxon sources.2 
It is very important to maintain the awareness that Beowulf and other 
Anglo-Saxon remains are very much closer to ancient Denmark than Saxo 
Grammaticus or other Scandinavian sources. If' Beowulf' is dated at the 
conventional 700, the finished poem itself' is less than 200 years from. 
the events it narrates. The fate of' Hygelac in the Rhine delta in its 
elevation from fancy to historicity is the most telling evidence of' the 
dependability of Anglo-Saxon records. Hygelac and his kingdom were f' or-
gotten by the time Scandinavia learned to write circa A.D. 1000. 
Eponymous naming is particularly 8n aspect of' genealogy and chronicle 
writing that is far in time from the event. Saxo Grammaticus, for 
example, has King Dan founding the Danish royal line. In Beowulf', 
Sc.yldinga is an epithet applied to Danes, particularly to Danish kings, 
and it is equivalent to terms such as Spear Danes, Bright Danes, and 
East Danes. Eponymous naming is a method of' telling traditional his-
di tan · t• •m..e closer o· ne 1.· s to the actual his-tory at great s ces 1.n 1.me • .1.u 
tory the more the names accord with the known Germanic practice of' 
2Klae ber, p. :xxi. v. 
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alliterative naming of sons. 
It. is not possible to. displace Scyld from his position in the 
Danish royal genealogy. But there exist sufficient grounds for sus-
pecting that he is not the sa~e kind of king as Hrothgar, Healfdene, 
and others of the .E-alli terating names. First, he existed far enough 
back from Hrothgar in terms of generations (great grandfather) to be 
shadowy, to render a sense of ·nnear the beginning." Consequently the 
poet sidetracks Heremod at the start of the poem. Second, by virtue 
of his mysterious coming, Scyld is touched by the unknown that makes 
him different. Third, his ~-name, the lack of an ~-name in his son, 
and the reappearance of the Danish royalE~name with Healfdene may 
indicate· that Scyld is an "intruder" at this point in the genealogy. 
The true importance of Scyld should be sought in his relationship 
to harvest ceremonies of which he is the relic. H. Munro Chadwick 
3H. Munro Chadwick, The Origin 2£. ~English Nation 
{Cambridge, 1907), P• 278. 
4chambers, p. 85. 
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come clearer as we proceed. 
Chambers makes too much of the differences between Scyld and his 
supposed father Scef. It is suggested that to attempt to track down 
Scef is somewhat unrewarding. Within the scheme of Beowulf at least 
Scyld simply cannot have a father. He is sent by persons unknown. It 
is true that the -ing is an ending indicating 11 son of,tt but the poet 
-
is not even aware of the paradox. Perhaps there was a Scef and his son 
Scyld, and the poet or a predecessor wished to give Scyld the magical 
arrival by boat of Sampsa but left the Scefing epithet. In any case 
little will be gained by searching out Scyld and Scef in the geneal~ 
gies. The better procedure is to consider both Scyld and the faint 
Scef as involved in a pattern that ultimately derives from a vege~ 
tation myth or cult. From the standpoint of the poem all we wish to 
know is why Scyld Scefing is used to start Beowulf. J\.bove we have 
seen that investigating the eponymous founder was not a helpful ap-
proach, and the tracking of unreal kings throu~h genealogies only gives 
us more puzzles, more conflicts. 
If two lines of scholarship are considered together, they promise 
much in explaining the importance and position of the Scyld Scei"ing 
episode. 'l'hese two lines of scholarship are the work of Bonjour on the 
artistic paralletlsm of BeovroU£ the hero and Scyld5 and the labors of 
· Kaarle Krohn, 6 Magnus Olsen, 7 and .Altel Ol:r.ii.k~8 on the f~gure Beow • 
5Bonjour, pp. 1-11. 
6Kaarle Krohn, ''Sampsa Pellervoinen Njordr Freyr?" 
Finnische-Ugrische .F'orschungen, IV (1904), 231-248. 
7Magnus Olsen is discussed by Olri.k~.; PP• 254-255. 
Bolrik:, PP• 2.54-255 • 
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2eow appears in Scyldinga Beowulf's place in Anglo-Saxon genealogies. 
Phonetically rleow is equivalent to the Old Norse beggw, both a corn 
- . 
god and the grain barley; it is also equivalent to the l''innish Peko, 
•• 4'& 9 
a god of barley who resembles Sampsa. · Beowulf Scyldinga who stands in 
Beow 1 s place is not Beowulf the hero; yet it is extremely interesting 
that (1) Beowulf and Scyld are linked artistically, and (2) Beow, who 
shares Beowulf Scyldinga 1s place and whose name closely resembles 
Beowulf, has many ties with the god behind Scyld. 
The foundation of all scholarship on European corn gods and har-
vest customs is the work of Wilhelm Mannhardt, ~- ~ .b'eldkulte.lO 
Mannhardt provided a basis for Sir James Frazer's gener~l considerations 
oi' harvest rituals and kingship .in ~ Golden Bough, and Mannhardt's 
work is central in the evidence Chambers brings forward for Scyld in 
connection with harvest ceremonies of the Baltic area. Yet, despite 
all this work, which is summed up below, Mannhardt 1s material has been 
by no means exhausted in Beowulf scholarship. 
Von Sydow reviewed Mannhardt 1s theories in 1934 11from a modern 
critical point of view,n somewhat unsympathetically it must be said.ll 
But rather than accept von Sydow's notions (that last sheaf customs 
were light-hearted pranks and jokes of peasants), let us make use of 
von Sydow$ excellent su'Dl!lary of Mannhardt 1 s findings. 
9chambers, p. 87. 
10wilhelm .Mannhardt, Wald- und Feldlrulte, (Berlin,.,,:.,_,, 
--18iS), vol. I. 
llc. w. von Sydow, nThe Mannhardtian Theories about the .• 
Last Sheaf and the Fertility Demons from a Modern Critical Point of View,n 
Folklore, XLV (1934), 291-309. 
In his most important work, Wald-und Feldkulte, Mannhardt sets 
out his conception of belief in supernatural forest beings, 
powers dwelling in the trees, and the use of mayboughs, may-
trees, and maypoles, in somewhat the following manner: Trees 
had been conceived by the folk as an~nate beings analogous to 
man. l!:very tree had its animus, which might leave its tree in 
human or beast form, but whose life was indissolubly connected 
with the tree • • • • In the same way Mannhardii considered 
that the crop in the field was thought of as animate.. :Corn 
demons had oeen supposed iio dwell in the corn stalks as their 
animi, and they appeared sometimes in beast shape. To frighten 
the children with the old man, the old woman, the wolf, the · 
bull, etc., in the corn, was to frighten them with various 
manifestations of the vegetation spirit. When at harvest they 
cut or bound iihe last stalks, the vegetation spirit had moved· 
from stalk to stalk, and was caught in the last of them. When 
they bound in straw, the man who cut the last stalks, or the 
master, or a passing stranger, they did it because he was iden-
-tified with the vegetation spirit. When they gave various 
nicknames to the one who was last with harvesting or threshing, 
they made him or her into the representative of the vegetation 
spirit. In antiquity the vegetation spirit inherent in the 
last sheaf grew right up·into a goddess, Demeter.l2 
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In another summary Lady Raglan gives .the essence of iihe theory of 
Sir James Frazer: 
All who have read The Golden Bough are familiar with the theory 
that a man is choseii:-to represent the god, and he, after con-
ferring by proper magical ceremonies his strength and fer-tility 
upon his people, is sacrificed (perhaps by hanging), decapitated, 
and his head placed in the sacred tree .ulj · . 
It can oe seen by reflection that Frazer carries forward from the point 
where Mannhardt stopped (in the summary of von Sydow). Ma.nnhardt is 
interes-ted in the peasants and their customs: in brief, how the fer-
tility spirit is designated in the routines of agriculture. Frazer, 
12von Sydow, pp. 292-293· 
13Lady Raglan, "The 'Green Man 1 in Church Architecture, 
.fi'olk-Lore, L (1939), 54. 
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in contrast, attempts to describe the office of priestly, agricul-
tural kingship •. In Frazer it is already understood that the priest-
king carries or is the vegetation spirit. 
It is important to be aware at' the evolutions of the sheaf through 
several stages to the human bearer of the corn spirit. .!first is the 
last sheaf itself, which is cut with ceremony; there may follow several 
acts which usually amount to maiming of the last sheaf; throttling, 
cutting the neck, hanging. Then with great lamenting the last sheaf 
is often thrown into water or drenched in some fashion. After this, 
there is a resurrection of the sheaf; it is carried in a procession 
with great rejoicing to the central building of the community. Here 
the people feast, often with the last sheaf as a guest. Afterwards, 
the sheaf' is placed in a prominent place in the hall to spend the 
winter.l4 The next stage of evolution is the d~ or effigy which is 
constructed in part or whole from the last sheaf'. In Sweden, for 
example, the figure is a dummy of straw called Bovi.l5 In ancient 
Scandinavia mourning took place as effigies at' the vegetation god we~ 
thrown into the water.l6 Here should be mentioned the old North 
German cUstom of placing dolls or Puppen in the tombs of the deadl7 
14James Frazer, The Golden Bough: Study in Magic and 
Religion, (London, 1913-1914)-;--'V'II> 134. - -
15Bertha Phillpotts, The Elder Ed.da and Ancient Scandinavian 
Drama, ((.Cambridge, 1920), p. 123.- --
l6Phillpotts, p. 129. 
l7Atlas der .deutschen Volkskunde, ed. Ma.ttheas Zender 
(Marburg, 19.59). -
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an.d the Scandinavian. practice of placing tremen or wooden men in graves 
dating from the heroic age •18 The connection of the agricultural eff'igy 
and the grave effigies seems to lie in the i'act that the agricultural 
effigy goes through a resurrection stage. 
1he last sheaf can also be identified with a person. 
In some of these customs, as Mannhardt remarked, the person who 
is called by the same name as the last sheaf and sits beside it 
on the last waggon is obviously identified with it; he or she 
represents the corn spirit which has been caught in the last 
sheaf; in other words the corn spi~it is represented in duplicate, 
by a human being, and by a sheaf • 
Finally two special t.ypes of persons often occur in harvest ceremonies--
the youngest person present may be selected to cut the last sheaf (thus 
becoming identified with it) ,20 or a passing stranger may be chosen.21 
The mysterious Scef suggested by Scyld 1 s name in Beowulf is cer-
tainly to be conriected with this last sheaf and its permutations. 'the 
work of Krohn and others on Sampsa and P.eko as reviewed by Chambers 
makes .the connection closer. Samps~ is summoned by Summer across the 
sea to bring fertility back to the fields. .. .. Sampsa: 
12.5-126. 
Took six grains from off the corn heap, 
Slept all summer mid the corn heap, 
In the bosom of the corn boat.22 
18N. K. Chadwick, "Norse Ghosts," Folk-Lore, LVII (1946), 
19l!'razer, VII, 138-139· 
2
°Frazer, VII, 252. 
2ll''razer, VII, 2.53 ff. 
22chambers, P• 85. 
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In Sampsa the vegetation spirit is in the f'orm af a young boy who 
comes in the spring. He takes as his symool six grains of corn. His 
coming is Qy water in a boat. 
Examination of more lt'innish mat~rial on Sampsa and the associated 
figure af Peko will permit an expansion of the parallelism between these 
Baltic vegetation f'igures and Scyld and Beowulf. But first an impor-
tant caveat must be made in regard to the comparison of the Baltic 
figures and the original sheaf ceremonies in Mannhard~ •. In the Baltic 
figures of S~ps~ and Peko we are one half a cycle away from the har-
vest ceremonies of the last sheaf.· The Peko and Sampsa ceremonies ~re 
in the spring of the year; their function is to insure the return of 
fertilit,v to the field. Mannhardt's collection on the last sheaf is 
basically a harvest, fall ceremony; its function is to take the spi~t 
of vegetation back from the fields and to insure. its survival over the 
winter. Without ~ doubt Peko and Sampsa are sheaf persons, out we· can-
not proceed far 'cry analyzing them with the evidence found iD. Ma.nnhardt. · 
We need more from Baltic agricultural custams to reconstruct the en-
tire cycle of ceremonies from spring through fall to the all important 
festival of Yule. Such a reconstruction can be onl~ a paradigm of 
essential forms, but once we have it we can put the comparison of the 
Baltic vegetative figures and Scyld and Beowulf on a more complete and 
thorough basis. 
In the spring festival of the Estbs, Peko (ON beggw, a grain and a 
corn god, AS beow, a grain, and Beow of the genealogies) was carried out 
-
into the fields to produce fertility. This much was observed by Kaarle 
Krohn. But there is more to the festival that can be compared to the 
adventures of Scyld and Beowulf. After the visit to the fields the wax 
figure 9f Peko was brought back to the house of its custodian for an 
evening ceremony. A candle or lamp was lit before it. A .feast was 
held. A procession was formed which went nine times (a Germanic sacred 
number) around the ef'figy. Certain of the men went out to wrestle. 
Leaving Peko in the room, they then went out to wrestle. The 
one receiving the .first oruise cried out wi~h a loud voice that 
blood was shed, on which all hurried to acclaim him as the 
guardian o:r the Peko for the next year. '!'he image of the Peko 
was taken the same night in the dark to the new guardian 1 s 
granary.23 
At once we can see that this later part o.r the ceremony has much more 
in common with the .r all or harvest ceremony o.r M.annhard t and with the 
specific mention of olood we are reminded of the priest-kingship of 
Frazer with its emphasis on sacrifice. There are a feast, a procession, 
then violence. After the violence there is an acclaim paralleling the 
great joy of the harvest ceremony cited in Mannhardt, and another pro-
cession forms which takes the image to its new home. All. is parallel 
to the paradigm of the ceremony in Mannhardt with all of the important 
elements present. The only obscure point is the bruising and the state-
ment about blood being shed• In the ceremony found in Mannhardt the 
violence is done to the sheaf, the sheaf's substitute in the doll, or 
the stranger. In the .F'razer royal sacrifice ceremony, the violence is 
done to the sheaf, the sheaf's substitute in the doll, or the stranger. 
23Lou:i.s H. Gray, ed., ~ Mythology of' All Races (Boston, 
1916-1932), IV Finno-Ugric and Siberian, Uno Holmberg, e~927), 245-246. 
In the .l!'razer royal sacrifice ceremony, the violence is visited upon the 
priest-king. But here Peko is not attacked. However, we recog~ize that 
the man bruised is taking his place because immediately he is declared 
the new protector of the Peko image. 
'ihe introduction of violence and blood at this stage is Of great 
importance. With the Sainpsa influence on Scyld and the possible Peko-
~ influence on Beowulf', we can begin to see that much more than 
Bonjour 1 s artistic parallelism links Scyld and Beowulf'. But beyond 
this parallelism, the attacks of Grendel seem utterly removed from the 
cult story of the baby b~y that comes in a· boat to save a kingless 
people. Yet blood and violence are very much part of agricultural king-
ship. Margaret Murray has thoroughly examined the idea in English 
history in The Divine King 3:!! England. The more violent the fragment-
ing of the king's boqy, the greater fertility was supposed to be im-
parted to the land.24 It is strange, however, to find blood and vio-
lence in a purely agricultural ritual like Peko 1 s. It would seem to 
indicate that the person substituting for the sheaf was literally act-
ing the part af the sheaf • 
The notion of the vegetation spirit as a young boy, Peko and 
Sampsa', may be the same behind the "meadow man" of the Votiaks (a. 
Finnish race). 'l'he "meadow man" "is supposed to be the size af a child, 
but has the power, like the forest spirit, of becoming longer or shorter 
according to the length of the grass.u25 
24Margaret A. Murray, The Divine King in England (London, 
1954), P• 39. - --
25Holmberg, pp. 242-243· 
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Danger appears in the corn cycle not only near the Peko image but 
in the fields • 11 The Esthonians speak of the spi te.ful '-Corn virgins' who 
wander in the fields, and o.f a 'Corn wolf' (also 'Pea wolf .1 and 1 Bean 
wolf t), with which they frighten the children • • Among the Estho-
nians the anima ted last sheaf' goes oy the name of 1 rye pig. 1 n26 It 
seems very odd to have this note of violence and threat in what must 
have been the happiest sight in any village, the growing corn fields, 
but the threat is there. The answer would seem to lie in a remark o.f 
Cassirer that any contact with the sacred involves great dangers. At 
the more primitive levels of thought good and evil are not separated 
conceptually. To the mythic consciousness the only distinction is that 
of sacred and pro.fane.27 In simplest terms what has in this chapter been 
described as the spirit of vegetation could be called the power of vege-
tation. This power or ~ of vegetation is recalled, transferred, and 
stored by means of the various ceremonies cited oy Mannhardt; and this 
mysterious power causes fears. All tabus arise simply from the .fact of 
such power. ~ protects the ceremony because it prevents the power 
or mana from flowing out into prat'ane or non-ceremonial persons or forms. 
~ protects the ordinar,y person from coming into contact with the 
dangerous power resident in the ritualistic acts. The ordinary person 
was happy enough to see the corn growing but was .fearful of the strange 
· power at work in the fields. 
The terms Corn Woli', Bean Wolf, and the eye Pig suggest further 
26Holmoerg, p. ,' 2ll7. 
27cassirer, pp. 73-80. 
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inferences for the derivation of Beowulf's name. Grimm first put 
forward the "wolf of the bee, n i.e • , the bear. 28 '.rhere is, of' course, 
a touch of' poetry or kenning in this et.y.mology. A simpler construction 
is suggested b,y the Esthonian usage above. Wul£ may have been added to 
- beow, a name of grain, just as it is added to corn, beans, and rye among 
the Esthonians. In the Anglo-Saxon genealogies Eeow in fact occupies 
the place of Beowulf Scyldinga, and beow is an Anglo-Saxon word for 
- I 
grain closely related to the Old Norse grain word beggw and the name 
of the Norse god Beggw, whose name in Finnish is Peko.29 Beowu1f 1s 
name may well have been constructed by adding wu1f to a grain or food 
word. This hypothesis is supported oy the fact that~ can appear 
both as a term for grain~ a person, in Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse. 
These same animals in the fields of corn offer light upon another 
.suoject in connection with Beowulf. If Beowulf is considered with its 
closer analogues, The Saga .2£ Grettir ~ Strong, The Saga ~ Erolf 
Kraki, and the rather neglected (before Mar.y Daniellits treatment) 
Viga-Glums Saga, w.e becomes aware that bear_ totemism is a very important 
aspect of the analogues. Totemism is a matter that cannot exist apart 
from other religious and social ideas. Gods, vegetation demons, king-
ship notions can move about as separate items; but totemism is always 
only an aspect of the total tribal li1'e of a definite social group. In 
its most basic phases totemism is the socio-religious system that de-
termines the individualts role in the group, namely his occupation and 
28chambers, p. 365. 
29chambers, p. 365. 
his "posi tion11 in the social scheme. If one is a memoer of a bear-
lodge, one's status and activities are fixed b,y the status and activities 
ascribed to the animal ancestor of the particular lodge. Here in the 
Baltic examples of the wolf and pig, we see an extremely lind.ted but 
significant application of totem thought. As the primitive mind seeks 
to conceptualize the dangerous power of the vegetation spirit in the 
corn field, it naturally turns to animal totem. The characteristics of 
individual animals determine the character of the lodge which is des-
cended from them. Similarly it is the fierce animal of prey that 
occurs to the primitive mind, the wolf or at times the animal belonging 
·to F'reyr (the god of fertility), the pig. In simplest terms totem is 
a method of describing qualities by means of animals. 
For both the Norse of the Beowulf analogues and the .ffinno-Ugric 
peoples easterly along the Baltic, the critical time of the year was 
Yule, the high winter festival. All the monsters or berserks of the 
analogues make their threats and attacks at Yule. Only the 'Christianized 
Beowulf does not identify the time of year. In tracing the last sheaf 
customs among the Finns, we discover that the last sheaf is placed at 
Yule in the rafters of the house~ Here we have discovered a final 
stage perhaps of the harvest cycle among the Finns, the last steps 
taken to insure the survival of t~e power of vegetation through the 
winter. As Holmberg has observed among the Swedes in Finland the effigy 
of Christmas Old Man, Yule-gubbe, was placed in the seat of honour at 
the feast and given drink.30 The .feast, of course, was one of the final 
30Holmberg, pp. 247-248. 
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elements of the agricultural c.ycle. The darker side of Yule among 
· Northern races is closely tied in with the dead, always a source of 
great fears for more primitive peoples. Holmberg shows that the.'We;S;t 
Finnish oelief in spirits walking at .Christmas or Yule was introduced 
' ~ 
from Scandinavia. At this time silence is to be observed in order to 
keep the dead away. On this most dangerous night of the year, Yule, 
the Lapps throw bits of metal into water in order to keep evil spirits 
from arising out of that element. These customs and beliefs are strongly 
reminiscent of Grendel's angry reaction to the Hymn of Creation and 
his attack after the festive reception of Beowulf (p. ·66 fi'). Just 
before Christmas or Yule the Northern Votiaks nare afraid to go out 
alone without a light. It is dangerous at these times to make a noise 
near the water ••• to ferry singing people over any river" (p. 196). 
In this connection it is noteworthy that Grendel is also roused from 
ibi;s watery lair by sound. Later we will see that the monstrous dead 
or draugar in Viking Age Scandinavia could also oe aroused by song. 
The notion that light protects the living from the dead reappears when 
the heroes at Beowulf and its analogues are aided or accompanied by a 
sudden light in their battles in the uncanny dens. Here, perhaps, we 
should also remember the candle or lamp that was placed before Peko 
after the image had been returned at night for the selection of a new 
keeper and granary (pp. 245-246) • 
We are fortunate that the Norse and Finno-Ugric peoples were (and 
are still in rural areas) so explicit in establishing Yule-Christm.a.p as 
the critical time of the year, because there is an extensive investi-
gative and philosophical literature concerned with the matter oi' the 
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crisis that occurs in the end of the primitive year. The whole signifi-
cance of the northern year is concentrated in Yule. 
In general at the end of the year come purgations, purifications, 
confessions of sins, the driving out of sin-laden demons, the rekindling 
of the fires. Cassirer remarks that some religions put their demons 
into time divisions.31 Two intuitions seem to give rise to the end-of-
the-year customs. First, the vegetative cycle provides the pattern 
which furnishes close analogues to the human affair~ and concerns of 
birth, growth, and death. Secondly, end-of-the-year customs are a 
way of dealing with history. More sophisticated peoples have_ historical 
methods which enable them to handle large blocks of years; for example, 
the Jewish belief in the uniqueness of both their race and Canaan sup-
plied the rationale for the long suffering of the race. Rome from its 
early times had a sense of both its destiny and its fall. More primi-
tive peoples have only the vegetative year for their method of explana-
tion. All the sins of the community are accumulated over the year; the 
crisis of' the community consequently occurs ,at a fixed tiuie. There are 
a number of ways of regarding this crisis. ,Often it is a community 
n taint" that needs to be cleansed much in the mariner of the cleansing 
of Heorot. One form of this cleansing is the placing of all communal 
sins in the scapegoat which is killed or chased away. Other communities 
are unaware o£ the necessity" of dealing with sin, yet do believe in the 
dangers prevalent at the year's end. Among the F~s, the danger is from 
the dead at Christmas· time; sin is not part. of the situation. It would 
3lcassirer, p. 107. 
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seem that merely the fact the end of the year is llspecial" or distinct 
from other times causes this time to be regarded with awe and fear. In 
Gassirer 1s terms Yule achieves lithe specification of the uncommon" 
which he believes to·be the source of mana and tabu. 
The nature of the threat, taint, or sin at the year•s end can 
appear in a variety of forms even in the Norse-Germanic area: demons, 
corn-beasts, ghosts. Frazer notes that a straw bear was destroyed to 
rid a community of sin, an interesting echo of the animal which is so 
often found in the Beowulf analogues.32 At times the figure bearing 
the sins is called death and is destroyed.33 Mut~ation of an image 
called death is a method of producing fertili.tj.34 .Margaret Murray 
discovered that mutilation of the king's substitute was oelieved to 
bring fertility in Norman England.35 Although there exists a variety 
of forms and the ceremonies do not necessarily pccur at the year•s end, 
certain statements can be made. However the danger appears, it will 
be a form shared with the harvest ceremonies, and in fact the danger 
is often explicitly stated to be in a last sheaf mutation, for example, 
the death figure used for fertility. ·Certainly the dangerous figure 
shares the same ill-treatment meted out to the last sheaf figure. 
Stated in conceptual terms, sin, disease, and taint are more or less 
hypostatised .. with lack of fertility. .Eliade believes 11 The regeneration 
32..trrazer, VIII, 325. 
33Frazer, IV, 25~-254. 
34Frazer, IV, 253-254. 
35Murray, p. ~ 26. 
/ 
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of the force that dwells in plant life has a power to regenerate human 
society through this renewing of time. n36 The "renewing of timen is a 
rather sophisticated notion, but Eliade 1 s insight into the influence of 
the vegetational cycle on society is a good one. 
lhe final element of primitive belief that reappears in Beowulf 
analogues is the motif of fire. Fires are important in the purgation, 
cleansing at the end of the year; Frazer and Mannhardt considered them 
as possible sun charms .37 Again one form of violence offered the last 
sheaf is burning. Burning is one possible method of killing the king's 
substitute.38 Among the Norse one function ascribed to the Yule log 
is the burning of supernatural enemies of the householct.39 
In su.rnmary we can state that so far in Beowulf scholarship the 
parallels to the Baltic figures of Peko and Sampsa in the poem have 
oeen restricted to that part of the agricultural ceremonies that occurs 
in the spring, in the time of sowing. Scholars are aware that the 
Scefing epithet and Scyld as a boy are connected with Mannhardt 1 s massive 
study of the last sheaf.· But here the scholars have not proceeded far, 
because Mannhardt's center of interest was the harvest ceremony, one 
hal£ cycle away. .lfurthermore we should recall that the bulk of 
Mannhardt's study was of inland areas where the particularly Baltic 
ship arrival of Sampsa would have had little significance. Yet it is 
36El.iade, PP• 62-92. 
37Frazer, x, 328-346. 
38.t.a:urray, p. 52. 
39:F·razer, X, 246.:..269. 
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the striking parallelism of the ship of Samps'~ and that of Scyld which 
gives us our main insight into the whole matter of the Scyld-Sampsa/ 
Beowulf I-.Beow inter-connections. In short, scholarship will never be 
.. .. 
able to proceed from the arrival by ship of Sampsa, which is the re-
turn of the last sheaf 1s representative, ~o the last sheaf ceremonies, 
which is the selection of the last sheaf in the fall of the year. A 
more fruitful approach would be to employ more of the Peko ceremony, 
more general Finno-Ugric customs and beliefs; the possibility of such 
an approach arises from the fact that there were ~ Peko rituals, one 
in the spring and one in the fall. Exarn.ina tion of this evidence above 
demonstrates that the Finno-Ugrics indeed had harvest and Yule-Christmas 
rituals that do correspond to forms from the work of lv1annhardt: pro-
cessions, Yule feasts with threats of violence, actual violence with 
blood, a general rejoicing, fire char.ms, and a feast with the last 
sheaf given the place of honour. 
'l'o explain the arrival by ship_ of Scyld and Sampsa with the help . 
of the Baltic harvest and Yule ceremonies may appear to be a somewhat 
lengthy method; however it is very important to trace the six grains 
of Sampsa· and the Scef epithet of Scyld to the important last sheaf 
ceremonies, the harvesting of the last sheaf and its storage in a 
granary in the fall. There exist very many autwnnal examples and 
variations in the researches of .Mannhardt and Frazer. With all this 
richness of last sheaf customs and beliefs, we begin to realize that 
the arrival by ship of the person associated with_ the sheaf is merely 
a local variation which is to be expected among littoral peoples. ~on­
sequently our interest invohres the entire cycle of· FiMo-Ugric customs 
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centered on the last sheaf. 
With this reconstruction we can undertake a comparative stuqy or 
these customs with Beowulf and its analogues in a much more thorough 
manner. Up to the present, schola~ship has not gone beyond the single 
parallel of the arrival qy ship of Sampsa and the resemblance of Sampsa 
and Peko, and has not considered the possibility of traces of these 
vegetational-last sheaf figures in the analogues. 
Even before we begin a comparative study of the ceremony investi-
gated by Mannhardt and Finno-Ugric beliefs and customs and the Beowulf 
analogues, tracing the real connections or Sampsa and Peko with 
Mannhardt1s work has given us an important insight. Violence, bloodshed, 
dangerous beasts, fear of the dead at Yule are all ve~ much a part of 
last sheaf customs. Before this insight, we could have constructed a 
theo~ in which the artistic unity or the two arrivals, that or .Beowulf 
. 
and that of Scyld·, would have support i'rom. ritual and customs; out we 
would have had to stop b~ore the violence of Grendel as unsuitable to 
tbe deco.rous lit~le fable or how Denmark is to oe saved. 
In constructing the cycle of Baltic customs, we are faced with one 
gap, perhaps. Logic might demand that, if 5ampsa arrived by ship in the 
spring, late in the year he would have had to return to his skerry qy 
the same means. A custom of the Swedish Lapps might help here. At 
Yule these Lapps put food into a small tioat, smeared the boat with 
blood, and put it into a tree.40 This could be only a manner of ap-
peasing the dead who walk abroad at this time. Yet the fear of the 
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dead seems to coalesce at Yule with the general fears of the community 
at this time (in the same way sin is often equated with infertility). 
In this Lapp custom of smearing the boat at Yule reoccur a number of 
elements which we have found before among Finno-Ugrics: the boat re-
sembles Scyld•s ship, the smeared blood is reminiscent of the outcry 
that nblood is shedn in the Peko ceremony, and the food in the Lapp 
boat resembles the sending forth of Scyld and Beowuli' with heaped 
treasure. The placing of the boat in the tree seems to be a reflec• 
tion of an offering to the god. Both Odin and Freyr enjoyed sacrifices 
tJy hangings in trees, especially the hanging of kings. Among the 
interesting aspects about this custom is the fact that the custom is 
found in an area where the use of boats is little known. On a tenta-
tive basis the return by ship has been added to the cycle of customs 
below. 
CHAPTER III 
Salvation by a Ship Hero and the Ambiguous Nature or 
the Monster in the Beowu.l.t: Group o:r Stories 
Section A 
The implied ontology o:r Denmark and the rescue by 
the ship bero; t~ factors involved in the changes 
.from. the simpsa-Scyld ritua1 to the "luck11 at the 
folktale .. 
Without doubt the ship arrival of Scyld is derived from materiai 
• • \I 
similar to tbe Sampsa myth; however, we should be aware at the changes, 
and if possible, the rules at the changes, which have taken place. These 
changes arise :from the evolution o:r the myth to the tale. 
In the Sampsa pattern it must logica.ll.y be spring when the young boy 
arrives; on the other hand in the Scyld episode the .Danes are not suffer-
ing tbe dearth of winter, but they are helpless during the interregnum 
.following King Heremod 1s unhappy reign. In the evolution .from myth to 
.folktale, however, spring as the time of the hero's arrival disappears. 
Once the vegetational aspect of the sBmpsa· pattern is ~ost, there is 
little reason for spring to adhere to the pattern. In fact the pattern 
of the ship arrival appears to migrate across the year to Yule. In most 
o:r the analogues of Beowulf the great danger in the chief 's house arises 
at the winter .fest.ival of Yule, as, for example, in the two recognized 
analogues of Grettir's adventures with Glam1 and his fights at Sand-
lsaga ~ Grettir, ~h. XXXV. 
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haugar;2 in the stories investigated by Danielli (Grettir1 s adventure 
with Kar the Old, the material from Viga-Glums ~3); and in others. 
-· ., Vfe have seen that Yule itself may well be part o£ the Sampsa pattern 
in the Finnish-Ugric material. For a number o£ reasons the threat im-
plied in the end o£ the year at Yule maintains its original force and 
meaning from the ritual to the Viga~ type o£ story. Outside of 
literature, Yule, o£ course, was and is an important part o£ the year. 
From the story point of view it would be senseless for the hero to 
arrive in the spring and wait more than halt the year for the crisis'af 
the tale to arise at Yule. 
Scy1d arrives in Denmark not to end winter but to end the crisis·· 
oi' a kingless nation. It is independent evidence o£ the ritual origin 
of' the Scyld pattern that the Danes recognize that the foundling in the 
boat is to be their new king. As a story the Scyld episode is rather 
improbable. A kingless nation or a nation with a weak king meant an 
open invitation to free-booters at ancient Scandinavia to tr.1 their luck 
at kingship. The assault on such a weakened kingdom is the re-ocurring 
story of' the Heimskringla~ and in fact such assault is clearly fore-
cast for the Gautar of Beowulf Part Two as the enemies gather after 
the death o£ King Beowulf. In reality, the Danes could not have waited 
' for the young foundling Scyld to have matured. According to such 
accounts as the Ynglingasaga and the Skjoldungasaga there was intermit-
tent war.Care between the Danes and Swedes throughout the early years o£ 
. 2aaga ~ Grettir, Q.hs. LXIV, LXV ,LXVI. 
3Mary Danielli,uini.tiation Ceremonial from Norse Literature," 
Folk-Lore, LVI (19.16), 229-2.16. 
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the kingdoms. There were the Gautar directly to the east; and present 
day Norway was swarming with piratical chiefs of tiny domains eager 
for any oppo:rtunity-.4 
The employment of Scyld and the parallelism of Scyld and Beowulf 
thus must be seen as more than a folktale and its doublet. We must 
make some attempt to explain how the sWnpsa pattern :retains some of 
its original .force in this new form of the folktale. 
Two distinct problems face us in the parallelism of Beowulf and 
Scyld Sceting. The first problem is why does the llero :resembles the 
foundling of the vegetative ritual2 The second prob.l&m. is how the myth 
~ .· 
implicit in Scyld be;c:om.es a story or .folktaf.e told about a king1 the 
actual state of the Scyld episode in Beowulf. This second problem. has 
not been entirely settled by mythologists and folklorists in the general 
.fiel.d of the folktale, although certain of their insights are illuminat-
ing in the particular matter ot the Scyld Scefing episode. These in-
sights will. not be helpful, howeve:r1 until after we have examined· the 
first problem1 why Scyld and Beowulf are alike. 
"Reality- is a .function ot the imitation of a celestial archetype1 " 
notes Eliade on the thinking of primitive people.5 In non-mathematical 
terms, the more a hero :resembles a divine predecessor (or a demi-god 
predecessor) 1 the more real the hero is. 1~n a captain goes to sea, 
he persontlies the mythical hero Aori. u6 In this example of Eliade 
I, 498. 
4Paul B. du Chaillu1 ~Viking~' (New York, 1889), 
5Eliade, P• 5. 
~ade, p • .33. 
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from New Guinea, the sailor tries to insure his success by copying the 
successful actions on the sea of a f'ormer hero. ''We must do what the 
gods did in the beginning.n7 The philosophic grounds !or this concept 
at the archetype is to be found in Ernst Cassirer's analysis of' analogy. 
The notion of analogy is .false when applied to primitive thought; ''where 
we see a mere analogy ••• myth sees immediate existence and presence.n8 
1he implication of "immediate existence and presence" carries us beyond 
El.iade 1 s personification and imitation; Cassirer would us~ the term 
"become·'' Thus the hero is successful in so far as he becomes his illus-
trious predecessor, or the same situation may be stated in ter.ms of the 
ior.ilier hero or god-he· appears again in human form. Tiie stage at which 
the primitive speaks of imitation or personification would appear to 
be a later weakening ot the original force of 11immedia te existence and 
presence." 
Scyl.d Seating appears as a .foundling in. a boat at the time o.f the 
greatest need o£ the Danish people. He f.ounds the glorious Scyldinga 
dynasty in Denmark with conquests and great deeds$ At Scyld's ·death, 
the grateful Danish people heap a ship with treasure and send the dead 
king forth to that llllknown ·from which· he came in the beginning. When 
Hrothgar Scyldinga and his entire household are beset by Grendel, they 
are unable to cope with the situation. Again Denmark is in direst need. 
Again from across the sea comes .a stranger hero, Beowulf. With great 
deeds, Beowult solves the troubles of Denmark. At his setting forth, 
7Eliade, p. 21. 
Bcassirer, p. 68. 
the grateful Danish court heaps his ship with many rare treasures. 
Eliade presents us with a precise, philosophic method of describing 
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why this parallelism. exists. BeQWUl.f is made to imitate Scyld in order 
to be real or, in more literary terms, significant •. A hero that did 
not follow the Scyld pattern would not be so meanirigfu1 to the audience 
of the poem. 
It can be seen that the Scyld Scefing-Beowulr parallel involves 
more than a hero imitating a former hero or ancient god. Not only are 
the heroes, Scyld and Beowulf, similar to sainpsa, but events in which 
they are involved are also similar to the events of the myth. Eliade 
remarks that llevents repeat themselves ··because they imitate an arche-
type-the exemplary event.tt9 Thus events also can be "imitated" by 
further events. Eliade states it by saying that individuals tend to 
become archet,ypes and events become categories,lO but here Eliade's 
terminol.ogy can be seen as burdensome. Recourse to Cassirer demon-
strates that both. the individual., Scyld and Beowulf', and the events in 
parallel are examples of "immediate existence and presence.lf There is 
no need to separate individuals and events conceptually; both are re-
peated because in repetition there is the feeling at reality or signiti-
cance. We may use Eliade, but we must avoid some at the attractive 
concepts which Eliade creates: they may lead us far from the point. 
For example, why should events imitate "the exemplary event"? Events 
cannot possible have the volition-necessarily implied by "imitate," 
9Eliade, p. 90. 
-+.~ade, p • 44. 
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although heroes do have such volition. 
In the Scyld Seeling episode we have two rather complex matters-a 
primitive ontology in which eve~ts take place according to a certain 
pattern, and the ritual or myth or tale which has been devised to meet 
these events. According to the ontology implied in Beowulf', Denmark 
periodically becomes envolved in d~re straits to such an extent that 
the natural protectors of the realm, the king and the warrior class, are 
'Uilable to ac.t ei'fectively. This happens in th.e interregnum after King 
Heremod, in the attacks of Grendel, and in the renewed ·strife with 
Grendel's mother. It can be seen that these events do not imitate each 
other in Eliade's sense (even granting that events can imitate); for in 
King Beremod 1s case there is merely a dynastic situation, but with 
. Grendel there is intervention of the supernatural. The ontology simply 
views periodic troubles as part of the existence o:f Denmark. To meet 
these troub~es there is the unpromising or questionable hero (the baby 
boy Scyld and Beowulf) who comes in a ship, restores .Denmark, and 
leave$ with treasure. 
The myth or tale which recounts the solution of the periodic 
troubles :is obviously derived from ritual material similar to tlile sB.iapsa 
myth, but here we are between the horns of a dilemma. "The tact of ~e 
ever re-occurring repetition .of a situation in which human need is met 
by the lite-giving potency of a sacral act1111 seems to :fit the Scyld-
Beowulf parallel per:rectly. There is great human need among the Danes 
with the loss of their king and with the attacks of the monsters, and 
llcassirer, p. 108. 
.. . ..
this need is met by the SSmpsa pattern which is a sacral. act in the 
Baltic agricultural practices. But what are we to do with the absence 
of any agricultural function in either Scyld or Beowulf? Scyld is not 
. ·- .. . ' . the demi-god sainpsa, but a human king who dies. Even the au of mystery 
surrounding Scyld t s arrival and departure falls away in the heroic but 
mundane sea voyages of Beowulf from. the Gauta.r to Denmark and back again. 
This problem can be stated as a question-why is the sainpsa pattern 
seized upon as the answer to the danger that is inherent in Denmark's 
existence or why is the solution of both dynastic and supernatural 
problems found in what was orlginall.y a vegetation myth? In other words 
we must seek some insight into the.second problem rainsed at the begin-
ning of. this chapter, how the myth implicit in Scyld becomes a story or 
folktale told about a king.l2 
First we must fix within the present state at: knowledge the relation-
ship of cul:.t and myth. The story ot· sainpsa coming in his ~oat in the 
spring is a myth; in simplest terms, a story of the actions o£ a god. 
But the aati vi ty o£ carrying the Peko image around the .fields and all 
the last sheat observances in Mannhardt are cultic; that is, they are 
activities of men which imitate or manipulate the gods or spirits. J. 
E. Harrison brings myth and rite very close together:: 11 T.fle primary IQeUl-
ing of myth in rellgion is just the same. as in early·literature; it is 
the spoken oorrela ti ve of the acted rite. ul3 Here in !UuTison the re-
lationship is that of whole and part. The myth is the spoken part of 
1 2See P• SS. 
lJJ. E. Harrison,. Theinis '(•Cambridge, 1912), p.. 2.)8, quoted 
by Lord Raglan, The Hero (London, 1948), p .. 128. 
--
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the rite. Thus the myth could CSJ:TY or create the power which the rite 
is designed to produce. And this power has a definite pattern. Fr~zer 
noted tbS.t 
We shal.l probably not err in assuming that many myths, which we 
now know only as myths, had once their counterpart in magic; in 
other words, they used to be ~cted ~as a ~ans of prodp.ping 
in .fact the events they c:tescn.be in figuratJ.ve language.l.4 
The figure of Scyld or simpsa appears to have a definite function 
.within theories of myth; the tale 11va1idates the nte by attributing its 
origin to an ancient and sacred person, and this is what myths often 
did,n remarks Lord .Raglan.15 In his study of the hero Raglan adds an 
interesting view of time to this ancient and sacred person. 
The myth ••• actually identifies the present with ·its ritual 
aspects with a past conceived solely in terms of ritual-a past, 
that is·. to say, in which superhuman figures devote themselves 
to the performance of acts whieh are prototypes of the ritual. 
The stories at their activitl'Ss, the myths, then per.form the 
dual .function of sanctifing and of standardizing the ritua1.16 
. ' 
In brief, the myths and tales based on a cult have a definite re-
lationship to the eu1t. Myths are not mere· detritus of .forgotten 
religious practiees. Scyld ·scefing imitates the pattern o.f sainpsa· tor 
the same relationship; Scyld is very definitely a myth. at the above 
mentioned order which revives the power at the Sciio.psa cui t. The dearth 
· l4sir James Frazer, lecture IX, 274· 
p. 76~. 
lSThomas A. Sebeok, ~; ~- Sym:g,osium (Philadelphia, 1955), 
16 Lord Raglan, ,!!!! ~ (London, 1948), p. 131. 
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of winter has changed to the grief of a kingless people but the re-
storing power of the cult pattern retold in Scyld has the same ef!ect 
of relief for the Danes. Ernst Cassirer states that "Particularly in 
times of distress, when the community is endangered ••• this renewal 
ar its primordial physical-re~igious power is necessary-. nl7 
Although we must assume that the ritual·action, the arrival ar a ;'.' 
young boy in a ship, is basically the center of the thought of the 
cult, to transmit the cult down the generati9ns the myth is created in 
which a god or sacred person is the center of a narrative. The narra.-
tl.ve; of course, in its significant actions is constructed from the 
significant s~ps or acts in the cult. The d.ii'f$rence between myth 
and cult is that of emphasis •. It is the actions of carrying Peko about 
the fl.elds which is important in the cult. In the entire cycle of 
Finnish-Ugrlc customs in Chapter II,. the pol.nt l.s to provide for the 
reception of the vegetative spirit, to make sure the vegetative spirit 
reaches the fields, and finally in the fall to conduct the spirit from 
'" ~ . ~ .: \.'(~ l 
the .f~elds to~. the granary. All. these actions are important. But in 
the mrt~ or ncp:-rative the god or sacred person becomes more signi:t'icant 
than ·these cultic actions because these. actions now are subordinated to 
,_' .;,, . . 
events in his lite. Both sSmpsa and Scyld are the center of interest 
in their narratives although we can still sense the cult behind in the 
passivity of their actions; Sampsa is called .from his skerry and joy-
fully received by the people, Scyld Scefing is gloriously acclaimed by 
the people upon his arrival and sent forth with treasure in the matching 
17cassirer, p. 227. 
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significant event, his departure. 
It is to be expected that the narratives and myths could remain popu-
lar after the disappearance of the particular religious or cultic system 
behind the narratives (Greek myths are popular in Christian and sec~ar 
cultures today). Lord Raglan goes so far as to state that all tradi-
tional narratives are myths.l8 Loomis remarks that a tale can be a 
patchwork at all sorts of folklore yet have a myth behind it.l9 With 
this theory we can .follow the narrative pattern .from the Sampsa' myth 
to the Scyld story and the events of BeowuJ..t' 1s stay in Denmark. What 
remains to be explained is how the Scyld story has the same function 
as the Sampsa myth, the explanation of the salvation of Denmark. Again 
we can have recourse to philosophy and make the Siimpsa pattern the 
salvation of unstable Denmark in our ontology. But philosophy can give 
us the awareness of Denmark and Beowulf only in the immediate terms of 
the poem. An added difficulty is the apparent process of making the 
material of the poem less .folkloric and more heroic. Of Beowulf Hulbert 
states, "It is demonstraole, I think, that it is no't our author who 
transferred a .folk'tale into a courtly, probably historical enviroDment 
but that the materiaJ. came to him so located.u20 Phillpotts makes.. a 
very important point in this regard. 11 The obliteration of supernatural 
18Raglan, P• 144. 
l9Roger Sherman Loomis, Celtic~,~ Arthurian Romance . 
(New York, 1926), P• 76. 
20 James R. Hulber't, "Surmises concerning the Beovrul.t-poet1 s 
Source," JEGP, L (1951), 13. 
- ..
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scenes is characteristic of the heroic style.u21 The natural expectancy 
is for a story swiftly to lose all supernatural aspects as it moves from 
myth to the heroic episode. 
~ut we may well ask if it is supernatural power that bas been 
brought with tbe sSntpsa pattern to Scyld and Beowulf. In the ontological 
discussion of Denmark we have seen that the danger threatening Denmark 
could be secular as well as ·supernatural. In the same manner, the res-
cue by .the young ship-hero can be either mysterious as with Scyld or 
purely heroic as with BeOYilllf. Ems t Cassirer discusses what may well 
be the common ground of the SSmpsa· cult and myth and the Scyl.d-Beowul.:r 
parall.ellsm:: 
More and more clearly we see the beginnings of a uzythol.ogical 
view which assunes a distinct concept neither of God nor of 
the psyche and personality, but starts from a still entirely 
undirferentiated intuition ~f magical efficacy, of a magical 
force inherent in tbings.n2 
It is possible to extend this idea of Cassirer even further and eliminate 
the notion of magic from the notion of power. Ir we lo.ok back at the 
primitive mind through notions of magic, such notions are apt to be 
colored by our latter day ideas. A bi.dden power resides in the last 
sheaf of grain, a power to bring back all vegetation in the spring. 
And this power in the grain is "undifferentiated.tt It can be a tree 
god. In the summer this power can lurk about the fields of growing 
21
.Bertba Phillpotts, The Elder Edda and Ancient Scandi-
navian Drama (Cambridge, 1920), p."S'S. --
22cassifer1 . P• 16. 
corn in the .form. o£ corn beasts23 or demons24 or a dangerous old man 
or woman.25 At harvest this same power. can be abused in mimesis o£ 
cutting or threshing tecbniques.26 In the procession to the granary 
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the power is honored and .finally given a seat o£ honor in the main hall 
or barn.27 In sum at various times the power o£ vegetation is a boy, a 
god, a beast, a sheaf o£ corn, something or $omeone to be mistreated, 
and ~inally someone or something to be honored as a hero or king. At 
the .foundation o£ the sWnpsa!...Finno-Ugric beliefs there is this plas-
ticity o:f mind. Once a power is recognized as such, once it achieves 
the specification rl£ the uncommon,28 this power can appear in a great 
variety of forms.. Some o£ these .forms are not closely connected with 
agriculture. T.b:u.s when the sainpsa~ pattern appears in the heroic ag.e 
as the pattern o£ the exploits in battle o£ Scyld and Beowulf, it 
would seem to be this same plasticity at work on the power housed at 
times in vegetati.on in the wagon £rom the .fields in the :fall, in the 
last sheaf, in a boy-god on a barren skerry in the winter seas. For 
purity o.r concept we should even eliminate the term "power o£ vege-
tation.tt . Growing vegetation is but one form. in which t.h.e primitive 
mind "seesn power. For example, we are aware how the primitive mind 
23See P• 43. 
24see P• 37. 
---
2
-'von Sydow, p. 293. 
26Fraze~, VII, 136-170. 
27Frazer, VII, 1.34. 
28
cassirer, P• 77. 
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believes in nlu.Ckn; tlluck" in trading enterprises, in wife-hunting, and 
- other primitive activities can .flow .from ceremonies which are purely 
agricUltural or rain-making in intent. Luck of course equates with 
power in Cassirer 1 s sense. A Christian prayer within strict theology 
- is an aid .tor salvation; yet chaplains in military service often 
"pray" .for men's lives or victory. General Patton once ordered a chap-
lain to pray .tor a weather change.29 In these examples the ritual has 
a .fixed purpose, but individuals are quick at need to employ the forms 
in order to use the por1er or luck resident in them .tor their differing 
needs. Carrying a rabbit's .foot is to insure success in rabbit hunting 
(by mimesis because you already have part of th.e quarry), owning and 
adoring saints' bones is to put the mind on the acts or holy- men; yet 
these practices easily become simple magic or good luck. Efficacy is 
a matter which can arise after the fact. 
The .sB.inpsa vegetative pattern, the Scyld Scaring episode, .Beovru.l:t:'s 
adventures in Denmark, and, indeed, all the stories of the Beowul.t group 
of analogues in which the hero arrives from tbe sea to kill an eerie 
monster or berserk (Viga-Gl'Wils Saga· and .:th~ Saga .<?f. Grettir) ebare a 
common efficacy, the power to rescue a whole people or hall £rom hither-
to _unsolvable dangers. 
In summary we can say that the implied ontology in Beowulf and 
Danish traditional history views Denmark as subject to periodic attack, 
either supernatural or secular. To meet this attack there is recourse 
to a myth, the Sampsa pattern, which is well along the way to becoming 
29 . 
Robex-t s. Allen, Lucky Forward,.(N- York, :r_o47) l.n ~·r ~, PP•.2~~-2qv. 
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a mere folktale. In this narrative pattern there lies the salvation at 
the Danes. Obviously it is not the vegetative power ot growth which is 
sought in. this pattern but perhaps the undit.terentiated power or .nluck" 
of the ceremony. Without the Dani~h locale {with the exception of the 
Saga s£_ Hrolf-Kraki), the same pattern of the foreign, scorned, often 
youthfUl rescuer who arrives by ship to free the local chief from unsur-
mountable troubles occurs in all of the analogues of the poem Beowulf 
which are here considered. 
SectionB 
The mistreatment of the hero; the sharing of the 
unknown oy hero and monster; intermediate 
vegetational trolls illustrating this 
concept; historical events from it. 
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Related to the questionable nature of the hero is the mi.streatm.ent 
of the hero by his hosts. Within the frame of a particular tale, the 
questionable nature of the hero provides a convenient rationale for the 
mistreatment. In Viga-Glums Saga both Eyolf and later his son Glum 
- -
suffer because they are untried youths and foreigners.30 Grettir is 
unnoticed by Thorfinn because he is an exile and a shipwrecked youth.31 
Hott • s cowardice is the direct cause of his torments by the warriors of 
Hrolf ~s court.32 But in Beowulf this relationship of questionable nature 
and mistreatment is an add, jarring note in the heroic mood. Beowu.l.:f' 
presents his credentials to Hrothgar, who graciously accepts, with remi-
niscences about Beowulf 1s father. Hrothgar knows of Beowulf and his 
great hand-strength. A great friendly feast begins with Danes and 
Gautar.. Then Unterth speaks up, flyting Beowulf about the swimming 
contest nth Breea (l.l.·37l-528). We can be certain that this flyting 
is the equivalent ot the boorish treatment of .Eyolf, Glum and Grettir; 
yet it is reduced to one incident. The poet or storyteller of this 
30Danielli, P• 229. 
31Saga 2£ Grettir, Ch. XVIII. 
32nanielli, p.. 236. 
material bas almost completely assiJdlated it to the high heroic and 
courtly nature o£ Beowulf. This boorishness is con centra ted in one 
person and in one speech. A:t once Beowulf refutes the charge Of lack 
at' prowess by narrating his version o£ the Breca incident which pre-
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sents his abili:ty to handle monsters. Beowulf also destroys Unferth 1s 
evidence in two ways. He remarks that Unferth is drunken (therefore 
unsure in speech), and at the end of his *'detense" he implies that 
Unterth is a killer of his own kin (U .. 529-606), a person, therefore, 
not to be trusted. We can detect that the poet is disposing of a 
very inconvenient matter by reducing it to a readily answered insult 
to Beowulf by an untrustworthy .PSrson, in contrast to the Icelandic 
analogue~ where the boorishness of all the warriors at the host court 
is a major part of the plot (enabling the hero to emerge as the male 
Cindere~la). Yet for all the p~t•s efforts we know independently from. 
Beowulf tba t there !!! a tradition of Beowulf • s slack youth. Given the 
cil!'cumstances of .Beowulr•s arrival--not as an untried youth but as hero 
vowed to help-we cannot accept this .flyting as a quaint Germanic custom.. 
Chambers has considered the unappropriateness of it.33 It is rather a 
reduced version of the mistreatment of the hero. 
The quality in his source material which apparently disturbed the 
Beowulf poet is ambivalence. 'Why should the hero who is to rescue the 
king and court be so poorl.y received? In the Icelandic analogues the 
ambivalence i$ not so marked because the crisis which the hero meets 
is not overwhelming. In most at' the instances it is a holmgang chal-
33 - ' 
R. ·W. Chambers, Beowulf (Cambridge, 19.59), p. 28J for 
a recent discussion see James L. Rosier, "1be Unrerth Intrigue, 11 ~ 
LXXVII (1962), 1~7· . 
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lenge by a berserk.34 By definition the hol.mgt:mg i,nvolves only two men. 
Yet even in the analogues iihe poinii is stressed thaii the yo"Q.Ilg visitor 
is marked ouii for special maltreaiimenii and danger of death in battle. 
We have seen that ambivalence already exisiis at the level of the 
agricul.iiural ceremonies. s&npsii lolls about the corn heap all summer. 
Peasants fear the corn-beasiis or demons roving their rich, growing fiel.ds. 
At harvest the last person to finish or a passing stranger is seized 
upon, threatened with death, made the buiit of pranks, and very atf§n 
thrown iniio water )5 The intent of iihis play woul:d appear to go be-
yond mere mimesis of the acts of cutting, binding, and threshing, be-
cause this violence or threat of violence often involves blood. In the 
Finno-Ugric Peko ceremony, examined in 6bapter II, the shedding of bl.ood 
was the climax of the ri tual.36 This insistence on blood, a sign of 
animal or human vi.olence, would not seem to be logically part of a mime-
sis of activities concerned with plants. ihe ambivalence exists in the 
_fact that sSmpsa, the corn-beasts, the passing stranger, the last har-
vaster, and Peko are carriers at the particular moment of the corn· 
spirit. 
Ambivalence towards the corn animal is expressed as sacrifice in 
modern SWedish folklore. At Yule (the consistent festival of the ana-
logues) a person or a cake is made to represent the bog which is sacri-
ficed. Often the cake is preserved to be used in the spring to return 
3~elli, PP• 229-230 • 
.35Frazer, VII, 251-269. 
36See P• Ll .. 
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fertility to the fie~ds.37 The Winter or Yule sacrifice of an animal. 
and occasionally a human being was customary in Uppsala in the Norse 
Age. But sacrifice is .a rather generic notion; it tells nothing of' 
the reasons why' a certain sacrificial act yields results.. It should be 
noted that the ambivalence works both ways. In North Germany mock 
bears were made at Christmas out of' pea straw,.'38 but tradition re-
peated that animals were not to be trusted at this time..J9 This is a 
repetition of the threat in the corn fields or the Finno-Ugrics. It 
is strange that it was a common Germanic practice to make mock corn 
beasts out or the last sheaf when these beasts inspired. so much fear. 40 
Ambivalence in the Beowulf analogues not only ooc~rs in the treat-
ment of the young ship-hero by his hosts but also in the kind or battle 
fought by the hero. The importance of bear material in Beowulf and the 
analogues is discussed in Chapter VI; however~ here it should be said 
that there is strong identification or· the hero with the bear he hunts. 
Bothvar is the son of a bear and yet kills a bear.Ll Mary Danielli's 
point is that the young man is being tested for his worthiness to be-
long to the berserk group about the king. Berserks, berserks named 
·Bjorn, and bears are interchangeable in the various forms or the story. 
For example, Eyolf fights a bear and a berserk in a holmgang in Norway; 
37Benjamin Thorpe, Northern AVtb;ology (Londoni .. 'l~52);·:Ul= .. 50. 
38Thorpe, II, 146. 
39Thorpe, II, JS2. 
40-von Sydow, p. 293. 
4lnanielli, p. 236. 
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his son, an obvious doublet of .Eyolt', 1'ights one battle, a holmgang 
,· .......... 
_with a Bjom.42 Grettir hunts a bear in a bear cloak with a fellow 
named Bjorn who tricks him. Grettir kills the bear ancl. later Bjorn.43 
To Danielli these are mock com.ba ts resulting in the young man's being 
received into the berserk grou.p.44 In a real sense the ship-hero is 
0 . 
:tighting one of his own-wlie:l:h.er one or the berserk circle he wishes to 
join or a bear which is the animal foxm of the berserk~ Grettir' s 
bear cloak:, Bothvar' s bear father, Beowulf 's bear-like hugging qualities 
indicate their membership in a ·bear lodge. Although Danielli believes 
the combats are mock, there is no denying the essentially ambivalent 
attitude toward the bear. 
Ambivalence is not restricted to an animal-man totem relationship 
in the cluster of stories concerned with the ship-hero. In the Glam 
combat Grettir is .fighting a revenant, a man turned troll in death. When 
alive, this revenant worked on the farm which now he is attacking.45 
In the Kar episode Grettir fights the physical ghost of Thorfinn's father; 
Thor.finn is his host. 46 'lhe Kar episode introduces us to a group of 
, 
Norse tales which have been unnoticed both by .Beowult' scholars and by 
Danielli. This group of stories is herein .~rmed draugr; draugr is 
the walking corpse of. the burial howe which can be stopped ·only by a 
42Danielli, PP• 229-230. 
43saga 2f Grettir, 8hs • .fii and XXII. 
~anielli, p. 233. 
4SSaga of Grettir, Ghs. XXXII and XXXIII. 
46Saga 2f Grettir, eh. XVIII. 
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special technique. This special technique-entry of the barrow by a 
cl.ose relative of the draugr,. combat and decapitation of the draugr,-
and return from the the~ by the relative-hero. with a special sword 
taken from the draugr 1s hoard-becomes the narrative action of the 
typical draugr story. N. K. Chadwick believes that both Saga 2f Grettir 
stories, Glam and Kar, show examples of draugarJa In Chapter V the 
entire matter of draugr will be explored with a discussion of draugr 
elements in Beowulf. For the present we should again be aware of the 
ambivalence implied in the draugr situation. ·It must be a close rela-
tive who ·enters the d.raugr's tomb, decapitates and robs him of the 
sword. Just as it is the ship-hero as bear-relative that must fight 
. a bear; berserk, or Bj~, it is the ship-hero ·as human-relative that 
must fight the draugr. 
A final stage of- this am~ivalence is found if the Saga~ Grettir 
is· considered as a whole. For years scholars have been mining incidents 
and episodes from the Saga for Beowulf analogues, initiation rites, and 
draugr material; yet perhaps they hB.ve missed the point of the story. 
Grettir continually £ights and kills berserks, bears, ghosts, and out-
laws that prey upon the countryside. H~··se~ms rather oblivious to. the 
various sentences of outlawry against~ him until after the All-Thing 
passes sentence of outlawry for his house-burning of the sons of 
Thorir. 48 From. this point on, Grettir has an extremely difficul. t time, 
4 . 
7N. K. Chadwi<'~, 11 Norse Ghosts," E2!!t-Loret• LVII (1946), 
50-65, 106-127. 
48 ~T· Saga 2f Grettir, Ch • .n..uVl. 
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especially in winter when· he--must search about for a safe place to bide. · 
Grettir is .forced to prey upon local farmers 1 sheep; he must kill more 
and more men to remain free. li'ina~ he barricades himselt on Drangey. 
At last T.b.orbjo"rn Angle becomes a traitor and slays him• Thc>r~jorn 
makes a great point of bringing away Grettir's head and sword.49, In:.the 
process of events Grettir is forced to become what he fights. Like 
Glam, the monster from the Sandhaugar, and the berserkers at Thor.finn1s, 
Grettir preys in the Yule season on sheep and men. Finally at Yule he 
barricades bimselt in a strange place reminiscent o.f the Sandhaugar, 
Kar • s howe, and all the outlaw hide-outs of the Saga. Here he is killed 
by a Bjorn-named warrior according to the draugr technique (the close 
relative is replaced by' a supposed friend). Grettir, of course, is not 
dead when Thorbjorn attacks, but he has assumed unearthly qualities 
which resemble those of the draugr •. "The terms 1 outlaw, 1 'exile, • 
•£orest-man,' 'unhallowed' are all synonyms, tl remarks the Saga 2f. 
Grettir editor, Hight.50 
Again in these analogues we encounter a plastic qualit,r of mind 
that enables both the ship-hero and his opponent to change roles: from 
youth to outlaw and exile, draugr .figure, £rom bear to berserk to 
draugr. This shifting can occur in the same saga: Grettir and his 
various opponents, Eyolf and Glum and their opponents in Viga;...alums 
Saga. The extremely interesting fact is that the ambiguity or ambi-
valence is insisted upon. Grettir wears his bear cloak to .fight the 
49 Saga Ef Grettir,p cell .. LXXXII·. 
50 High-t, P• .xiii.-
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bear.51 Bothvar fights the bear just after his bear ancestry is given.S2 
Old Kar•s paternity of Thor!inn is emphasized as Thorfiim•s guest pre-
pares to fight Old Kar .53 
In this matter of the mistreatment of the stranger and the subse-
quent combat, am.f>ivalence is the key notion. Increasingly it is evident 
that the ship-hero and the danger he faces are to be regarded as of · the 
same 'SUbstance. In facing a bear the hero is given bear qualities; in 
facing a draugr, the hero. is made to be related to the ghost. In a life 
time of fighting eerie outlaws, llr13ttir bec~es just that-an ee~e out-
law. But the notion at ambivalence is our civilized reaction to the 
central idea-the ship-hero and his enemy share a common nature. In 
Beowulf this idea is implied in the fact that ship-hero Scyld. comes 
from his mysterious watery lair, and at length arrives the shi.~hero 
Beowulf, whose youth has been spent in part· in swimming and fighting 
strange monster fish in the depths of the sea. In this instance monster 
and ship-hero sbare the sea, the sea which may have carried overtones 
at the water charm and the cult of Nerthus described by Tacit~,54 
It may seem. a long way from S~sa lolling in the corn bin and the 
corn-beasts lurking in the growing corn to the odd, dual nature of 
Grettir or possible parallels of Scyld-Beo:wulf with Grendel, but there 
are intermediate figures which bridge the gap. In Danish folklore there 
51Saga ~ Grettir, eh. m. 
52- . . 
-vam.elli, P• 236 • 
.53Saga 2f. Grettir, &.. XVIII • 
.54Tacitus, Germania, ed. Alfred Gudeman, Ch .. XL, Paragraph 10 
(Leipzig, 1918). 
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is a giant called Gr~h-Jette who lives in a forest called Gr~nvm lde on 
the island of Moen. He rides at night with his head under his arm. At 
'" 
harvest the field workers leave irl.m a bundl~ of oats.55 Another Moen 
tradition was to heave the last sheaf'· of oats back into the field with 
the words n This is for J~de of Upsala; this he shall have for his horse 
on Christmas eve.u56 Because of the last sheaf' and the horse the two 
figures of Gr£n-Jette and J§ae seem much alike. Their similarity is 
supported by the probable translations of their names: Gr2il,-Jette-- -
Green: Giant, and J~ae-Jotn (giant) ,.51 
Basically Gron-Jette- and Jode are vegetation demons. First o.:t: all 
Groh-Jette is a member of the Wild-hunt and as such a Holzdaem.on and one 
of the Wildeleute of Wil.helmm lifannhardt. Both Gron-Jette an.ci Joae are 
associated with the color green. Both are also associated with- the 
more placid ac ti. vi ty o.:t: growing· cereals, again in the capacity o.:t: vege-
ta.tion spirits. They are closely associated with the last she.a.:t:, which 
is ever the container of the power of vegetation. Harvest is the time 
of the year when they appear in th~ consciousness of -the peasant. The 
re,terence by the peasants to Christmas brings to mind the centrality of 
Yule in the Finno-Ugric cycle. So far Gron-Jette and Joae share the 
vegetational cycle with SAm.psa and Peko and other peaceful representatit-ves 
of the last sheaf. G_enerally speakin:g they are part of . the vegeta. tiona! 
background of Scyld Scefing. 
55 Thorpe, III, 195-196. 
56Th.orpe, III, 124, 196. 
57 Thorpe, III, ~24, 195 .. 
But there is the violent side of Gron-Jette and Jode. They are 
giants; they are feared by the peasants. They kill or 1.njure anyone 
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who comes into contact with them. Here in single .figures is the ambiva-
lence o.f the harvest rituals. 
Mannhardt has noted customs in which ttaehrentt are left for the 
Holzfralllein.58 The relationship at agricultural activities in the 
.fields to the spirits at the .forest is that of tapping the undying 
spirit o.f growth in the forest. In spring the maypole is brought .from 
the forest in Scandinavian countries: 
Be greeted tree .from the greenwood, 
be greeted in your new home. 
Bring us your good spirits and health,-
and protect us from the ·danger at hail and .fire .59 
The return o£ the aehren to the Holzfraul.ein or the oats to 
Gron-Jette, the last sheaf' to Joae is the return in fall o£ the borrowed 
growth power to its original home, the wild, undying forest. 
We should be aware of this splitting o.f the visualization o.f the 
vegetative spirit. In growing cereal the spirit is weak, boyish Sampsa 
or Peko. Even at the harvest this spirit in the stranger, or youngest, 
or slowest can be insulted and manhandled. But in the forest the pov1er 
of growth is a jotn. Although a giant, there is no need to .force this 
jotn o£ the greenwood into the framework of the eternal battle of the 
Norse gods and the frost giants (the gods themselves were o£ great 
I, 78. 
59Karl A. Sinnhuber, 110n the relations o£ Folklore and 
Geography," Folk-Lore, LXVIII (1957), .393· 
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·stature and often interbred witb.::,the frost giants; hostili~, uncondi-
tional good and evil did not split the cosmos) • A jotn or giant shape 
was the natural result of vi.sualizing the vegetative power of the great 
forest just a:s a small boy was the re·sult of visualizing the power at 
growth in the meter high grain fields ( cf.. the meadow man) • lhe daemon 
of the German scholars is somewhat misleading; Holzdaem.onen Gron ... Jette 
and Jooe are simply power.tul, neither good nor bad. Groh-Jette honestly 
tried to pay a peasant once, but the gold coin burned through the man 1s 
hand. Gron-Jette made up for the incident by giving the man a relic - · 
which insured the man's properi ty. Thus Gron-Jette is well intent.ioned 
but unaware a£ the danger of his own power. It is a miracle that a 
local figure such as Gron-Jette could survive as somewhat benign the 
invasion of the priests o£ .Rome and Christ, who brought in all sorts of 
Babylonian and Levantine devils. 
. ,. . . 
It is fashionable in Beowul£ scholarship to point out the Bampsa 
and Peko parallels of Scyld Sce:ting, then . with Scyld 1 s .funeral to make 
reference to the .funeral o£ Baldr. The implication is left that be-
cause both Baldr and sSmpsa-Peko are vegetation figures there is a 
connection between the two funerals. But Baldr is too mild to be rela-
· .. tive of Groh-Jette and JOO.e.. There is, however, a Norse god strongly 
l 
reminiscent of.· these giants--Vidarr.. "Vidarr is, then, the imperishable 
and incorruptible nature represented as the immense indestructible 
fo~st.rr6~ Vidarr is one of the few gods to escape alive from Ragna 
rok. With. Vall he returns when the new world arises from ruin with 
60R. B: Anderson, Norse grthologt (Chicago, 1875) '· P• 3,38. 
·. 
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green grass and soft br~zes "in wondrous beauty once again. n61 The 
basi.c notion seems to be that Vidarr-:is .the vast spirit of the Northern 
evergreen forest, whi.ch never di.es in winter; while Baldr appears to 
represent weak seasonal vegetation, which does die. 
· Basically Groh-Jette is a Holzdaemon.. His home is, like Vidarr 1s, 
, in the forest-GronVElde (surely a generic name). Grcm-Jette too seems 
indestructible. His beheading is, like the Green Giant's, a proof of his 
immortality. In Gro"n:vae lde, be is like Robin Hood ot the Greenwood, a 
man who blends. into his sUIToundings.;62 He is neither good nor bad,: 
but dangerous in his immense power. Like the forest he is free· and 
pov1erful: and like hi1ll the £orest is ever living and mysterious. In the 
oat sheaf left to Gron-Jette the harvesters appear to be returning the 
power at vegetation from man-eul ti va ted fields to the power • s original. 
owner, the ruler at the forest. 
Thus a jotn at vegetation could inspire .fear yet not be llbad.tr 
Although a "Ba:umseele,n63 he was associated with smaller:growth even in 
his own domain. In Swedi.sh folklore a "smooth green lawn" in the £orest 
is always associated with trolls.64 Green, of course, is the color or 
the vegetation jotn or troll. Gron-Jette lives in ar<>n-valde. The 
Green Knight of the Sir Gawain romance, who strongly resembles these 
61-voluspa, '1he Poetic Edda, tr. Henry A. Bellows, (New 
York, 1923); ~Younger Edda, tr. BaSmUs B._ Anderson, (Chicago, 1680), 
Ch. LIII •. 
62See P• 176. 
6) 
.Mannhardt, I, :Ch. III. 
64 7horpe, III, 64. 
.~ ... 
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·. trolls, bears a green holly-bough, lVhich corresponds to his green hue and 
green clothli:.ng .. 6$ Robin Hood of the Greenwood or Robin o 1 the Green!! 
another figure examined below who resembles these vegetation trolls.66 
Roqin is always dressed in his suit of Kendall Green. In Lady Raglan's 
article "The 'Green Man t in Church Architecture," the Green Man is dei.'i-
nitely a vegetation :figure who is hung up to insure crops or good luck.67 
. Green· grass alone is an important bearer of power, usually the 
power to regenerate after death or disaster. . Green grass grows up 
heralding the new world after Ragna _!Ok in the Vol.uspa. The mysterious 
seide stones of the Finns were located in the lushest grass.68 Many of 
the English bal.lads have a vegetative continuance after the tragedy. In 
traditional English love bal.lads it is the rose and briar that unite 
after death. 69 In other ballads the grave mound by bEmoming green sod 
indicates that the monkish City of God was not the only intuition of 
li:f'e beyond. 70 
It should be recognized that vegetation trolls such as Gr6n-Jette 
and Jooe are only special. members of a very popul.ous group. Even after 
the introduction of Christianity, trolls and jotn were common. Every 
65sir Gawain and the Green at, ed. J. R. R. Tolkien 
and E. V ~ Gordon -roxrord, 1~), lines 2 201. 
66English and Scottish Popular Ballads, ed. Hel.en C. 
Sargent and George Lyman KIttredge (Boston, 1932). 
67Lady Raglan, p. 82. 
68Holmberg, p. 100. 
69 . ~lish ~Scottish Popular Ballads, No. 85. 
7°.English ~ Scottish Popular Ballads, No. 1.209 
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district of Sweden and Denmark had its share in neighboring hills and 
woods. Trolls were on ·familiar terms 1lli th local people, who often 
could call the troll by name .71 Trolls were easil.y angered; but, if' 
the peasants were caref\i4 trolls and human bein~ seemed able to live 
I 
together peacefully. It was only when churches were built that the 
trolls would really be disturbed. ot ten in such a case they would 
merely withdr~w reutully into deeper woods or mountains.72 It must 
be recognized that ntrolltt is a generic term. Glam, a surly pagan, 
turns into a troll at death in the Saga 2£ Grettir. UsuB.lly dray;ar, 
·which we would term revenants, are called trolls; Kar the Old is called 
a troll. Yet the troll~ Sandhaugar is more what we would tenn an 
elf-a powerful supernatural being that has never been a man.73 Again 
after the heroic age pictured in the Eddas (if it ever existed), troll 
and jotn were interchangeable as terms. In short all the supernatural. 
creatures described in the Eddas (ghosts, elves, giants which are not 
gods in Asgard) are trolls. 
This generic nature of trolls explains the .frequency of their 
occurrence. The generalness of the term· seems to reflect a .fle:xi.bUity 
of mind. In the ship-hero group of stories the troll-danger can 
appear as the dra2 o£ the draugr ciuster of stories (Glam., Kar the Old) 
the water-elf troll ~:b Sandhaugar, the jotn or nicor-like Grendel., the 
dragon beast of the Saga of Hrolf-Kralci. Though not a troll, the bear 
71Thorpe, pp. lll,l23 • 
72 
· Thorpe, pp. lll1 85 .. 
73saga 2! Grettir, Ch. LXVI. 
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can replace it as monster; yet the bear will serve precisely the same 
function· vis-~-vis the ship-h~ro. 
·Of all trolls Grb'n-Jette and JoCie seem the most likely to be the 
· closest to the Beowulf' group of stories for three groups of evidence. 
''One, the many itidications of the vegetational figure exhibited by these 
trolls links them to the Scyld-samps~ agricultural be-liefs and prac-
tices; in particular the rete~ence to YUle in connection with the 
tearful .figure of JCide joins him with the- night violence of the Peko 
ceremony~74 and the threats and violence at Yule in the Beowulf group 
' . 
of stories. In the second group of evidence, Jode•s reference to 
Uppsala would seem to link the headlessness of Jette directly to the 
same place of origin -which N. K •. Chadwick has discovered as the 
origin of draugr. 75 ·Two important points about the d.raugar were their 
fear-causing roamings and their ultimate headlessness. It should be 
indicated here that kingship at Uppsala with all this violence was 
also closely connected with vegetation, a matter examined in the next 
chapter. It is in the matter of ambivalence that we .find a third-
reason for stressing the correspondence between Gron-Jette and Joae 
and the Beowulf story group.- These vegetational trolls can be both 
helpful and malignant, e.g., the gift of the bridle by Gron-Jette to 
recompense the burned hand of the peasant. Grcm-Jette•s gold coin that 
burns right through flesh is a good example of undifferentiated power 
or efficacy, the same power that appears to have adhered to the Scyld 
74see P• la.. 
75chadwick, p. 56. 
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pattern in its transition £rom. ceremony to folktale. 
We have seen that. the characteristic pattern of the Beowulf group 
is the mistreatment of the hero, O.tt.en in the form of an armed attack. 
In the pattern this mistreatment is followed by the honoring of the 
same hero; he is gi-ven gi£ts and the seat of honor. In Gron-Jette this 
odd alternation bf regard is readily seen. At some point in his career 
Gron-Jette has suf£ered decapitation; yet he is an honored and feared 
figure. 
In a final piece o.r evidence the lowering of a man with the aid. 
of a rope to the den of the troll is a stage that occurs in some of the 
Beowul£ group of stories. T.bis also happened once to Jode with the 
dif£erence that the bollid man never returned.76 This rope lowering takes 
place at Moen's nint, which consists of cliffs with caverns similar 
to the vicinity of the lair in Beowulf and the sundry dens of the Saga 
_5! Grettir. :The IO.int King (probab~ ~quivalent to J()de) causE1¥ the 
waters nearby to· boil as they do at Grendel 1 s mere. 
: . .4' 
In conclusion, it is Gron-Jette t s loss of his head which provides 
the closest linkage of the vegetation troll stories to the Beowulf group 
of stories. No matter in what fo:m (as troll, draugr, bear, outlaw) the 
monster-danger .raced by the ship-hero appears, it must often suffer what 
Gron-Jette suffered, the mutilation of beheading.· By decapitation we can 
identify the monster as belr:!lnging to the typical pattern of the ship-hero • 
.Beowui:r has ·ripped of£ Grendel 1s am and caused his death. When Grendel's 
mother begins the feud and is assaulted iii her lair by "Beowulf • she 
76 Thorpe, III, 124. 
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dominates the narrative action. But after the battle with her, Beowulf 
decapitates the long dead and practically forgotten Grendel for no good 
narrative reason. He ignores the corpse of the mother, which hcl.s so 
recently given him a much more deadly battle than Grendel did. Beowulf 
is carrying out in this decapitation what Grettir does in decapitat~ng 
Glam and Kar the oid (Grettir himself must finally suffer decapitatic:m). 11 
In the other draugr stories decaptia tion and the special sword are the 
indicators that the particular story is about draugr. 
Thus, the mistreatment o:f the ship-hero, Be-owulf, Grettir, .Eyol:f, 
and- Glum, is a matter of ambivalence, an ambivalence which already exists 
in the ~hip-hero sampsa and the last sheaf representative. This same 
ambivalence at the agricultural-rite level makes it possible to view the 
vegetative power as both benign and hostile. This ambivalent aspect re-
appears among the Beowul£ analogues in the insistence that the hero must 
in some way approximate his opponent; in bear tales the hero and pppo-
nent:·have ursine traits, in dra¥£ stories the hero and opponent are 
relatives., in Part One Beowulf the hero. and his opponents are connected 
in some way with the sea. The Danish folk figures Gron-Jette and Jode 
are helpful. to us in that they appear to be intermediate between the 
more powerful. aspects of the power of vegetation and the draU£, bears, 
monsters, and outlaws of the ship-hero group of stories. It there is 
an Asgard god involved in the powerful. aspects of vegetation, it is not 
sunny, mild Baldr but Vidarr, the wild and free god of the depths of. the 
forest, the god who will outlive the destruction of the world. 
11 Saga of Grettir, lb LXXXII· 
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It is a necessity in the ship-hero stories that the hero be mis-
treated, that the hero and danger share a common nature, and that the 
hero destroy the monster and gain a trophy, usually the head at the 
threatening monster. The question that arises is why the violence or 
mistreatment is o.tfered (1) to a hero tWl\G. proves a sa'Vior, (2) to a 
·creature with whom one shares a common nature? Christian polarity o.t 
good and evil is here completely misleading. The Eddie battle of the 
gods and frost-giants again offers little help. I:t we broaden the 
question to Gron-Jette with his severed head under bis arm, if Gran-
,1ette is connected with Old Uppsala and the sacrificial deaths of the 
Ynglinga kings, we can answer. the question quite readily on the level 
ot the vegetation ceremony. ·When Lady Raglan had the sacrificed Green 
.Man to explain, she had recourse to Frazer in a passage already quoted 
herein. 
All those who have read~ Golden Bough are familiar with the 
· theory that a man is chosen to represent the god, and he, after 
conferring by proper magical ceremonies his strength and fertility 
upon his people, is sacrificed (perhap~ by hanging), decapitated, 
and his head placed on a sacred tr&e. 7 . · 
It can be seen that the ambivalence arises out of the ceremony in 
which it is the revered figure that must die to produce continuance ot 
fertUity and general well-being. Ambivalence ·is an unintentional and, 
at the level of the ceremony, unnoticed feature. 
But it is the ambivalence which is insisted upon in the ship-hero 
stories both in the mistreatment of the hero and the common nature at 
78Lady Raglan, p. 54. 
the hero and danger. In adQition to the similarity or pattern be-
tween the ship-hero group Ot stories and vegetative· beliefs and. 
customs, there are many probable connection~n from. SSm.psa to Scyld 
to Beowulf, from Gron-Jette to the decapitated t~lls and drauger 
or the ship-hero group, from Gron-Jette to the draugar and sacri-
fical kings at Uppsala and from Uppsala to the draugr stories ar the 
ship-hero proup. But what has been lost is the vegetative rationale 
and indeed any rationale at all for the pattern or events. In other 
words we have stories in which the events are derived from ceremony. 
But the stories are deeply marked by the ambivalence which is stres-
sed rather than diminished (with the exception or the courtly, heroic 
Beowulf). 
We have seen that the notion existed that the periodic troubles 
8~ 
ar the Danes--superna tural and secular--were to be solved by recourse 
to the ship-hero story. At the level ar Beowulf the ritual aspect ar 
Scyld and Sampsa is meaningless, but the undifferentiated power felt to 
be inherent in the ship-arrival ar the questionable hero is what sur-
vives after the magical (in a specific sense) vegetative tonality has 
£a.1len away. This concept Of undifferentiated power or efficacy is the 
best method for explaining the ambivalent situation in which the ship-
hero faces the danger he has come to solve. To rid the court or house 
ar the danger, the hero must in some way partake ar the nature or the 
danger. In draugr only a relative can stop the corpse; in berserk..,bear 
hunt dangers only a bear hero can succeed; Grendel and his dam are 
water-dwellers, only a hero who comes from the sea, who- is a great 
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swimmer and .fighter in the ocean depths can destroy them. It would be 
eafiY and wrong to state that Beowulf, Grettir, Eyol.f, Glum, and Bothvar 
each resembles in some manner Ms opponent because in vegetation myths 
the young priest, king, or god kills the older. The latter idea is a 
possible source of the ambivalent situation, but it does not explain 
why in the various versions of the ship-hero stories thi.s ambivalence 
is insisted upon. 
1.here is another manner ot viewing the efficacy of the ambivalent 
ship-hero and the danger he faces. It is cex·tainly a tenable theoicy that 
both parts of Beowulf are explanations in .folklore of important histori-
cal or semi-historical facts. Archeology informs us that the Danish 
Kingdom in indeed rich in the Scyldinga Period. 19 Scandinavian legen-
dary sources such as Saxo Grammaticus support this and add that Denmark 
was subject to periodic troubles--dynastic squabbles and inc~ions 
.from other t:H.bes. 80 Part One ot Beowulf expresses this in supernatural 
terms much in the same manner of the mythicization of Sla'Vic heroes 
examined in Chapter I. Again i. t is indeed history tba t the Swedish 
Kingdom centered on Uppsala absorbed the Gautar ld.ngdom about this time .. 
This, of course, is the doom in Part Two that comes form the curse and 
dragon. Withdraw the supernatural in Beowulf and .final events in each 
part will remain the same. 
Both matters, the troubles of the powerful Danish kingdom and the 
.fall of t~ Gautar are connected with the dif'ficul t subject o.f the 
79nu Chaillu, I, 216. 
80The First Nine Books ~f the Danish History of Saxo 
Grammaticus, tr.CW.:ver Elton (L0ndon;-l'B98). --
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Germanic Volkerwanderilng. In Scandinavia the Volkerwanderung must 
have seemed a small affair. For example, there was a tendency of some 
of the Goths in South Sweden, to move southeasterly ~owards the Baltic. 
This was a matter of a small group shifting.a few miles; but this ten-
dency resul.:t;.ed ultimately in hordes o£ Goths on the great plains of. 
Russia and the ultimate subn.ergence by Goths of most of the two· Roman 
. . 
:Empires (squabbles over pasture land ~auncbed Genghis Khan in a Mongo-
lian h;in terland) • If we experience d.ifficul ty in explaining the his-
tory of the Germanic Heroic Age, we should expect that the people con-
cerned would be even less able to understand it. 
Every important change and evenii in Beowulr, everything which 
would be labeled history, arises from the unknown; from the ~sterious 
sea, from a strange, unearthly lair, from the world of dead in a tomb. 
Scyld arrives from mystery and creates a powerful kingdom from the 
stricken Danish tribes. From the mystery of his lair and darkness 
Grendel reduces Denmark again to misery. Beowulf with a strange career 
of fighti.ng sea""beasts repeats Scyld and re-establishes Denmark from 
the sea. In Part Two a violation at a tanb causes a dragon attack and 
a series of events culminating in the fall of the Gautar before the 
Swedes. 
Before Aristotle neatly cata1ogued causes, there was little methodo-
logy for considering change as such (even so Aristotle ta dual-purpose 
·entelechy is a little too convenient for eliminating discussion). Plato 
skirted the issue by making his Ideas changeless and the visible world 
unreal in proportion to its flux. The only entelechy of the primitive 
world is the will of the gods and 11demons,n or lacking these-the mys-
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terious, the dead, monsters, and fears. Only by locating the source of 
change in something outside his world-a god or the unknown-can the 
primitive escape the ·stultifying ef.fec't of his basic. intuition of the 
world that "essence is concrete." It the essence of -vegetation must 
always be concrete in a last sheaf, in a small boy, in a corn-beast 
or green giant, if the essence of the fall of a nation must be concrete 
in the curse of a dead man or a dragon, then the actual change from one 
concrete to the next o.r the series must be left to the divine or un-
known. The historical movement of Swedes southwest into Gautland must 
·have a mysterious cause, the dragon-death of Beowult. Again the essence 
of doom in the concrete dragon must have a cause, the violation of a 
dead man's curse on his hoard. So the process continues, making 
causes material, concrete, but linked by the unknown. 
The sundry monstersJ draugar, bears, trolls, and dragons, are power-
ful because they are touched by this unknown. In the same .fashion, to 
be victorious the various ship-heroes must also have some measure of 
this unknown in their nature; BeOVIlllf and Scyld have the sea, the bear 
heroes have ursine traits or names, Grettir has the uneasy .freedom ot 
the outlaw. However;viewed, this unknown achieves "the specification of 
the uncommon,tt it attracts interest. As this specification .falls on 
them, both heroes and monsters are powert:ul in the technical sense of 
~; tJttey contain "ef.ticacy•;lJ The unknown as an entelechy certainly 
qualities as undif.terentiated, because it can cause both monster and 
hero. Again, we can conclude~ltba.t the notion of ambivalence is only a 
useful method for approaching the real reason why monster and hero share 
the same nature: to cause important changes the agents of cha:oge must be 
touched by some element outside a world in which essence is concrete. 
CHAPTER IV 
Elements of the Beowult Group of Stories Which 
May be Related to Sliiiipsa and Peko Considered 
In Relation to Norse Stories and .Customs 
Section A 
The Unpromising Hero 
Ironically the Beowulf poet remarks of the Scyld .funeral: 
·, 
Nalss h1 hine laessan licutn ~odan., 
, p~odgestr~onum., · . pon pi dydon, 
~ hine sat frum.sceafte for6 onsendon 
ainne ofer y5e umborwesende, (ll. 43-46) 
This forlorn and unpromising co.ming of Scyld1 appears to be an intuition 
• ' ( f • at the ship .figure that reoccurs in the sleeping Sampsa in his boat and 
his .lolling in the corn heap all summer. 2 The paradox of the situation 
,' 
is that these boys_ are the .future saviors of Denmark. In Danish ballads 
the hero Axelwold was discovered as a foundling under a green linden 
tree; hence A:x:elwold may have been thought of as the son of the Baumseele 
. . 
of the tree) In any case Axelwold seems to contirm the association of 
vegetation, a doer of great deeds, and the etate of little promise. 
lsee discussion in Chapter III. 
2chambers, p. 8.$ • 
.3R. c. Al.exander Prior, Ancient Danish Ballads (London,. 
1860), III, 3.,32. 
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In the tal.es and sagas analogous to Beowul:C we would not expect 
ontology but rather repetition of pattern. In the .tolktale there is 
not the world shaking event but the strange, interesting event that 
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- bears adaptation to local districts and local heroes. Grettir crosses 
the seas to Norway and is shipwrecked on an- island. He .trees the local 
lancbai:m, Thor.finn, .frOlll intruding berserks at Yule.4 This tale 'is part 
of Mary Danielli' s group of Norse tales which are analogous to Beowulf .S 
l:t actually is much closer to Beowulf than Dan:Lelli • s grouping .tor 
reasons that appear ~el.ow under the discussion o.f Scandinavian draugar. 6 
Grettil- is roughly parallel to Scyld and ·Beowulf. Grettir is youthf'ul, 
he has been outlawed in Iceland, and he is· ship-wrecked in Norway. All 
at these elements seem to repeat the helpless .foundling state of Scyld 
and the cloud o.f doubt about Beowulf--that is, the Unf'erth flyting 
about the swimming contest as evidence tor Beowulf 1 s unfitness against 
Grendel (11.' 52S.:.,528) and the tradition 6'£ Beowulf 1s slack youth (ll 218.3-
2188). "Grettir stayed behind with ~orfinri, keeping very. quiet and 
speaki.Ilg little. !Ib.orfinn ga~ him his boa:rd but took little notice at 
bim.n7 In summary- Grettir arrives by'sMp ih the same .fashion as Scyld 
and Beowulf. Similar to their condition, Grettir•s state does not seem 
to hold much promise for the householder; iet at the crisis that the 
nobi.e is unable to solve (as the helpless Danes after Heremod and under 
Hrothgar) Grettir kills the enemies with exceptional deeds at prowess. 
4saga ~ Grettir, Cb. XIX •. 
5Danielli1 PP• 229-245 • ! 
6aee Chapter V. 
7Saga at Grettir, Cp,. XVIII. 
--~~.;;,;;., 
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As do Scyld and Beowulf he leaves again by a ship heaped with treasure. 
It is interesting that the Glam episode and the Sandhaugar fights 
which have been long been recognized as Beowulf analogues do not con~ 
tain this ship arrival which is in .Grettir•s adventures in Norway.8 
~s lack is due to the fact that they occur in Iceland itselt, Grettir's 
homeland, and it would be dif.ficul t to explain why anyone would travel. 
about this small island by boat.. Other features of the Scyld-Beovntlt 
paralle~ do occur. Both householders in<:lihe two adventures are in the 
direst need because of hauntings of the Grendel. kind. The bauntings 
occur at Yul.e (not a feature in Beowul..f but a feature in most of the 
stories in the Danielli group) • Grettir again is under sentence of out-
lawry, and at Sa.ndba.ugar he changes his name to Gestr.9 Be comes as a 
stranger to the householder and relieves the l.a tter of tro'Qble which 
the householder bas been unable to handle. 
In Grettir1s adventures there is the interesting process of doubling. 
In these three adventures much the same pattern occurs over again. Thi.s 
doubling is not unique to the Saga 2!_ Grettir; it is .found in Viga-Glums 
Saga discussed above and in the Heimskringla, for example, when both 
; 
King Vanland and King Agni die through witchery of a Finnish l.over.10 
The ship arrival of the unpromising hero reappears in the Viga-
Glums Saga. In Daniell.i 's story uA, n Eyol£ crosses the sea to Norway 
Baaga ~ Gretti~~ Cbs. XXIV and LXVI. 
9aaga E!!_ Grettir, Ch. LXIV. 
10Snorri Sturluson, Heimskringla, tr. WUl.iam Morris and 
Eirikr Magnusson {London, 1893), l, Cbapters XVI and mi. 
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by ship,. where he is ill treated at Yule by men at a noble's house. 
Finally Eyol:f.' kills an annoying berserk.ll In story "B.; n .Eyolf t s son 
goes to Norway by ship, where he too meets with poor treatment. At Yule 
he kills the berserker Bjorn-wi th-the-Iron-Skull, thereby ridding the 
nobleman ar a troublesome person.12 
Danielli also uses the ~ of Hrolf Kr~i, which she labels story 
"F ·" In story liFtt Bothvar goes .f'rom Gautland to Bleithargarth, the 
probable site or Heorot. It should be remembered that Beowul.f' also goes 
.f'rom Gautland to Heorot in Denmark. At !Ueithargarth be discovers Hott, 
who is ~rribJ.¥ mistreated by the king's men. Bothvar frees the court 
of a terrible monster and in the proce~s gains courage and acceptance 
:for the coward Hott among King Hrolt • s retainers .13 It can be seen tba t 
certain changes have been introduced. The questionable background -o:t 
the hero has been split of.f' and given to another character, Hott. Yet 
in other respects the story is much closer to Beowulf' than the others in 
.Danielli' s group. '.lhe action takes place at the site o:t Heorot in Den-
mark.. Hroli' is the next king to come after Hrothgar. The qanger is 
not berserks but some kind ot horrible, supernatural monster perhaps 
like. Grendell4 (in .the version of Saxo this beast in a bear),.. 
In a Beowulf analogue not in the Danielli group, Or.rnspattr Storol-
:fssonar, Orm actually does make a voyage in the spring time similar to 
llDanielli, P• 229 • 
12nanielli1 P• 230. 
l3Danielll1 PP• 237-238. 
1~anielli1 P• 237. 
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the spring voyage of sainpsa.'. Orm tights an enormous cat and wins much 
treasure-, with which he returns.1.S 1he departure of the hero laden 
with treasure is a feature of the stories of Scyld and Beowulf in ~nmark. 
Finally among the Bear•s Son tales 'it is the younger, often seemed 
brother who often wins the princess. The ship arrival and departure 
does not occur; the closest resemblance to the sea journey is the wan-
dering on his adventures of the young hero. The Bear's Son tales are 
not very helpful; they are very late and spread over a vast extent Qt 
Europe.16 With Grettir and Glum we have a cycle of stories loca.l.ized 
in. real places and given semi-historical persons for characters. In 
comparing tne Icelandic analogues wi. th Beowulf, we note, hov1ever 1 that 
the analogues have lost m.uch of the awesomeness of both the heroes and 
dangers. The scene has changed from the royal house of .Denmark to small, 
wild, and new Iceland.. Instead of kings the sagas are concerned with. 
petty chiei's and prosperous farmers. In Beowulf, Grendel's attacks 
seem to have an almost cosmic importance; in the analogues, the creatures 
attack a local sheep farm. •. In the particular matter of the questionable 
hero the analogues are helpful only in demonstrating that this feature 
was considered important enough to retain and to repeat in the doubling 
process. 
1he Icelandic analogues in Viga-Glums. Saga a~pear to equate the 
fact of the hero's untried youth, which is, indeed, the major question 
about Scyld if we consider the Scyld episode alone. But even in ~ 
l.Schambers, PP• 191-192· 
16chambers, pp. 369-381. 
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Viga-Glum material part or Eyo1£ts ill treatment is ascribed to local 
--
hatred or Icela.nders.17 '.lhus we &lould add that being a foreigner or 
stranger is another farm or the "doubtfulness" o£ the hero~ tis £orm 
of doubtfulness is applicable to Scyld because he comes to the Danes a 
complete . stranger out at the mysterious sea. In :Beowulf the herg~,being 
a £oreigy Gautar among the troubled Danes is one ot the important drama-
tic situations in the poem. The most extreme expression oi: the <:i~:uht­
fulness of the hero is Grettir as an outlaw, an outcast at society; in 
the Kar-the-Old adventure, he is an e.xi.le £rom his own country. There 
is possibly an e~ho in the questionable-hero-as-exile in Beowulf's 
£ather, whom Hrothgar sheltered once (1. 46.3). This echo may not be 
remote when we remember how Glum. repeats his father Eyolf•s adventures 
across the seas in Norway. :Because in the Kar adventure Grettir is both 
the· youth and the stranger-exile, we can begin to see these aspects as 
expressions o:r the same thing, mudh in the manner that both Scyld and 
Beowulf combine these same two features. Hight remarks in his intra-
duction to the Saga ~ Grettir "the terms •outlaw,' 'exile, 1 'forest-man,' 
'unhallowed' are all synonym.s.n18 Grettir is a younger son, llhard .to 
manage"; he has trouble with his father; he is lazy and disobedien.t.19 
He makes the crew very unhappy on the voyage to Norway.20 
The questionable nature at the hero is a generic notion which may 
17nanielli, p. 229. 
'< 
l8Saga 2!_ Grettir, P• xiii· 
l9Saga .5?! Grett~, Ch. nv. 
20saga at Grettir, Ch. XVII,. 
--
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appear in his being very young, in his being .toreign, £orlorn, outcast, 
or shipwrecked. The hero may eVen be an exile from anioutlaw in his own 
country. 
Another possible expression o.f the doubtful nature of the ship-hero 
-
is sleepiness--sampsa sleeps all summer in the cor~ boat in the corn 
beap.21 Sleepiness of great heroes is a common motif of folklore. The 
' .. 
twelve champions of' SWeden are asleep now in a mountain in Vestrgotlaru:I. 
They are visited by a rye-seU.er in the last c.imtur,y.22 Val.kyries are 
usually £ound in magic slumber. 2.3 Beowul£ himself seems to suffer a 
strange sleep as he watches Grendel slaughter his man Handscio (11. 740-
745) • Sleepiness is apparently is another means of expressing the 
questionable nature of the hero. Sleep is close to the indolence of 
Grettir and yo1.mg Beowulf. The sleeping or indolent herQ makes possible 
the emergence o.f the hero as;.'a dra.Jiiatic lliale Cinderella. Espen Ashlad 
in Norwegian folklore was extremely indolent in his youth, yet succeeded 
in becoming the favorite of Norway:. 24 King Off a of the continental 
Angles mentioned in Beowul:r (1·. 1949) is another example ;fl?om the heroic 
age. In the various traditions concerning Offa he is usually dull and 
withou-t speech un"til his sudden improvemen-t at a time of great need of 
2lchambers, p. 85. 
22Herman Hof'berg, SWedish Folklore (Chicago, 1888), 
PP• 109-110. 
2.3 PhUlpotts, p. 141. 
(New York, 
24sigrid Undset, True and Untrue and Other Norse Tales 
1945), P• 21. -- -
2.5chambers, pp. 32-.34· 
26See Chapter II. 
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of years later with Grettir, Eyolf 1 and Glum. Dr. Axel Olr.ikK notes 
that in Norse literature the epithet remains the same but the interpre-
tation or the epithet will vary from. age to age. 27 The santpsa figure 
retained the attributes of smallness and helplessness, but the rationale 
changed from tha. t of the meadow man (correspondence to the state of 
vegetation) to many shades of doubtfulness concerning the hero's youth 
(from indolence and surliness to cowardliness). UThe people do not pro-
duce, they reproduc~n and reproduce badly,:~as. remarks Kiefer of the folk-
tale.28 
Independent of the intuition of new vegetation as weak and young 
is the picturing of ·sampsa as a stranger. As remarked before, a stranger 
is often seized upon to represent the last shea! in European harvest 
ceremoliies. In Ma.nnbardt's work this selection of a stranger is an al-
ternate to seizing the youngest at the harvest or the last to finish 
(both the latter resemble the young, helpless and lazy or sleepy sahpsa). 
Again this intuition at the vegetation spirit as a stranger may be 
based on the fact that vegetation returning in the spring.!!, a stranger. 
·Whatever the source of the stranger, the stranger is present wi. thout 
exception in all the material considered; Beowulf, the Saga of Grettir, 
. -------
Viga-Glums Saga, the Saga 2£ Hrolf-Kraki. The stranger appears even 
when other questionable elements of ·the hero are not emphasized, for 
eXa.mple, Grettir1s adventures in Iceland. The stranger, however, :mq 
270lrikh:, p. 2. 
28Emma E. Kiefer, Albert Wesselski and .Recent Folktale 
Theories (Bloomington, Indiana, 1941), P• 39. -
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derive in part frQ1D. traditions about Odin, who was much given to roam-
ing among men as a stranger.29 
29chadwick, "Ghosts,tt PP• 117, ll8. 
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Section B 
ihe Sheaf Relic 
When Sampsa comes in the spring, he bears six grains o:f corn. 30 
It is not difficult to see in these six grains an approximation o:f the 
last sheaf, especially if we consider the frequent appearance o:f a 
sheaf, leafy bough, or other vegetative symbol and relic in the hands 
of vegetational :figures. ·The Norse god a:f vegetation, Freyr, goes 
about the land in the spring bearing a leafy bough.31 It is the sprlg 
o:f mistletow · that. kills Baldr, god o:f light and growth, this ever-green 
mistletoe which James Frazer believed to be the external soul of Baldr .. 
. Indeed the title o:f Frazer's entire work is derived :from the golden 
bough which Aeneas used to enter the world o:f the dead. · Odysseus uses 
moly to go to the unde:rworld. In a strange fragment .from the Norse, 
Glasir stands with a golden leaf before the halls o:f Sigt.yr.32 To go 
·.a little farther afield, the Green Knight o:f the Sir Gawain story bears 
a. green holly branch into King·Arthur's hall,33 and Sir Gawain returns 
.trolll the adventure with a green girdle.34 In Lancaster the green holly 
branch was a symbol of peace in labor strife in the last centur.y (peace 
30chatnbers, p. 85 • 
3lPhillpotts, p. 119. 
32Prose Edda, P• 189. 
---
33uawain, line 206. 
34aawain, line 2497. 
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and fertility were joint results from sacrifice at Old Uppsala35). 
In a sense there is needless repetition in a vegetation figure's 
bearing a symbol of vegetation. If' Samps'~ is the spirit of vegetation, 
what is the function of the six grains? There is a tendency for the 
symbol to become a power-granting object som.ewha t independent at vege-
tative function; hence the golden bough's value in the afterworld. 
Gr~;,.-Jette, the intermediary figure between harvest-rites and Grendel 
considered above, was thrown the last sheaf of the harvest. Once he 
gave a peasant a bridle which brought much prosperity.36 This bridle 
reminds us of the gift of the green girdle to Gawain· and by analogy the 
green branch carried by the Green Knight. The symbol of vegetation 
borne by the vegetation figure seems to be limited in size (something 
handheld) and with it there is either associated special power or the 
commemoration of a special event. 
In all of the analG>gues and in Beowulf itself occur objects which 
are small enough for our de:t:inition and which function as the hero•s 
evidence of a special event. Eyolt of Viga-Glums Saga returns from. his 
bear fight with the bear• a snout,37 and Grettir comes back .trom. a bear 
fight with t.?e animaH.s>paw;38 but these parts of the monster probably 
come from bear hunt. customs. From the Sandhaugar Grettir returns with 
35Ynglingasaga, Ch. XVIII. 
36Thorpe, III, 196. 
37nanielli, p. 229. 
38saga of Grettir, Ch. .ni • 
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a bag of bones .39 In the draugr cluster of stories it is the sword ot 
the monster that becomes the all-important tropey (.tor example, in Grettir•s 
· fight 'With Kar the Old4°).. N. K. Chadwick thus states the situation: 
The essential thing is that the living substitute of the dead 
man must enter his ancestral barrow and get his personal heir-
looms · or t insignia r, perhaps as his external soul, perhaps merely 
as his ~bola; and he must also cut off the head at his an-
cestor.nU . . 
Generall.y speaking, Beowulf and its analogues can be described as 
heavily influenced by the two kinds of stories indicated in the last 
paragrap~, bear hunt narratives and draugr narratives. In the next two 
chapters draugr and bear hunt ceremonialism will be examined c~sec~.:. 
tively; but .tor the moment we should realize that the bear hunt stories 
are influenced by vegetative and howe-burial beliefs as exemplified by 
. -
SWedish practices at Old Uppsala, while the draugr narrative is without 
doubt derived directly from these vegetative and ~-burial belief's. 
. • .. • # 
The point here is that we have a series o.t figures to compare: sainpsa 
. <with his six grains of com; Scyld with his epithet .Scef in Beowulf 
and his actual sheaf in other sources;42 Gron-Jette with his last sheaf, . 
his severed head, and his gift of the magic bridle; the. dra~ar with 
their missing heads and yielded heirlooms; the Gr~en Knight of the 
Gawai.n-Arthurlan material with his severed head, his holly sheaf, and 
- ' 
39saga at Grettir, Ch. LXVI. 
--
40Saga 2.£ Grettir, Ch. XVIII. 
Llcbadwick, 11Ghosts, 11 P• 59. 
42chambers, PP• 81-85. 
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his g:itt of the lite-preserving green girdle; the slain bears of the 
Saga~ Grettir and Viga-Glums Saga with the yielded relics. of bear 
paws and bear snouts. Beowulf takes Grendel is head and the strange 
sword hilt with the ;floOd and giant story- engraved in it. This hilt, 
its golden color possible reflecting a sheaf, becomes -the center of 
attention in Heorot when Beowulf relates his adventures in the lair 
(ll. 1651-1700). We should think here of the process of revealing the 
. last sheaf to the multitude in Frazer.43 
It should be noted that almost always a special sword or other 
weapon is associated with the act o:f behead:ing1 the haeg:t-mece with 
the beheading of Grendel;44 the &nalogous hepti-sax with Glam;45 in 
,.- ~ 
the draugr stories, usually a special sword; in bear hunt ce~onies, 
only special weapons;46 in the decapitation exchange of Sir Gawain wi. th 
·-
the Green Knight, the dreadful axe.47 
Sir James Frazer speaks ot an external soul in considering .Baldr • s 
evergreen mistletoe, 48 and N. K. Chadwick uses the same phrase, in the 
quotation cited above, in speaking ot the r:itling of the draugr's ~· 
But -nexternal soullt is valuable only in illustrating that the regalia 
from the draugr 1s tomb and the mistletoe of Baldr somehow are sim.Uar. 
43The Golden Bough, VII, 381. 
44chambers, p. 50. 
4Schambers., p. 49. 
46See p. 149. 
47Gawatn, lines 285-300., 2221-2349. 
48The Golden Bough, .II, Chapter V. 
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'lhe term "external soul" is at once too general and. too particular. 
"External soul'' of vegetation may be suitable for Ba.ldr 1s mistletoe, 
\\ " ., Gron-Jette 1 s J.ast sheaf, and Sampsa•s six corn grains; however, the 
notion becomes obscure it used .tor the Green Knight's holly and green 
girdle. "External soul" l.oses all its usefulness if applied to the 
bear relics of the bear stories.· Again in the revenant or draugr stories 
·. 
which appear to have originated with the Uppsala sacrifical kings, the 
regalia recover~ from the dead might be considered the souls of the 
kings but without a vegetative function. In brief, 11 soul" is not a 
good word to apply to t.he power of vegetation or to whatever the bear 
relics may contain. "Soul" may be a suitable not.ion .for the draugr 
regalia, but. consider the parallel use of the term in folklore. Qf'ten 
a giant has an "external soultt in a golden ball or egg, which the hero 
must dest.roy in order to kill the giant. Again the notion of soul has 
shifted, this time to a notion of "vital power. 11 Too o£ten we grasp at 
notions which seem reacii.l.y to group large areas of knowledge and experi-
ence. In anthropology and mythology, ani:lnism and external souls pro-
vide a method for combining or correlating religious and supernatural 
beliefs of all cultures, but as in all scientific procedures the results 
are only as precise as the procedures are careful and the material 
exact. About all that can be derived from a generalized notion of ex-
tarnal souls is that plants, animals, and men have "things" called 
souls which can sometimes move from. one body or thing to another. 
It is much better to start from Cassirer's concept that certain 
parts·~of· expe;t"ienceA1achieve ·the· specification of the uncommon:.;" Wbat-
ever may be the ult.imate source of the material in this group of stories, 
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the bear's den, the howe;, or the monster's lair have achieved this 
specification as have the monsters themselves. Anything which is 
brought back from the den and monster also carries this specification, 
expeciall:y relics of the terribly "vital" monsters themselves. 
We have seen how the important events of Beowulf arise out of this 
same specification of the llD.ccimm.on. It is very important to .formulate 
precisely what this statement means. The existence of Grendel, the 
curse, the dragon, Beowulf's monster-fighting capability arise .tram. the 
unknown or uncommon, but all these things are real things in a real 
world. In subjective terms specification of the uncommon means a 
pari;icular manner of viewing the world, a manner which pivots change 
on the unusual and permits _trolls and dragons to stalk abroad. In ob-
jective terms this specification provides a .tourth dimension, a dimen-
sion through which the curse of a man, the royal power of a dead king, 
the cleverness and strength of a bear, and the power of growth can move 
to re-appear in the world. Even the notion of. efficacy does not express 
this specification. The relics brought back from the specification,.-the 
bear claws, the regalia, the six corn grains, do not yield the possessor 
"power" in the stories. Their. function seems to be to indicate that 




James Frazer believes tba t the mistletoe of Baldr was considered 
by the ancient Scandinavians to be "lightning" left on trees, especially 
oaks, after the thunder, usually considered god-sent, had past. 49 If 
this is true, then the relic at the vegetational .figure is eonnect.ed;:: 
with the whole complex of notions and superstitions concerned with 
tires~ pargat:tve_ .fires, the tires at the year's end at Yule, .fires as 
sun charms to insure the return ot warmth in the year.S0 We are not 
interested in proving or disproving Frazer • s theories; however it is 
saf4;1r to explain the connection between .fire and vegetation as a natu-
ral association or ideas in the characteristic Norse-world View as the 
battle or the gods.Qf light and order against· the frost giants and the 
forces at chaos.S1 
In the Ynglingasaga the Swedish King Agni, son of King Day, marries 
the daughter of King Frosty o.t the Finns, and she later kills Agni with 
a cursed necklace.S2 In this attair there appears to be a repetition fit 
the Scandinavian battle of Winter and Summ.er in tems o.t light and fire. 
Fire and light are important at the crisis of the battles with the 
49The Golden Boue, xr, 28.7 .. 
!)Oihe Golden BoU@:, X, Chapter V • 
SlSee Chapter VIII • 
.52Ynglingasaga, Ch. XXII. 
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monsters. Atter .Beowul.f cuts af.:f the head of Grendel's mother, a sudden 
light .:floods the cavern, apparently as part of God 1 s help which has 
given Beowulf the magic sword (l. 1570). In Skeggi, an analogue, light 
which has been prayed .:for destroys the enemy; and in Gull-Thorir light 
. ----
answers a call .:for help and dazzles the foe while the hero sees the 
weapons.5.3 This helpful function of the fire against monsters would 
seem to be associated with the fires burned to destroy trolls and demons, 
espec;ta.J.ly the Yule .:fire. Baldr 1 s funeral fire is specifically called 
an anti-troll fire.. We should recall the fire at Beowulf •s ~, and 
the beacen aid to seamen which continues Beowulf 1 s function o.:f aiding 
against perils in the sea (ll. 2804-2808) •54 
A connection of mariners and hill fires occurred in North Fries-
land. Fires were built on the hUls and the sailors danced around 
crying ''Wodin consume!" A hoiTible monster once appeared at night in 
connection with this custom just as the dragon appears in Part Two 
Beowulf .55 Even in bear hunt customs there appears to be a connection· 
between the .:funeral rites and travellers. In the Kalevala lithe body at 
'on a copper mountain's sum-
mit as a joy to men forever, as a pleasure to the travellers. • n56 
But light and fire cannot be simply equated with the "goodn or 
hero's side and forgotten, "Lb:te se l~oma, leoht inne stad." (l. 1570) 
5.3chambers, p. 477• 
54gee Chapter VIII. 
55Thorpe, II, 5-6. 
56wllfrid Bonser, nThe :Mythology of the Kalevala, with notes 
on Bear-Worship among the Finns," Folk-~, XXXIX, 3.51. 
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In addition to this strange fire we should consider the loathesome eyes 
of Grendel " ligge gel!cost li3oht unfieger."· (1 .. 727) an effect even 
stronger in Glam, whose str~ely-lighted eyes paralyze the hero .51 
These wierdly-lighted eyes. are haJlmarks of the draugar, the walking 
corpses.58 In all these cases fire or light occurs as an element of the 
afterworld is a .folk: motif. Light often hovers over a grave or barrow. 
In the Kar-the-Old episode, Grettir•s attention is drawn by the great 
.fearful flame which is leaping up O"V'er the barrow .59 On opening Odin's 
~, la ter-da.y Scandinavians found a wondrous fire. 60 In Ireland the 
burial of saints was accompanied by strange, ha:ruil.ess fires and streams 
becoming hot. 61 A hot, gushing stream occurs in Part Two Beowulf', break-
ing from the barrow (11. 2545-2546) • 
We have seen that light or fire is associated with the Peko cere-
mony. In the house of the image custodian, a lamp or candle was lit 
before the Peko figure.62 !tis somewhat difficult ·to analyze the 
function of this light, but the feast and violence .follow soon after s 
the natural assumption would be to make an analogy with (1) the Yule log 
and .fire, (2) the Yule feast, (3) the v:lolence associated with the Yule 
· feast especially in the Beowul.f analogues. I£ these analogies seem valid, 
57Saga at Grettir, Ch. XXV. --__;;..~;..;;.,;;., 
58Cbadwick, fiGhosts,tt p. 51. 
59Saga ~ Grettir, 1Ch. XVIII. 
60Thorpe, III, 50-51. 
6lr.oomis, 43. 
62See P• 41. 
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we can hazard the notion that the £unction of' the Peko light may well be 
that at the Yule log and fire, the destruction o! danger to the house 
of' the guardian. 
When fire or light appears in a divinely sent capacity to help 
Beowul:f and the other heroes when they are closely engaged with the mons-
ters, symbolically this pattern is the same as the Peko-light-feast-vio-
lence pattern and the Yule-fire-Yule-feast-demon-purging pattern. Vio-
lence is met by fire or light and the latter is associated with divinity. 
It would seem logical to separate this sudden, intervening light from 
the strange, wan light or fire which is associated with the dead or 
ai'terworld (the barrow flame ·in the Kar-the~Old episode in the Saga ~ 




The fire at the~ of Kar the Old and perhaps the fire on the 
pool above Grendel's lair indicate the presence of gold and treasure 
beneath, a very common function of mysterious fires in .i'olklore. Gold 
in Beowul:t' and the analogues presents an especially dif'f'icult problem; 
R. W. Chambers makes this point clear in his step-by-step comparison at 
the analogues and &owul.f: "There is always gold in the cave, but ap-
parently a curse is upon it p •• In Skeggi and Gull-Thorir, the hero 
carries off a vast gold hoard; but the gold is uncanny, i.f not actually 
accursed, and the hero takes it back to the tomb with him. Like the 
dragon hoard in the latter part of . Beowulf, the gold is only rescued 
~ 
.i'rom the cavern into which it had been taken by an earlier owner, to 
return to the grave with the hero who rescues it.u63 It might be added 
~t in Part One .Beowulf sees the den full of treasure but takes only 
the sword hilt. Grettir in the Kar-the-Old adventure seizes the.~ 
treasure, but it is denied him, and he never enjoys it. It should be 
recalled that it was just tor the treasure that Grettir undertook to 
-
enter the barrow.64 
It so many of the narrative elements of the Beowulf group ot 
sto~es are parallel with elements in the stories of sampsa, Groh-Jette, 
63 Chambers, p. 477 • 
64sa_ga 2f. Grettir, Ch. XVIII. 
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and other vegetational materials (the ship-arrival, the .feast, violence, 
danger, tire) , it might be well to seek the meaning of this treasure 
again inside vegetational materials. In the Bjarkamal Hrolt scatters 
gold on the plain of Fyrisvellir before Uppsala. In the kenning ex-
pressing this ac'tion we have lithe seed o.f Fyrisvellir" or uthe corn of 
Hrolt. t~65 With this analogy· of gold and corn in mind, we might trace 
the gold trove of the heroes to the corn heap in which both sainpsa 
and Peko loll.66 This corn heap may be the ultimate source of the gold 
image, but again loss of vegetative function has obscured the issue. 
What is not answered is why the gold is untouchable: certainly the bar-
row o.f Part Two Beowul.f is protected by a curse, but this would not 
seem true of Grendelts lair. In Chambers• examples the curse does not 
prevent the hero .from taking certain relics and Beowulf takes a sword 
hilt .from the lair. Grettir gains the sword of Kar the Old. 67 We 
might assume an automatic curse o~ all~ treasure, but we could not 
assume a curse that would exclude some obj~cts. 
The common ground of these treasures in the Beovru.l:f group seems not 
so much that they are cursed, but that they cannot be enjoyed by the 
living; Chambers• "uncannyU is a good word .for these treasures that are 
like those o.f a dream., wondrous but ever gliding £rom the grasp. Into 
the unknown o.f death, the hero can take the treasure (Part 1Wo Beowulf', 
-----
Skeggi, and ~-Thorir), but he cannot have it in this world. We should 
65 P.rose Edda, p. 217. 
66 Chambers, P• 85. 
67Saga ~ Grettir, Ch. XVIll. 
----------.-~~----------·-----·· ------------------ ·-
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remember that the sole survivor is surrounded by his immense weal. th in 
Part Two; yet he can only mourn. His only course is to die and in this 
way to be with his wealth {1. 2247). Beowulf leaves the gold in the 
lair in Part One not because of a curse but because he seems to recog-
nize that such treasure is apart from, not or, this world. He is oer-
ta.i.nly aware of the great wealth: 
Ne n'Om he in p~m w!.cum, Weder:G@ata. l@od, 
:mli5ll!83 hta mi, p@h h@ pli!ir monige geseah. 
. . . . (11. 1612-1613} 
It could be said that all cultures ascribe tabus to the dead and 
eve17thing associated with them, and that the gold-in-~ of the tales 
would thus be viewed as tinder such tabu. This is indeed applicable to 
the stories, but like external soul tabu, it is so diffuse a term that 
it is practically worthless. Franz Steiner in . his work Taboo examines 
the use of the term by anthropologists and by the use ~ example and 
analysis demonstrates that "the customs we call taboo neither represent 
one kind of institution nor pose on kind of sociological problem.n68 
The writer once saw an illustration or just this judgement of Steiner 
in French Polynesia. This was a sign with the word taboo on it; the 
subscription in French clarified the meaning--defense d'entrer. 
It is better to return in the case of the gold-trove to "the speoi-
fication of the uncommonll and "essence is concrete." Both these terms 
are general, perhaps, but they are honest in that they describe attitudes 
of mind rather than suggest an organized system of belief which does 
68Franz Steiner, Taboo, (New York, 1956), p. 141. 
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not exist (whereas~ does suggest such a system). The treasures or 
the stories would fall under the specification or the uncommon in con-
cert ·with _the den, lair, .or tomb, with the monsters, and, more-to-the-
point, with the trophy, claw, hilt, or regalia which the heroes bring 
bS.ck as proof' or their exploit. Moreover, we have seen that the primi-
tive mind always seeks a concrete to express the essence of reality: the 
last sheaf is the power o£ vegetat.i.on, the dragon is the .fall. o:r the 
- -
Gautar. In this light the treasure seems to .function as symbolicall.y 
as the .exploit itself or the fame connected with it. Beowul..:f in the 
lair, Beowulf in the howe, Grettir in the barrow o£ Kar the Old stand 
- . . 
in the moment of their achievement; the monster lies dead and the gold 
trove, the concrete expression of the e.xpolit lies scattered around; but 
·rapidly time hurries on, and dream-like the gold fades as a thing not 
to be held in the real world.. The hero can return with only a useless 
sword melted to the hilt to prove his deed. 
The situation in the howe or lair is the interplay of these two 
primitive notions. Eyolf, Beowulf'· in Part One, Grettir in all of his 
.fights which are analogues of BeowUlf, and Hott in the Saga 2f. Hrol:f 
Kraki are men who prove themselves in a brave exploit. This proving 
is the whole point of .Danielli. 1 s study of her six stories: the young 
man d.emonstra ting his· val.or and. worth. 69 To prove their valor, they 
.fight first in a hall and then .in an eerie place which achieves the 
specification of the uncommon. 7° Evidently, to be of value, the exploit 
69Danielli, p. 243 • 
70This is not· stated by Danielli., but the pattern is evi-
dent in Beowulf and Grettir's adventures at the Sandha.ugar. 
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must be accomplished _under the aegis of this notion. 'l'he beast, monster, 
and corpse are enemies which would attract the specification as would 
the eerie den or tomb. But with the battle under this condition appears 
the primitive insistence that essence is concrete. The exploit must be 
proved by the tangible token brought away-the head, claw, or sword. In 
his half-awareness o:r what is happening, the primitive sees the mai,n 
part of the treasure slipping BY~ay to unrea.J.i ty and uselessness. This 
seeking :for tangibles-gold :for courage--is apparent in the end at 
BeoYllll;f where his barrow functions as he did in life, an aid to sea-
men. {11. 2804-2808).71 
Generally speaking, essence-is-concrete is exemplified everywhe~~ 
by human beings. Christians atten build huge and rich churches and 
starve the beggar outside; yet doubtless it would be only the beggar 
who would attract the attention of the Jesus at the New Testament. Big 
game hunters ·glory in their mounted heads shot on safari under the 
protection of' gun bearers, .forget-ting that the real point is courage• 
courage better shown by a lone native with a spear. But emotions are 
invisible. The bear-hunters, draugar-slayers must bring evidence, and 
because they have put courage into things, the heroes are aware that the 
reality of' the exploit is .fading like elves' gold. 
In Chapter VIII in which the changes are analyzed which separate 
Beowulf £rom its analogues, we will. see that Be·owolf must continually 
achieve great deeds; given the nature at primitive thinking, no other 
course is possible~ Thus the phi1osophic anal.ysi~ ot Beowul:f yields 
71Another possibility is that the barrow gold stands £or 
the power gained by the hero proving hi~selt by the ~ entr.y. 
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the same conclusion as does this present consideration of the treasure 




The Acclaim and Departure at the Hero 
The procession and joyous reception at the hero are features found 
in the Peko ceremony. The joyous reception is common to all six of 
Danielli's group. As indicated~ the procession and reception are em-
phasized in Beowulf. Processions of the last sheaf, of course; are a 
common agricultural feature.. The representative at the las1; sheaf, the 
hero, conduci;s 1;he sheaf to the winter gx-anary wii;h general rejoicing. 72 
In much the same fashion the heroes of Danielli return i;o 1;he hall bear-
ing their relic, the bear's paws, Grendel-'s head. 
Ai; the return to the hall in bo"t;h the agricultural customs and all 
of the Danielli group, there is a great feast with a seai; of honor given 
to the last sheaf, or, in the Danielli stories with the seat of honor 
accorded to the hero (this occurs in Stories "A, n n B, " nc , " trE, n and 
IIF, 11) • 
The point of the banque:t in the Danielli stories is to lead the 
hero with gifts. The hero at this time embarks in his ship and sails 
away with his treasure. The departure in the treasure ship is the com-
pletion of the cycle which begins with the hero's arrival.. This cycle 
is true at Stories ttA~u UB,n uc,n and JtF.n I1; is evidentJ.y a reflection 
of ,~cyld Scefing, Sampsa's analogue, who arrives forlorn (equivalent to 
the attitude in the Danielli stories that the hero is worthless), achieves 
72~ Golden Bough, VII, 138-139· 
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great exploits, and departs loaded with treasure from a gra~ul people. 
We have seen that at Yule the Swedish Lapps put a food-loaded boat 
into a tree. For this reason, perhaps, the debated trisign is applied to 
Scyld Scef'ip.g •s funeral ship (1. 33). The ship is nisig" be.cause in 
former times it was launched at Yule, the high winter festival. This is 
the suggestion of my reader, Professor John Leisher, of' Boston University. 
·Chapter V 
Death and Mound Belie:fs in Beowulf 
The adventures of Grettir .fonn an iinportant part of Nora K. Chad-
wick 1 s disCUSflion of draugr-the fight 'Wi. th Kar the Old .is certainly a 
draugr story and the Glam and Sandhaugar battles have strong draup:; 
elements. Beowulf is not discussed with the Saga 5!f Grettir material as 
containing analogous situations. Beowulf is considered by Chadwick in 
with the chanting or singing aspect of the dra¥Sr, the death chants of 
Beowu.l..f and the sole survivor attract her interest. In ~a~ stories 
there is often singing or chanting as an important plGt element; the 
singing or chanting can be done by the draugr in his tomb, it can be 
done by the ll v:i.ng hero ei tber independently ot the draugz:, or the 
abUity to chant may be a gift of the draugr .. 1 This element of sing-
ing or chanting at once reminds us of the Hymn of Creation and its e:t-
fect on Grendel. 
Certainly in Chapter In we have learned that tbere is plasticity 
in analogues in regard to the fo~m of the monster. Dragon, troll, bear, 
and walkjng corpse seem quite interchangeable. ttit should be noted also 
that the animal has become a dragon and is equated with • troll' 7 so that 
a wide variety of strange beings are in this culture all to be equated 
with ghosts, probably of .ancestors.n2 
J,Chadwick:, PP• 61-6$, 106-118. 
2Danielli, p. 238 note. 
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In a second. work of Chadwick' "The Abnsters and Beowulf',u she re-
marks . on several characteristics of Grendel and his dam which resemble 
draugar among other Norse monsters-his weirdly flaring eyes and the 
presence of Grendel's mother in the den.3 Chadwick concludes her inves-
' 
tiga tion of monsters by stating that Beowulf may belong to a group of 
stories in which a ttritual involves the conquest of certain chthonic 
• beings nota~ly. (l) the dragon of the underworld; (2) the drauv •• 
(3) the terrifying and harmful woman who, in certain Norse stories, 
• 7 
re-
sembles Demeter.n4 I would like to expand Cha.dwick 1s points o! resem-
blance between Grendel and the draugr to a discussion of all the monsters 
of both parts of Beowul1' as exhibiting characteristics of draugr. 
Secondly, in this ~pter I modify the draugr beliefs to a notion 
' 
of general group of customs and beliefs whiCh may be called royal death 
and mound beliefs. In this manner we escape being confined to the Viking 
Age, which is later than even the composition o:f Beowulf, and we can ex-
amine evidence in the light of the Legendary Age o£ Scandinavia-an age 
which includes the Scyldingas and Ynglingas at Uppsala. Chadwick has 
traced draugr beliefs to the burial of the Swedish Ynglingas; and it is 
here that we should consider the matter. 
It is a reasonable assumption that Part Two Beewul£ is an addition 
to the poem. We can hazard this inference because we have seen in the 
analogues that the two phase combat of Part One (the .fight in a house 
3Nora K, Chadwick, "The Monsters and Beowulf," in Peter 
4{;lemoes, The Anil:o-Saxons; Studies in Some Aspects of Their History and 
Culture (London, 1959), p. l90. - - - -
4chadwick., 11.Monsters, 11 PP• 19.3-194· 
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or ball and the fight in the uncanny place) is a basic story :form.. The 
dragon fight of' Part Two may well be another repeti.t~oti of' the uncanny 
place much as the Kar-the-Old fight reoccurs later in Grettir•s ~reer 
at Sandhaugar. In any event the entire dragon episode has. strong resem-
blances to the clraugr stories. 
First of' all, the sole slll"Vi.vor who laments the passing of' .all his 
:friends (ll. 22l.3 f'f') is in much tb8 same situation as the grieving lords 
and kings who enter their barrows to become. draugar. "In a: number of' 
cases the draugr is said to build his own barrow, during his life-time, 
like the Pharaohs of Egypt, and he enters it while he is still alive."S 
In the e:xam.ples Chadwick cites, some enter the barrow because of' old 
age: a King Herlaugr and his brother Brollaugr enter their barrow to 
avoid de.feat at the hands at King Harold Fe.i.r-.Ha.ir,6 Hakon a descen-
dant of' Herlaugr is buried alive :for somewhat the same reason; 7 inter-
m.ent of the :future draugr, therefore, of't.en has this special quality or 
sorrow and':desire :for death by the draugr to be. Or to state it in an-
other fashion, mere ghosts are not draugar if they have not died under 
the particular circlllllstances that cha.J:acterize the draugr. 
In BeOwulf the sole survivor bas c~e upon evil days: 
Ealle hie dea5 fornam 
aerran :rruml um, ond s& an 5a g~n 
-'chadwick, "Ghosts," P• 51. 
6 
"Ghosts," 5.3. Chadwick, P• 
7chadwick, fiGh:osts,n PP• 5.3-54. 
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leoda. dugu5e, se 6aer lengest hwearf, 
weard winegeomor, · wende pses ylcan, 
pie t he J.Ytel faec longgestreona 
briican.moste. (11. 2236-2241) 
The survivor has not been wounded or stricken by age J he is burdened 
by his loss and wishes to enjoy his only remaining consolation, his 
treasure. He evidently bas ordered his death-barrow built recently: 
wunode on wonge 
niwe be naesse, 
Beorh eallgearo. 
wae tecy5um nea.h, 
nearocrre.ftum f~s t; 
(ll. 2241-2243) 
All. his treasure is placed in the barrow and the last survivor 
chants his death song as discussed by Cha.dwick. 8 He gives his trea.§ure, 
to earth, because heroes can no longer hold them. Death in war has taken 
all his kinsmen. The death song becomes the traditional Anglo-Saxon 
lyric mourning the empty hall, the lost hawks, and horses (11. 2247-2266). 
After the death chant: 
Swi giomormod gioh5 o en de 
an aef ter eaJ.lum,. unbli6e hwe(arf) 
dseges ond nilltes, o6 5aet dea6es wylm. 
hran ~t heortan. . (ll. 2267-2270) 
Thus for days and nights he mourns in his death-barrow among all his 
treasure until he simply dies.. 1'he conclusion would seem to be that of' 
voluntary interment in the mound. The last survivor has certainly entered 
8chadwick, UGhosts, u PP• ll5-ll6. 
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the tomb alive with all funereal preparations completed-the mound built 
~, the treasure trove placed in the mound, and the death song sung. 
Whether or not retainers covered tl,le tomb chamber with earth while the 
survivor still lived is immaterial (the poet has not even mentioned 
living retainers), all the elements are present which produced draugar 
in the Norse stories. 
Both the sole survivor and Beowulf are in situations that resemble 
the typical draugr situation,; the survivor has lost his friends; Beowulf 
presumeably must face the thNat o1' the advancing Swedes. Both give 
orders for their barrows before their deaths. The actual interment 
alive does not seem to occur although it is hinted by the last sur-
vivor. Burial alive is apparently !ound o~ in pagan times and is an 
offering of oneself either to Odin or to Freyr. Living interment has 
features that would be repugnant to Christianity and evidently was des-
troyed in accordance with general missionar.y policy af destroying or 
supplanting pagan customs. We could not expect such burial to appear 
in the Christian Beowul.:f in an e.xplici t form. 
Rifling the tomb· is ~ particul.a.r manner o:t arousing the draugr. 
and it is the rifling of the barrow by the escaped thie1' ,wl4ch begins 
the entire action o:t Part Two. Grave-robbing and its e1'£ect is connected 
with trollskap: '"he had intelided to ri£le Agnarr•s ~row i£ he had not 
been generously treated. But Agnarr is said to guard his barrow wi.th 
much trollskap, or evil magic~ and to have been the death ot many who 
have tried to came near his barrow to break in~tt9 Trollskap is iden- . 
9chadwick, "Ghosts, 1f P• 55. 
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tical to the curse put on the treasure in Beom:i.l.t; both are the means 
of preventing the robbery of the barrow trove. This is explicit in 
Harthar Saga ,2! Holmver ja when Horthr wrests a gold ring from the draugr 
Soti, who at once puts a curse of death on the ring.lO Grettir is 
cursed on the death of Gl8ll1 but no treasure. is connected with it.11· 
The common reason £or 11laying" the drauey is the preying of the 
draugr upon men and sheep.12 Although there is .the typical rifling of 
the tomb in the stories, the hero is originally called in to put an 
end to the draugr 1s depredations. Thus the characteristic motivation 
is not to gain the sword or treasure the· hero Ultimately wins nor to 
explore the supernatural but -to destroy a menace to a community or hall. 
The Glam episode is the.best example of this notion of purging or 
cleansing an area of the draugr-monster. Gl8I11 destroys sheep and men 
after his death and is therefore an economic strain.13 
Part Two Beowulf would fit the draugr story well if it were not for 
two mysteries; where does the dragon come from and what happens to the 
body of the last survivor •. Norse stories tend to be explicit about the 
origin of their monsters; Glamr is the corpse· of a former sheep-tender.l4 · 
The d.raugar which are termed draugar are. clearly the dead of the particu-
lar barrow which is violated. The Sandhaugar monster clearly has a home 
lOchadwick, "Ghosts, •• p. 107. 
11 . 
Saga ~ Grettir, Ch. XXXV. 
12cha.dwick, "Ghosts," P• 55. 
13Saga .2£. Grettir, Ch. XXXIII •. 
14saga ~ Grettir, Ch. n:xii. 
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beneath the falls. In Beowulf." Grenda~ is given home, mother, and genea-
. logy, but the important dragon in Part Two arrives :f'rom nowhere and con-
veniently enforces the trollskap or . curse of the sole survivor. Within 
the Second Part the dragon is the sole enemy; therefore it is extremely 
puzzling that he is not made clearer by the t:vpical Germanic genealogy, 
an origin £rom the past or at least a place o:f' origin. The other m;rstery 
is the absence or lack of mention of the body of the sole survivor. In 
the tales of entering tombs in Scandinavian material there is always men• 
tion of the corpse whether the latter is a draugr or not. If we con-
sider that the strongest tabus among primitives center about corpses, 
we must consider it extremely odd that the thief, Beow'Ulf, Wiglaf, and 
Beowulf's retainers-all enter the grave, there is the removal of the 
treasure, and the disposal of the dragon's body is carefully done and 
noted, but there is not the slightest mention of the center of any 
barrow-the corpse. 
If the original of Part Two were a draugr story both the mystery 
of the dragon and the mystery of the body would at once disappear. 1'be 
dragon would be a rather plastic s~t of the draugr along lines we have 
seen in the analogues. The missing body of course !!, the draugr or 
walldng corpse from this point of view" 
The. draugr hypothesis also helps answer an_other annoying question. 
For all his actions as protector of his realm and people, Beowulf does 
remove the ~-treasure much as the thief did the cup. He has won it 
in a sense from the dragon; yet the dragon did not use the treasure, he 
simply brooded on it. Through the dragon•s tenure the treasure remains 
what it had been-the barrow ·trove of the last man. For a great king to 
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$toop to the casual crime of grave-robbing is a viol.ation of tone,. But 
the dra£ hypothesis answers the problem in that the removal of treasure 
from the howe is part at the step-by-step teclurl.que of destroying the 
draugr. 
Another si.milari ty of the Part Two Beowulf to the draugr type of· 
story is the power of prophecy which comes to Wiglat on the mound. Wig-
laf sees the fall of the Ga,utar before the Swedes. Prophecy is part o£ 
the general matter of skaldskapl5-the appearance of chanting and song 
during draugr activity. Chadwick herself has discussed the death chants 
of Beowulf and the sol.e survivor .. l6 Power granted by the death-mounds 
or barrows is a larger subject than drallg£ itself. Wisdom was to be 
gai.n'ed by sitting on burial mo'Qllds in Anglo-Saxon England.17 At times · 
learned councils or things sat on mounds for better deliberation in 
Scandinavia.18 Bu.t the particular appearance of poetry in prophecy or 
chant on the~ at the time of great crisis (tha draugr battle) is 
characteristic of the draug;: alone .. 
Chadwick stresses the need of one companion to .enter with the 
draugr-to-be into the ~.19 In the apparent original setting of the 
draugr.:.-the Y:nglingas at Old Uppsala-the companion was often a brother 
of the king. Perhaps through lack of complete evidence~ Chadwick has 
l5Chadwick1 "Ghosts;" pp. 61-65, 106-U6. 
16
chad.wick1 ttGhosts," PP• 115-116. 
17Davidson, p .. 176. 
1Bnu Chaillu1 p. 494. 
19chadwick, 11Ghosts, 11 p. 53. 
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not clearly isolated the elements or the draugr ceremony. The .function 
or this companion is rather undefined. At times he acts like the hero 
who enters and disturbs the tomb thereby arousing the draugr; yet this 
is at variance with the typical dra~r situation in which the corpse 
monster has been ravaging the countryside.20 A.t other times the com-
panion is as dead as the original corpse.21 This latter situation is 
especially true or the burials of the Ynglinga kings. It should be 
. cautioned that the dra~r matter in the ancient Swedish material in the 
Heimskringla ·begins to merge with the .fact that the Yngl:D:lga kings were 
regarded as priest- or agricultural-kings. Many of them evidently were 
killed by ri tua1 means 'With their companions. 22 The rela tionsbi.p o.t this 
ritual killing (which included both interment alive and the pretence that 
the ~-dweller still lived) to the dra~ customs af the Later Viking 
period is a subject that bears .full investigation. 
In aey case, we should see that Wigla.t in Part Two very likely is 
the companion that .faithfully .follows his lord. Wigla.f literally enters 
the tomb with .Beowulf though not to be buried with him; but the .fact or 
companionship coupled wi. th other elements i.s an indication or a draugr 
situation. In the last portions o.t Beowul.t it is stressed that Wigla.t 
is the only one to remain with his lord. It is a possible hypothesis 
that the draugr situation here is transmuted by poetry~ Wigla.f 1s accom-
p~ his lord to .taoe the terrible dragon in the tomb may be a poeti-
20
chadwiok, "Ghosts," P• 55. 
2lcbadwick, 11Ghosts," PP• 126-127. 
22Ynglingasaga, Ch • .XXIV. 
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cal method of handling the pagan and perhaps distasteful notion at a 
companion going with his lord to the horror of death. 
Another bit of evidence .for considering Wigla:t as the companion of 
the draugr activity is the fact that he ~s a relative af Beowulf. Blood 
relationship is important in the Uppsala<··cus·l;om at interment o£ brothers 
with the dead Ynglinga kings and in draugr in which the hero who enters 
the tomb is .related to the draugr; within it~ 23 
Another hint of draugr in Part Two· is the reference to the mysterious 
weeping widow (ll. 3150 ff), who may echo the suttee situation discussed 
by Chadwick in which the wife may substitute another person for herself 
in the howe-burial. 24 The slave who steals the cup may be like the 
servant at Jarl Hakon who is buried with the Jarl but escapes.2.5 A .fi-
nal possible reference is the interest in the stone archways of the 
~- in Beowul£, (1. 2.585) an interest which resembles the mysterious 
place at steini in the Ynglingasaga. This Swedish stone swallows up 
King Svegthir in what appears to be a .volun"ta:fr:'.r entombment.26 
It is Part Two as the rerlection at Part One which may be postu-
lated as the final piece at evidence for draugr in the original .form o£ 
the story. · For Beowul.f's monster battles at the court of Hrothgar 
Scyldinga contain more resemblances to draugr than does Part Two. 
Grendel is much closer to the animated corpse at the draugr. 
23chadwick, nahosts," P• 126. 
·. 24ehadwick, 11Ghosts, 11 p • .57. 
25chadwiok, UGhosts, 11 P• .53 
26ynglingasaga, Ch. XV. 
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Draugar seem, in fact, . to be very hungry creatures~ Glamr .plani) 
carries off and tears up the shepherds on. the farm. which. he mo-
lests, though it is not said that he actually eats them. Agnarr, 
however, in Halfdanar Saga ~steinssonar, ·is said to trylla a 
fenu, 'prey on cattle 1;-or" wealth'; and Asuitus, (0. N. Asitr) 
ibiugblfi. !:quivalent to d.ra~ referred to by Saxo, when his fos-
ter-brother Asmundus (0. N. Samundr) is buried alive with him 
in SWeden, first devours *s horse and dog, and then tears off 
the ear of his companion. . · · 
Grendel eagerly devours his Victims: 
ac h@ gefeng hra.5 e forman si5e 
sl~pendne rino, slat unwearnum, 
bU.t bD.nlocan, blod @drum dranc, 
synsmledum swealh; . sona haefde 
unlyfigendes eal gefeormod, 
f@t ond folma. .. (ll. 740 .. 745) 
It was; o:f course, a great insult :for a Norseman to be eaten in 
this way; no body remained for final rites. But Grendel is not just 
inflicting an enormous injury on his victim, parallel to the llbloody 
eagle, tl but rather he is definitely seeking a "wistryllell· (1. 734). 
The special horror about Grendel is his logical manner of consumption: 
he breaks the body into :fragments, drinks the blood before it· is wasted, 
and then eats the fragments down to the less desirable :feet and hands. 
The ugliness o:f the draugr Asml1Ildus above is revealed as he tries to 
. . . 
devour his own :toste:i--brother, thus violating the sacred bond o£. brother-
hood and the common prejudice agai~st- cannibalism}8 
Although Grendel has grown to giant evil proportions under the in-
27cbadwiek, "Ghosts," p. 55. 
28rt is not eertain that the Norse would rememtler ~s · 
brotherhood. 
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£luence at the heroic and Christian tone at Beowulf, there is much rea-
son £or believing that originally Grendel was a returning dead man. A 
number o£ times Grendel is rather explicit~y termed "gast.tt When he is 
destroyed, his 1fellorgast11 goes to the fiends or bell. (ll. 807-808) In 
both the Norse pagan cosmology and Christian theology it is impossible 
for non-human ·creatures to have souls separate from their bodies. Trolls, 
giants, and elves do not have a Hel or Valhalla as an atterworld. With 
the Christians it would be impossible and impious to kill a devil be-
fore the Last Day. 
It is in the analogue of Grettir's fight with Glam that we find a 
complete draugr.29 To argue for the draugr in Beowulf b,y proceeding 
backwards from the late Saga .9!_ Grettir woul.d be weak. But Glam as a 
draugr becomes significant when we add other draugr evidence from 
Beowult. 
Mist and darkness are associated with the stalking of the draugz:. 
A characteristic of the draugr, or haug-bui, 'barrow dweller',. as 
these Scandinavian ghosts, or rather animated corpses, are called, 
is. that they frequently come out at their barrows, and walk, or 
even ride abroad, which is thought by the living to be an unde-
sirable habit. This occurs most frequently in the evening; but 
it sometimes happens that a mist or temporary darkness heralds 
their approach even by day. They are sometimes seen ~O the liv-
ing in what appears to be a kind ot dream or trance. n 3 
Mist and darkness both are associated with the attacks of Grendel who 
29chadwick, 11Ghosts," pp. -.5o-51. • 
.3°cbadwick, "Ghosts," p. 54. 
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"sinnihte heo1d/ mistige-morastt (ll. 161-162). 11 Com on wanre niht/ 
scrlaan sceadugenga." (11. 702-703). Di com of more under misthleopumV 
. . 
Grendel gongan." (ll. 710-711) The trance state induced by the draU£ 
may be the explanation at Beowulf 's odd behaviour in allowing Grendel 
to devour his man Handscio before Beowulf intervened (74Q-745). 
Chadwick remarked that "the sudden flash at white moonlight on 
Glamr•s rolling eye-balls" had a cursed debilitating effect ar Grettir, 
and this peculiar effect of dead eyes she remarks, characteristic of 
' 
draugr stories .31 I believe that Chadwick meant to point out here that 
Grendel 1 s eyes streamed hideous fire because at once Chadwick remarks 
on the closeness at Glam to Grendel. In any case 11 him of eagum s tod/. 
ligge gelieost/leoht unfli3ger.n (11. 72fr727). Blazing eyes associated 
with the walking corpses and Grendel as a draug;; are particularly appro-
priate to the eyes ot the dead. For example, in modern warfare a battle 
area is orten littered with wide~yed corpses. The first thing to meet 
a flashlight (or the search-lights used in Korea during the stable phase) 
at night is the whitish glare of these unusually large eyes. The ap-
pearance at blazing eyes in Grendel would seem to link the monster to 
. the naturally unnerving effect of' light in the eyes of the violently 
slain and the walking corpse draugr. 
The only possible method at quieting the draugr is decapitation. 
Decapitation is partieularily emphasized in Beowulf. In the lair it is 
extremely odd that Beowulf decapitates the long dead Grendel ana· not 
.31cbadwiek, "Monsters, u p. 190. 
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Grendel's dam.32 It would seem that this beheading is meant to keep 
Grendel £rom walking. Yet why does Beowulf forget the head at Grendel's 
mother whom he killed by a beheading sword blow (1. 1590) 1 In view at 
the .fiercer battle with her, he would have done well to have carried 
out the same draugr precaution with her t.hat he did with Grendel. As 
the special sword Beowulf uses melts in t,he she monsiier's blood, Beowul£ 
cuiis off not, her bead but Grendel's. It, is a possible theory that 
Grendel's mother is a rationalization at the fact that Grendel did walk 
again aft.er . .Beowulf had ripped of.f his arm. Grendel fled Heorot wounded 
but not dead (the term dead is to be used advisedly in dealing wi. th 
monsters such as Grendel and the draugr; alive means capable at motion, 
· dead means incapable at motion) • In M£ Gawain ~ ~ _Gr_e._e ..... n Knight 
discussed in Chapter IV, the monst.er is a Gron-Jett.e character who is 
faced by Gawain first in the ~ll as Beowulf faces Grendel and lat.er 
faced by Gawain in his ,uncanny abode as l3eowult faces Grendel's; mother 
in the lair. Whatever the status Of Grendel's mother, the t.hem.e at 
decapitation is very iinportant in the lair episode. Because Beowul:f 
decapitates an old dead enemy for no good narrative reason (the watchers 
on the sur.face would be more cheered by the head .at t.heir more recent 
tormentor), it may be hazarded that the reason is magical, supernatural. 
In the analogues decapitation is the magic act, which prevent.s the draugr 
from walking. 
Mary IDanielli points out the importance at the ritual sword in her 
32 See P• 102. 
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study or the initiation group or stories.3.3 Many of these stories are 
also dra:ggr tales. The special sword is either used to decapitate the 
draugr or is brought back as spoil from the tomb. The sword provides 
a link between Beowulf 1s lair combat, in which we have the unique word 
haeft-~ applied to a sword (1. 14.57), and the second Sandhaugar 
fight beneath the falls in which there is the also unique occurrence 
of the Icelandic heRti-,!!! • .34 
In the Danielli initiation group the sword is given by living 
human hands to the hero as a recognition of his achievement over the 
particular eerie threat of the story (~rserk, bear, draugr, or dragon); 
the examples· are Gl'UIIl of Viga-Glums Saga, Grettir in the Kar-the-Old 
fight, Hott in Saga of Brolf-Kraki, Beowulf' (in addition to the strange 
--. 
giant sword· he seizes in the lair) • lhe particular orientation af 
Danielli towards the initiation ceremony is, o.t course, the rationale 
for grouping these stories together~ In my opinion she has made a 
strong case for such a ceremony but not completely proved its existence. 
The particular situation in the Kar-the-Old episode does support Danielli. 
Here Grettir has won the sword from the draugr, yet must prove himself 
·before he can receive it from a living· human being. 
In the dra~'i' group the sword is more at ten part af the loot taken 
from the tomb. In Ola!s Sasa Helga, the sword messing is from the 
beheaded draup:. It can be seen that there is a different accent here 
in contrast to the initiation group (which tend to be later and Icelandic) • 
. .3.3Danielli, pp. 2.32 ff • 
.3hchambers:. ,pp. 49-50. 
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Play acting or ritual 11motionstt are used to test the young men considered · 
in Danielli 1 s stories; thus 1 the importance o£ the danger is reduced to 
that ot a test. In draugr stories matters are much more earnest; the 
hero has gained the sword by destroying a terrible adversary. In Beowulf 
the sword. actually saves the life o£ the hero. Chadwick believes "The 
essential thing is that the living substitute ot the dead man the com-
panion must enter his ancestral barrow and get his personal heirlooms 
or 'insignia 1 , perhaps as his external soul, perhaps as merely his 
sY-mbols; then he must cut O:t:r the head ot his ancestor,n3S (ChadWick's 
discussion should be consulted on hem Grettir is related to Kar the Old. 
It is seldom that any one dre.ugr fulfills ·all the draugr characteristics). 
The importance ot the sword in draugr can be that i't is the weapon 
used by the hero £or the decapitation, as in the death of .Jarl Hakon in 
the Heimskringla and Beowulf; or that it is an heirloom or external soul 
9rought back :from the barrow, as in Olafs Saga Helgi, Beowult', Kar -the 
Old; or that it is a gift in recognition· ot achievement, as in Kar the 
Old; or that it is a cOIUbj.nation o:f these possibilities. In Beowul.£ the 
sword. found in the lair is .extreme)3" imPortant. -It is the turning 
point of the lair battle, and Beowul.£ stresses its centrality in his 
speech to Hrothgart 
l>cet ic on wage geseah wli tig hangian 
ealdsweord eacen --oftost wisode 
winigea leasum~-~ J>aat ic 5y wmpne gebrmd. 
-·Ofsl6h 51 aet plere saecce, . pa -m! aiel lgeald~ 
.3Suahosts,n P• 59 
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hiia·es hyrdas~ Pi pEt hildebil . 
forbarn brogde~l, swl paet bl~d gesprang, 
hi. tos t hea:poswB. ta. Io pae t hilt panan 
f'E!ondum Etferede. (11. 1662-1669) 
This sword, in add.i tion to being the decapitation" weapon is. carried 
away £rom the lair as the regalia or heirloom won by the hero. · The hilt 
ot the sword is an especially appropriate relic o.t the combat because it 
depicts the destruction of the God-hating giants in the .flood. This 
sc~ne on the hilt parallels Beowulf 's destroying the monster enemies ot 
God in the depths o.t the sea {11. 1688-169.3) • 
The companion is an element . ot the draugr stories as important as 
the sword and often connected with the sword. In Beowulf, if Grendel 
and his mother are draugar 1 Beowul.t' is the companion or relation that 
decapitates the draugr. There are other traces ot the draugr companion, 
however. We have seen in' the odd logic prevailing in Part Two that the 
dragon !!. the draugr; and Wigla.t' in p~t repea_ts the typical dral!gf 
drama--Beowulf tll~ dying, aged king ordering his burial arrangements in 
~e style o.t the Uppsala kings, Wigla:f the young .faithful retainer re-
~ted to the king carrying out final duties. In Part One this apparent 
doubling ot roies · also seems to occur. Aged Xing Hrothgar has his close 
companion IE schere, his best friend and coUncilor. This doubling of 
eiements o.t· the draugr in both parts may .. take place in the evolution to 
a Christian story. By connecting the monsters with Christian evil it is 
no longer possible for the hero to be· a companion and relative. Part 
o£ the force that makes the draugx;. the rather vague monster may be 
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Christian horror at the whole draugr activity with its mutilation and 
robbery of a :family corps. But the natural conservatism o£ poet and 
story teller will tend, to retain a stressed eleme11t o£ the draugr such 
as the companion, much in the manner that the· ritual elements o£ the 
ship-hero o£ the vegetational ceremony survive into the folktale and 
epic as narrative elements (Chapter III) • 
.AEschere,"Hro:pgB.re/ luelepa l~o.f'ost tt (1. 1296), suffers a 
mutilation which dif.ters significantly from the others at Heorot. When 
tbe tracking war-party reaches the mere, it descovers JEschere's head 
· on the shore (11. l42Q-1421) • I't should be questioned (l) why the · 
monster has not consumed £ schere on the spot as Grendel did Handscio 
in Heorot; (2) why the monster ·left the head which contains much more 
edible material (brains) than the bony bands and feet which Grendel 
also ate with relish. The fact that it was a head left by Grendel's 
mother points toward draU£ and recalls the importance · o£ a severed head 
in all the stories • 
.This bloody death at JIE schere belongs to the older level o£ the 
draugr activi.ty where it merges in the customs o£ the legendary Ynglinga 
ld.ngs at Old Uppsala. I believe it is important to stress the differences 
between the Viking Age with its heroes ~coming j,nvolved with draugr of 
petty chiefs and the very distant Legendary Age at Sweden, when the balf'-
.god kings were buried 'With strange ceremonies, ceremonies which imply 
that the god-force or~ will survive with the k:l.ng 1s corpse within 
the buria1-~. At this earlier stage the tomb companion often is a 
human sacrifice. King Aun sacrificed ten sons to Odin; each sacrifice 
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insured an added number or years to his life • .36 Obviously the !unction 
or the sons is to substitute .for the king himself. With other Ynglinga 
kings troubles in the land were solved by slaying the king himself~ in 
:the !'amine. years King Domald WaS sacritlced by the folk, 37 King Visbur. 
was burned in his house with great rejoicing,. King Vanland had his 
bones broken piecemeal, Swegdir as indlcated abov~ voluntary lnterred 
himself, Ki_ng Fiolnir. was sacrificed or sacrificed himself by drowning 
in an immense vat..38 One cannot blame King Aun !or putting o£! his 
inevitable slaughter. Five generations or kings .from the god-king 
. Freyr bad met violent ends. It is after these .first Ynglingas ~t 
·the ·royal brothers begin: Alrek and Eric who sut'fered ·an odd horse 
death together, A1! and Yngvi who slew each other. with swords and were 
bnrted together.39 The !'unction ~ royal brothers is to supply the 
. royal companion in the tomb. 
With thi.s history at the anclent Swedish kings we can understand 
why the .figures or :the ~getation trolls Jode and Gron-Jette are con-
nected 'With Uppsala. The headless horseman has suffered a- ritual ki_U...; 
irig si.mlrlar to those experienced by the Ynglingas. The vegetational 
aspects or these trolls bring us full clrcle because the Uppsala kings 
are obviously priestly kings (in the sense o! James Frazer) , i. e., they 
_ tnust die, if all. else fa,ils to return the land to .fertility and wealth. 
3~glingasaga, Ch • .mx. 
37Ynglingasaga, Ch. XVIII. 
38-rnglingasaga, Chs. XVII, XVI, XV, XIV.· 
39ynglingasaga, Chs .. Xllii, XXIV. 
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The matter of the substitute victim, companion, or brother of the 
Swedish kings is equivalent to the apparent use of substitute victims 
in Noxman England. Margaret Murray has made a thorough study of the 
subject in her Divine Ifing,!! England. The substitute victim in England 
was of high rank.- often he was crowned in the process .. 40 He was sacri-
ficed when the real. monarch's age was some multiple of' seven, thus im.i-
ta-:Mng King Aun•s son-sacrifice periodically after a certain term. of 
years. 41 The execution was to be as bloody as possible because the 
spllt blood was a powerful means of infixii•g fertility in t.he land. 42 
We are reminded of the generous welling up of AE schere 1 s blood from the 
mere (11. 1422-142.3). 
There was then an evolution of draugz: £rom royal custoins at Uppsala 
t.o t.he petty chief's of' Norway. It is important to realize that. Beowulf' 
with it.s interest in the Scyldinga kings (parallel in time to the 
Ynglingas) resembles more closely the early royal death and mound customs 
at Uppsala while the later, of'ten Icelandic analogues of Beovrcil:t' have 
draugr customs which reflect the Viking Age. Chadwick finds the source 
at the ttculttt of the draugr in the worship ot Freyr at Uppsala. The 
first king of the Ynglinga dynasty (Yngve is often coupled with .Frfi3T) , 
Jlreyr was carried secretly into his barrow, alive or dead, but it was 
said he still lived. Gold, silver, and copper continued to be. offered 
4°Margaret A. Murray, ~DiVine King-~ England (London, 
1954), P• 99 • 
41Murray, p. .31. 
42.Murra.y, p. 27 .. 
to Freyr and peace and plenty continued in the land.4.3 
Chadwick has a Viking Age outlook in her study of draup:; most 
of her examples are drawn from sagas of that time. When she looks 
1.37 
back three to six hundred years to the legendary time of the Ynglingas1 
it is only to find the source of draugr. At this depth in time there 
is little evidence of much of the drausr sequence of events. There 
are, indeed,.1 interment alive and interment rlth a companion, but no ex-
amples of barrow-rifling and little stalking of the corps. In the poetr-
ic Eddie material, Helgakvitha Hundingsbana1 Sigrun, the valkyrie, pel'"" 
forms a ritual. suttee to stop her dead husband-lover Helgi from waJking 
after death1 but there is lacking the combat, decapitation, and looting 
of the typical draugr story of the Viking Age. Sigrun is acting with 
fierce l.ove to free her lover from the strange howe compulsion and to 
-
enable him to be w.i th Odin and his heroes in Valhalla. 44 HO'fle dwellers, 
-
ba.ugbui., · even in Norse times can be quite friendly to the 1i ving, Draugr 
or haugbui Agnarr is generous and friendly to his living nephew Gull tho-
rir.l6 
The d:if.ticulty with Chadwick's approach is that it causes us to 
attempt to fit customs of the legendary age to the complete draugz: pat-
tern of the Norse Age. It might be better to regard the Norse Age 
draugr pattern as a specialized evolution of ancient beliefs and customs 
regarding the dead-in-howe .. 
4.3Ynglingasaga, Ch. ni. 
44Helgakvitha -Hund.ingsbana n, Poetic~· 
45"Ghosts,u p. 55. 
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The first point in discussing death and howe-burial at the Royal 
Ynglinga level is that the sacrifice of the king by the .folk (King 
Domald) or the self-sacrifice o£ the king by voltintar.r interment. (King 
Svegtbir) is not a negative act or an act of revenge for a plague or for 
·poor crops. The death or seeming death is an agt that produces power. 
So long as of.t:erings are made to God-King Freyr in his howe, the pros-
. -
perity of his liVing reign is continued. This belief continued down 
into the Norse Age. Ola.f'r of Olaf's Saga Helga voluntarily interred 
himself at the coming of a plague. People sacrificed at his barrow for 
.t:ertility.46 ;t'bis also happens at the barrOw of Halfdan the Black.47 
Even in Anglo-sa::x:on England the power in the barrow could be had by sit-
ting on it. 48 Sometimes the Anglo-Saxons would bury their awn dead in 
alrea<tr ancient mounds. "It seems likely that the Anglo-Saxons were 
·attracted b,r the sanctit.y of an existing mound of impressive proportions 
and preferred that their dead should rest in what in a pagan sense was 
hallowed ground.n49 It can be seen that the heroes of the Norse draugr 
tales could be viewed as simp~ gaining the power resident in the burial 
mound. 
These belief's and customs point to the .tact that death and burial 
were not simp~ disposal of the dead to the Scandinavians. In the con-
tinued 11luck11 of the mound, in the walking dead there is . a system of in-
4611Ghosts," P• 58. 
47 Heimskringla, II, Ch. IX. 
48Hilda R. E. Davidson, ttThe Hill of the Dragon," Folk-Lore, 
LXI (1950) 1 174• --
~Davidson, p<. 170. 
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.flexibles which are beyond the power ~£ men and gods. Odin would have 
.. I 
-· b4aen overjoyed to have a hero o£ such stature as Helgi Hundingsbana at 
Valha~a, but Helgi cannot come until Sigrun releases him .from the 
mound with her ritual act of suttee. 
1 
This inflexible system of mound· 
I 
and death l:las the same tonality as th~ Norse attitude toward Wyrd, which 
. ' 
' also ,rules men and gods in its iron gtip;;;. 
j 
... •• . I 
.And it is not the. biological as~cts of death which captured the 
. I 
interest of tlie Scandinavians but the i unknown, the mysterious. The one 
i 
son to survive King Aun 1 s periodic saerifice became King Egil. Arter 
being dOwngraded at the ldng•s court, !a man named Tunni ran away to 
! 
. the wild-wood.. Like Robin Hoo~ of· En~and, Ttumi gathered others o£ 
his ilk, and they spent the time· robbhg the countryside •. For a long i . 
! . 
I . . 
time every attempt to destroy 1\umi ~ded in defeat. Finally Tunni is 
I 
killed. The odd thing is that so much of the account of King Egil r ~ 
reign is .given to this Tum:d. 
I 
The Hef:mskringla chapter devoted to King 
I 
Egil becomes e;ven odder when the relJ!a~nder of the chapter is spent re-
. i 
counting' how a sacrificial bull ran avJay to the wildwood and defeated 
. . . . ! . 
all who went after him. Finally the "~ull meets King Egil and buries 
, I 
his horn in the king 1 s heart~ A num.~ of points should be considered. 
I . 
I 
Egil is the son of King Aun, who saer~ices his sons.. Tunni, then, may 
t 
well be the reappearance af King Aun. i The bull is very likely Tunni.; 
both escape to the wildwood, both war with King Egil, and .finally Tunni 
. I 
I • 
and the bull sh~ the chapter which ih other Heimskringla chapters 
i . 
would have made the king the center. '1The final point to be realized is 
' I 








the mysterious and~ when they run\ away to the wildwood.50 Groh-
Jette, who has sut.fered decapitation,; the gigantic vegetation troll, has 
his true home in the Gr~n-vae lde .51 ~bin Hood, who ever evades the law, 
i 
lives with his green-clad men in the $:reenwood. n,.e process has been 
. . . 1 . 
remarked above by which Grettir beco~~s an eerie outlaw roaming the 
Wild-lands of Iceland.52 Behind all i:hese .figures seems to stand Vidarr 
the vegetation of the .forest, who surhves all attacks, even Ragna rok, 
. I . 
and who will refound the world in the ! time o£ new beginnings. 
I 
. . I 
In Beowulf these elements of Uppsala kingship ideas and Norse draugr 
I, 
occur but without the rationale associated with them.. In both parts of 
' I i 
the poem the king has become aged-al~ays a time of great crisis. In 
I 
. ' 
Ynglinga and Viking times the onlY possible solution is a good, blood,y 
I 
! 
sacrj£ice or a self -inter.r.nent of the ~ing. Coincident with the aging 
i 
Iq.ngs _in Beowulf' is the appearance of lthe monsters, which on ex8.mination 
i 
have mU.ch in common 'With draugar.. In iPart Two there is evidentlY sel£-
1 
interment at the last survivor and :aeo!wuu 's .final activities look .very 
much like the same thing. In Part One\ the bloody ripping apart ot 
Altfschere, the king's friend, and the snrvival ot his bead closely re-
. I 
semble the"Norman English practice of l-ipping up a young nobleman at 
.. , . .. .. . i 
. . ! 
certain stages in the king's life (in Murray's tfleory) and the Uppsala 
' 
··practice, especially King Aunts treatm$nt of his sons in his old age. 
. i 
i 
·As with Freyrf:s howe in Old Uppsala, Uluck" or power co_ntinues after 
- ~ \ 
50yngl!n8asaga, Ch. :XXX. 
5lSee P• 15· 
52See p .. 73• 
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the half-draugr activity in Beowulf. Arter all the blood-shed and f:ight-
ing in the lair, Scyldinga glory,!! restored in Denmark, Beowulf's ~ 
with his corpse within!! a beacon for mariners and there continues the 
hero • s function o:r protecting men .from sea dangers. 
In considering the connections of Beowulf with draw and the royal 
d8ath and mound customs at Uppsala, we should bear in mend that three 
distinct configuratiOilSexist in the evidence we have. Among the people, 
.the .folk in a literal sense, the yegeta tion troll or the eerie outlaw 
.figure, is like Vidarr--wild and free. If he bears signs af mutilation 
as do Gron-Jette and other green giants, or if he is hunted remorselessly 
as are Tunni, Grettir, and Robin Hood, he will always escape to his do-
main o:C the wildwood and laugh at his foes. To the peasant in later, 
feudal times the free things in Vidarr• s forest--outlaws, bears-must 
have been a refreshing equipoise to the money grasping authorities that 
immured themselves in castles and. churches. From this climate comes 
the folklore or the vegetation troll. 
.. 1'he second configuration in the. evidence .for draugr and Swedish 
royal death and mound customs in Beowulf is in the Ynglingasaga and the 
Norse sagas • Here the interest is in power-royal power or luck which 
can be derived from a howe. The mutilation and sacrifice o:r the vegeta-
.-
tion figure as king or of his substitute insures well being to all in 
the land or to a particular hero who robs a howe. Although the Ynglingas 
~
~osely resemble Frazer's priest-king at vegetation, this aspect diminished 
even in the Ynglingasaga. The same practices and customs among· Norse 
Age princed have very little vegetational connotation; the young chief-
ling enters the ~ to gain the precious insignia and perhaps also gain 
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the magic force resident in the tomb. Both sword and power are to be 
possessed b.r mutilating the corpse in the fashion of the mutilation at 
the Uppsaia kings and Gr~n-Jette. 
The third configuration to be considered is in Beowulf. In this 
Christian atmosphere both the peasant co-existence with Gr~n-Jette and 
the Norse employment of Uppsala sacritice and mutilation in the grave 
would be unacceptable tor the hero. For this reason these elements are 
retained only under special conditions. The monsters are no longer 
nuisances but Manichean: evUs, and it is the she-beast that kills the 
close retainer JE schere. Beowul.t tights in a lair not a tomb. '.rhe last 
survivor dies ot grief among his treasures in his howe with no description 
-
of the necessary orders to build the tQ.Jilb and cover the man up alive 
within it.• 
\Chapter VI 
Bear Material in the Beowulf Story Group 
From Norwegian Lappland eastward across the tundras of Russia, 
across the Eskimo ~eas of North America to the point where Labrador 
.faces the North Atlantic and Europe .. extends the bear ceremonial. One 
of the few ~eligious practices with a hemispheric distribution, the bear 
ceremonial is in essence a hunting festival among northern primitive 
and nomadic peoples including sucb diverse tribes as the Ura1-Al ta.ics 
(including the Finno-Ugrics), the Ainu of Japan, the Esld.moes and 
Indians of North America. A .. Irving Hallowell has carefully studied 
bear ceremonial in his University of Pennsylvania dissertation 11 Bear 
Ceremonialism in the Northern.Hemisphere.n1 In Danielli's initiation 
group of sagas there is much emphasis on· the ceremonial nature of the 
combat. Because the combat is almost always with a bear, Bjo'rn, or 
·berserk, it may be .fruitful. to examine bear ceremonialism for possible 
parallels with the Danielli group. 
. . ,. '' !Gonsideratl.on ar the Sampsa ceremony gives us insight into the 
.framework of the Beowulf' story in Part One-the arrival and departure 
ot the ship hero-; vegetative beliefs in general al~o provide:·insight 
into the danger that the ship-hero faces--the ambivalent vegetation 
troll, amora1 efficacy in the unknown. Chapter V provides insight in-
to death and mound belief's. What are still unconsidered. are the speci-
1A Irving Hallowell, 11Bear Ceremonialism in·; the Northern 
Hemisphere, 11 American Anthropologist, New Series, XXVIII (1926), l-17.5. 
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ic events in fighting the danger to the hall in Beowul.f and the analogues. 
Generally speaking., these events are what identify Beowulit and the ana-
logues as belonging to the Bear's Son pattern which have been studied by 
Panzer. The approach to the Bear • s Son elements in Beowult by means of 
folktale theories would have an extremely liudted value. Al.l the Bear's 
Son folktales that we have were told after the sophisticated use or the 
Bear 1 s Son pattern in Beowulf thirteen hundred years ago. Mary Danielli • s 
attempt to construct an initiation ceremony out or some of the Bear's 
Son tales seems to be a much more valid approach to the Bear's Son group. 
(although Danielli is not interested in the Bear 1 s Son group as such) • 
Folktales are formless, but ceremonies are conservative; they tend to 
keep their original configuration. 
There are limitations even in Danielli•s approach. At a great dis-
tance in time she is attempting to identify an initiation ceremoey from 
narratives alone. Her discussion is very convincing; but., without an 
I 
actual ceremony ~ a model, or a reference to such a ceremony, it is . 
impossible to be conclusive. On the other band we know that bear cere-
mon:talism exists B.lJlOng peoples adjacent to Norse areas and that bears 
and hints of bear totem are sl!rong in Danielli • s initiation group of 
sagas. It would seem valid to examine possil;)].e relationships between 
bear ceremonialism and Danielli • s group or sagas wi t.hout. committing our-
selves t.o t.he notion of an initiation ceremony. 
The earlier Norse were aware at t.he.cF'irmo-Ugrics to the east, and 
the Norse view of these peoples was tinot.ured with supernaturalism. King 
_ Vanland Ynglinga ~avelled into Finland and wedded Drift t.he daughter 
of Snow the Old, King of the Fi:Dns• King .Vanland deserted this wbman• 
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.who then bad recourse to Utbe wizardry ot the Fins,u and she destroyed 
King Vanland by ,her spells.2 The next Finnish eXpedition in Ynglinga 
history- ended with the de.ath ot King Agni Ytlglinga by the efforts of 
. . 
the daughter ot King Frost,y ot the Finns~3 This association ot magic 
'vengeance (in a love affair) with Finns has survived into Swedish folk-
lore or the last century. The story is the same. A Swede betrays a 
Finnish woman; and the Finns attempt to kill him by sorcery.4 Thus in 
the Ynglingasaga the Finns were well known and associated with wizardry' 
and with the theme ot the battle of SUmmer and Winter (with the Swedish 
King taking the part af King Summer, another tie with vegetation and 
the cult ot Freyr) • If some farm of the Sampsa ceremony was held in 
common by the older Norse and the Finno-Ugrics, and if Finns are pic-
:tured in the Ynglingasaga as magicians and Kings o:f Winter, the ap-
pearance of bear ceremonialism among the earlier Nors.e, an apparent 
borrowing :from Finno-Ugrics, should not cause surprise. 
In investigating the appearance of bear ceremonial in Norse sagas, 
I will use the outline . which Hallowell constr~iied to discuss the sub-
ject. The outline letters and numbers are mine. 
A. The Bear Hunt 
1. Time of Attack 
2 • .Methods and Weapons 
2Ynglingasaga, Ch. XVI. 
3ynglingasaga, Ch. XXII. 
~orpe, III, 55-56. 
B. Linquistic Tenninology tor the Bear 
C. lhe Custom of i8lking to the Bear 
D. Post-Mortem Ceremonies and Customs 
E. Disposal of Remains 
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A. The Bear Hunt 
1. The Time of the Attack 
ttThe time o£ the attack is evidently part o£ an ancient hunting 
complex which has grown up around the animal and with it; in a number 
o;f tribes, there seem. to be associated some of the most conservative 
customs and beliefs.tt5 L. Ste~nberg, an authority used by Hallowell 
discusses the bear hunt among the Gilyaks, n~, the great winter 
festival is only .!!! extension ~ ~ ~ which _!! observed !.:!: ~ 
slaughter ~ every bear."g Among the. Norse the high winter festival 
was Yule., a time of sacrifices and feasts. In bear ceremonialism win-
ter is almost always the time o£ attack because the bear can be assaul-
ted. in his lair. 
In the Beowulf analogues and Danielli' s group this same winter 
festival of Yule is the time of Eyolf 's bear and his berserk fight in 
story "A". In story "B, 11 Glum fights a berserk called Bjbrn-with-the-
Iron-Skill at the winter festivaL In story 11c,nr~t the beginning of 
winter Yule," Grettir goes on a bear hunt with one Bjorn. Grettir kills 
the bear and later Bjorn. Story "D" is concerned with the ghost or 
draugr Glam., not with a bear, yet it too is at Yule. Story «Ell of 
Danielli is the Saga of Hrolf-Kraki; in it the hero Bothvar is the son 
-······ --· ._ _,... 
of a bear father, and he fights the unspecified monster at Yule which 
5Hallowell, p. 33 .• 
6Hallowell, P• 132. 
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in the Saxo version is a bear. The monster may well be a totem animal 
because Bothvar has the coward Hott eat of the monster to gain courage. 
Eating the. totem animal was the Yiay to gain the ~1 1 s particular 
strengths. Here in 11E" the only totem animal is .Bothvar1s bear father~ 1 
·The bear in oear ceremonialism is usually fought, as indicated, in 
his lair. In Danielli's initiation group this is true of Eyolf in story 
ttA, II and of Grettir in story tr,c," both stories in other words are bear 
hunts. H The combats with a man named Bjorn, in 11Btt and ncn, although 
symbolically the same as a fight with a bear could not logically 
take place in a 'lair or den. a :,,-
1nanielli 1s consideration should be consulted £or further 
discussion ot this matter. 
8
nanielli, pp. 229-2_31. 
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2. Methods and Weapons 
Danielli makes the point that many of the bear battles and berserk 
fights in her group of stories tend to be rit-ual; that is, the motions 
of battle are more important than the supposed cause, the depredations 
of a bear, the insults of the berserk named Bj~rn. Her best evidence is 
in Story llE," the Saga ~ Hrolf Kraki; Bothvar, the bear's son,. props up 
the dead monster so that Hott can go through the motions of slaying it. 
The bear killing in northern or boreal bear ceremonialism is alsO 
governed by ritual. nTha ancient Lapps marched through the forest to 
the bear's den in a conventional. order. In· front was the hunter who 
bad discovered the lair in the previous fall, followed by the 'drum-
beater• (shaman?) and next, the individual who was to make the first 
attack upon the bear.n9 The procession is reminiscent of the procession 
·.to the lair with Beowulf and Unf'erth in Part One, Beowulf. Other ritual-
ized. methods for the attack are detailed by Hallowell for the entire 
Northern Hemispbere.10 
Involved in the ritual aspect of the bear hunt is the employment 
at special weapons for killing the bear ... Killing with special spears 
or swords and the restriction of the death instrument to certain types 
of weapons, such as a spear, is part. of the homage paid to the bear him-
seit.ll We may fail to see why the choice of ·weapons mak~s a difference 
unless we remember that in Western militar.Y tradition, espeCially in 
9Hallowell; p. 41. 
10 HallQWell, pp. 3.3-43. 
u· Hallowell, pp. 38-4.3. 
Germany, death by a firing squad is honorable while death by hanging is 
dishonorable :for a soldier. Military courts act accordingly; the type 
of death is adjusted ~ the crime. In Grettir's bear :fight the men at-
tempt to kill the bear with spears, the method of the La.pps.12 However, 
in other sagas of the group, special attention is centered on s'Words. 
With a special sword (the mysterious hepti-sax which reappears in Gren-
delfs lair) Grettir wins his battle in story "D·"l.3 Beowulf (Story "F") 
only barely man~ges to kill Grendel's mother by desperately seizing the 
stran~e sword· inscribed with the flood scene (ll. 1688-1689) • Often 
in the Danielli group, swords or spears are given to the hero as special 
honors (Glum. in "B," Grettir in uc," and Hott in "E11). 
12 
Saga ,2! Grettir, Ch. XXI; Hallowell, p. 41. 
J.3Saga 2f Grettir, Ch. UVI. 
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B-~ Linqui.stic Terminology tor the Bear 
. Hall~l,Fl states, "One .of the most constant and distinctive prac-:--
tices associated with bears is the custom J}f ret~rring or spea}d.ng to 
the animal by s~ other than the generic nain& f.or it .. tt~4 · &llowel1.-
notes later. that the Swedes have the same practices, but he does not 
give any Indo-European exam.ples.lS Chambers iii his discussion of "Bee-
wolf and Bear's Son" is much more explicit~ 11 
•Bear• is an excellent name for a hero of story. The 0. E. 
beorn, •warrior, hero, prince • seems originally to have meant · 
simply 'bear•. The bear, says Grimm, 1is regarded, in the be-
lie£ of the Old Norse, Slivonic, Finnish and Lapp peoples, as an 
exalted. and hold being, endowed with human understanding and 
the strength of twelve men. He is called llforest-:-ld.ng," "gold-
.foo:t, n n sweet-food, n "honey-hand, u . "honey-paw, u If honey~ ter, u 
but also "the great, n ttthe old," "the old-grandsire.n'" . 
'Xhis frequent use of substitutive terms in Indo-European areas 
would seem to. indi~ate much interchange of these terms with Finns and 
Lapps. Again we should not be surprised if bear ceremonialism were al-
so borrowed. 
We have noticed the remarkable number of re:terences to berserks, 
Bjorns, in our group of stories. Both the name Bjorn and the term. ber-
serk would have been fairly common words in the Viking . Age but in the . 
group of stories they almost always occur in· connection with a bear hunt. 
~llow~ll, p; 43. 
15Hallowell, P• 51 .. 
1~ Chambers, p. 366. 
1$2 
It is this occurence a£ the hunted with hunters named bear which is the 
. -
· strongest indica,tion that some !om of bear cere:rnonialism. exists whether 
or not ,it is tJ:ie bear ceremonialism a£ the near-by boreal Finns and 
l.apps. The sharing ar the same bear substitutive terms between the Norse 
, and the boreal people indicated by Grimm would seem to hint that the 
ceremonialism could also have been borrowed. In addition the notion ot 
the inter-change or sharing a£ characteristics between men and bears-
Odin's men·are bear-strong--is common both to the Norse and the boreal 
people. Tbis interchange a£ qualities with the ru>tion that bears are 
human' i.:t' not oere:rnonialism in itself, is certainly :rnagical .. 17 
1.7Magical in the,most general sense, special. 
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C. The Custoin o£ Talking to the Bear 
\ 
In Hallowell's survey, the practice o£ calling the bear out of his 
den . tends to be more i'requent in the American and Asiap sections at the 
Boreal Hemisphere than in the European areas. However, the calling out 
of the bear appears to take place in Story nc," Grettir t s bear fight. 
This bear comes out to attack only at night; yet in .full day light 
Grettir and his companions engage the bear just outside the opening at 
his den .. 18 The suggestion is that the bear was called out. It should 
be noted incidentally that the particular technique of attacking the 
bear at his l.air in the dead o.f winter is the characteristic lllethod or 
hunting in the bear ceremonialism. From a very practical standpoint, 
we would expect the bear to be called. Not even a hero such as Grettir 
would be tempted to enter the narrow confines o£ a den and arouse a bear. 
It is to be doubted that a modern hunter armed With a heavy, repeating 
rifle would voluntarily enter a sleeping hearts den. 
In Story "F, 11 as Beowulf approaches ·Grendel. r s lair, one of the 
warriors sounds a hom warning the eerie creatures (11. 1.42.3-1424). 
Almost at once Beowulf slays one of them. In Part Two, Beowulf calls 
the dragon .from his lair by bellowing an angry challenge; and in answer, 
the monster storms flaming £rom his den (11. 2~50-255~) • Both of these 
sounded challenges appear to .function as the calling o.f the beaJ:" d.oes in 
the· bear ceremonialism. 
18Saga ~ Grettir, Ch. XXI. 
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D. Post-Mortem Ceremonies and Custome 
The largest number of parallels between the boreal bear ceremonial 
and the Norse sagas is in post-mortem ceremonies. "In Rune 46 of the 
Kalevala we find a poetic description of the slaughter of a bear by 
Vainamoinen and the triumphal return at the hunter to the people at 
Kaleva with the carcass.n19 (It should be remembered that mlmpsa ot 
the vegetative cult was the servant of this same Vainamoinen) Through-
out the entire boreal region the killing ot the beat' is the occasion of' 
great public rejoicing in the village at the hunters. This rejoicing 
leads to the great feast which is invariably the climax of the bear cere-
monial, in which the successful hunter and often some part at the bear 
occupy the places ot honor.20 
After their bear, berserk, or Bjorn combats, the heroes ot all six 
. -
at Dani.elli•s stories are met vd th public rejoicing.21· In all the sagas, 
with the exception at Grettir•s Glam battle (story nnn), a great £east 
:follows the . e:x:ploi t at the hero over his adversary (usually a bear or 
Bj~rn). During this feast the ·hero is given the seat ot honor, Eyolf 
of lH\.11 and Glum of n:a, u both stories from Viga-Glums Saga; Grettir, 
story "C" of Saga 2£. Grettir; Bothvar and Hott in Saga 2£. Hrolt-.Kraki; 
Bemrul£ of Story "F, tt Beowulf. 
Among other post-mortem customs is a one which might be called 
19 ~ Hallowell, P• ·9;;J. 
20Hallowell, pp. 61-1,3.5. 
2lnanielli, p. 244. . 
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1fBear Relics." In the preparation o:f the bear's carcass among the Lapps, 
tor example, the skin is given special treatment and honored. Sometimes 
the bear:J.s nose is removed and fastened on the hunter's own nose.22 A-
mong the Finns, paws, ears, and other parts are rellloV!=Jd with a speQial 
technique, which is accompanied by a song. 2J : The skin is the. major 
"relic It among the Finns and Lapps and .i.s re:ferred to as 0 the cloak" or 
"£~ robe.n24 
The bear-skin cloak o.t Grettir in Story 'lC" is the Call.Se at strife 
between Grettir and Bjorn during. their bear hunt. Later Grettir kills 
Bjo~. ·Another :uzy-sterious bear-ski.n cloak is owned by Eyol£ o:f Story 
11A. 11 Grettir has a robe also in nn.n No explanation £or these robes 
is given, but they appear always in the sagas during the bear tight. 
Because the bear is always slain; these skin-cloaks may once have been 
the trophies or the hunt. 
The Norse heroes certainly return :from their bear hunts with the 
same smaller trophies prized by their neighbors, the Ii'inns and Lapps; 
Eyol£ returns from his bear-hunt in ·"A" with the bear 1 s snout, Grettir 
. brings back a bear-paw !rom his bear hunt. In instances where the com-
bat is not identified as a bear hunt, saga heroes in Danielli. 1s group 
tend also to return with relics, Grettir secures Glam 1s ashes and re-
turns with bones from Sandhaugar.25 (Danielli does not include the 
2~nowell, PP• 103-104 .. 
23Hallowell, p. 98. 
24Hallowell, p. 97. 
25Saga o:f Grettir, Ch .. LXVI. 
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Sandhaugar in her article). Beowulf in IIF11 secures Grendel's claw and 
later makes a point of bringing back the monster's head. 
One reason for the dismemberment of the bear within the ceremonial-
ism is :tor the great feast which is held for the consumption of the bear 
itself. 26 Thus bear ceremonialism bas a strong logic; the feasting is 
partially for the rejoicing at tribal success and partially for the 
consequent eating at: the bear. In contrast, the Norse sagas do not in-
sist upon this logic, with the exception of Saga ~ Hrol.t-Kraki. Here 
we should remember the cultural differences of the Norse and the boreal 
people. The :Conner were technically more advanced in food gathering 
activities; the Norse and Scandinavians generally had grazing animals, 
agricultural techniques, and fishing; boreal people subsisted at a much 
simpler level, reindeer and hunted game made up the bulk of thair food 
supply. 27 For these reasons the killing of a be.ar would be important to 
boreal people as resulting in fresh food as well as an exploit, while 
among the better supplied Norse the honorific aspect would be the impor-
tant one. Thus the feasting which follows the bear hunt in the Norse 
sagas is mainly ~ honoring at the hunter. 
In the Saga of Hrolf..;.Kraki, Bothvar, the bear's son, makes Hott 
A 
-eat the slain beast. This incident not only recalls the bear-meat feasts 
of the boreal people but also a subject which is skirted by Danielli arid 
and avoided by Hallowell;. totem.. The subject is certainly complex, and 
from a. social v.:i.ewpoint does ·not seem to .apply to the boreal attitude 
2~llowell, pp. 61-135. 
27 Hallowell, p. 156. 
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toward the bear. In the social aspects of totem the cultural organizat-
ion is based on several ani..mal lodges or sibs, ·bears, wolves;. each mem-
ber of the tribe belongs to one lodge and bas therefore a totem animal 
for an ancestor. 28 In boreal bear ceremonialism there is only one ani-
mal prominent; and, although the bear bas man and god...,li.ke traits, he 
does not seem to have a lodge.. But in a personal sense totemism is 
very strong in the Saga Hrolt-Kraki. In the saga there are two examples 
of the eating of the totem animal which coupled with the bear parentage 
of Bothvar would seem to present a st~ong case for totemism. At this 
level totem merges with notions of primitive magic; eat the flesh of a 
strong, iil:telligent animal, and you will gain strength and intelligence. 
We. have seen in this study that the nature of. the beast faced by 
the hero may shift. Because Grendel is not a bear, there is little 
reason £or excluding Beowulf from the consideration of bears in Norse 
literature~ Beowulf bas a number of bear characteristics; his scorn of 
weapons and dependence on his arm strength, his swimming prowess. 
Beowull' a~ a story belongs in the Bear*s Son group, and, moreover, the 
poem is close to the Saga 2£ Hrolf-Kraki •. First the center of both 
stories is the monster-beset capital of Denmark.. In both the hero comes 
across the sea trom Gautland to rescue the. Danish king, _Hrothgar in the 
first instance, Hrolf, Hrothgar's nephew in the second. Bothvar bas 
only been visiting his· brother in Gautland; his real home is Uppland in 
Norway. 29 . Bothvar has an actual bear-lather; Becmulf in the courtly, 
28cassirer, pp. ·;181-182" 
29Danielli, p. 236. 
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sophisticated Beowul.f' bas o~ bear traits • 
.Bothvar's home in Norwegian Uppland may have special significance • 
.Far to the north of the more settled, richer areas of the tini ted Danish 
kingdom, Uppland would have been close to the migratory range of boreal 
peoples across .the top ot the Scandinavian penisula. To the present 
day this northerly section is termed Lappland in Norway, in Sweden, and 
in Finland.. If any Norse area were to. have been penetrated by the bear 
ceremonialism of the boreal peoples, it would have been in such more 
northerly districts as Norwegian Uppland. This is not to imply that 
.Bothvar necessarily existed, out it would have been natural to associate 
bear rela tionsbip with people from those Scandina'Vian areas bordering 
Lapps or Finns to the north. 
In addition to possible connections with boreal hunting tribes, 
Uppland in the pre-Norse age of the Sa,yldinga kings of Denmark would 
have been a distant, mysterious place. In the Eddie cosmology, the 
.frost giants lived in the outer, strange wintry areas o£ th~ uni v.erse. 
If one oriented himself in the southerly, relatively warm Kingdom of 
Denmark, Uppland lay away towards the Artie Circle locked in snow, 
ringed by mountains and tyrannized by a kaleidoscope o£ thieving chief-
lings. To the almost civilized with their B,yzantine artifacts,30 it 
would have come as no surprise that Upplanders were breeding with bears, 
as happens in Saga Hrolf-Kraki. Probably the relatively sophisticated 
Danes would not see much difference between a bumbkin Upplander bundJ.ed, 
in his winter clothing and a bear (today the Danes, especially in 
30nu Cbaillu, II, 2491 250. 
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Copenhaven, regard the Norwegians as pleasant but awkward country people). 
In the general matter ot bear totem in the sense of the hero's iden-
tification with bears, we must consider the status of berserks. 11Tbese 
men, if we accept the least strained theory of the meaning ot •berserk 1, 
wear bearskin garments. They are supposed to represeli t a band or warriors 
attached to.a king as a special guard.u3l Danielli somewhat understates 
the nature ot berserks in her description. These men on occasion woul.d 
work themselves inot their t,ypical berserker rage, during which they 
would often sink their teeth into the tops of their shields to stop them-
selves from grinding the top teeth off with the bottom jaw. Such people 
would be sure to attract attention, achieving that llspecification of the 
uncommon" which Cassirer sees at the root of awe and religious feelings. 
Certainly berserks would. be regarded with superstitiious fear. It would 
be quite a plausible theory tba. t the berserks were regarded in Norse 
times as a totem lodge.32 T.he entire discussion of Danielli tends to 
prove that the young stranger is severely mistreated by the berserk 
circle to test his worthiness. It may well be, as Danielli state~c.that, 
tl'l'he stories thus summarised "A, n "B," and ncn look to the anthropolo-
gist very much like accounts of a _form. of initiation of the sons of 
noble settlers in Iceland into their social responsibilities and man's 
estate, tt but it might as well be argued that the acceptance of the .young 
man after his initial mistreatment .',by: this same··group:is acceptance into 
the berserk group. 
31nanielli, p. 239. 
32 Perhaps this bear lodge was the onq lodge that survived 
into Viking times. 
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In the Danielli group oi: stories "it was customary to make peace 
between the defeated berser~ and ~ initiate.n.33 The fur or bear-skin 
worn by the hero in Stories "A," nc,n and "D," and the bear trophies 
(Eyolt 's bear snout, Grettir' s bear paw) · combined with the peace · (and 
fellowship?) wbich.follows the comba1i would seem to indicate that the 
whole affair took place in order tb.a t the young man could achieve mem-
. . 
bership in the berserk ·~odg~ or societ,y • .34 
Cassirer remarks u\Vherever ·wtemic conceptions retain their full 
intensity, we .find the belief that 'the members at the di.f.feren1i clans 
not only are descended from different animal ancestors, but really ~ 
'these vari.eties of animals,-aqua'tiic creatures or jaguars or red parrots, 
for example.n.3S In this light t.he puzzling and continuing iden1iification 
. ~ 
of the hero with bears as in Saga~ Hrolt-Kraki, the appearance of Bjorns 
in Viga-Glums Saga, and Saga .2!:, Grettir, and the donning of bear skin 
capes by Eyolf and Grettir can be explained. Paradoxically iii is a-
mong the post-mortem customs that identification with the bear becomes 
importan1i. Apparently it is when the great forest beast is dead that 
the need becomes greatest to assert that the spirit lives on through 
the customs of bear ceremonialism and through the eating of the bear 
with its meaning. 
Among post-mortem customs there is often a dance 1d. th bear masks, 
particularily (as noted by Hallowell) among the Western Siberians. "In 
.3.3JDanielli, p. 2.32 • 
.3~e shoull.d allow for changes arising from the loss of 
magical aspects. 
".3Seassirer, pp. 18.3-184. 
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some of these movements of the bear are imitated end they have a ntagico-
religious significance.u36 Danielli serious~ suspects that the monster 
in the Saga of Hrolf-Kraki (Story tJEII) is fal.se. "A 'Victim may once 
-- -. 
actually have been slain on Yule Eve: but these stories would lead one 
to suppose that if this was originally the the case, it was no longer 
done in fact--the animal appears to be a mask or image. u37 We are not 
.. 
particularly interested in Danielli 1 s problem. of the initiation ceremony; 
this evidence, however, is helpful because it points up the possibility 
of ! type of ceremony connected with bears. i'he indications of the mask 
in the Saga of Hrolf-Kraki would seem. to be of the same nature as the 
--
bear masks a:r the Westem Siberians; the inasks in both cases are used 
for a mock combat. If we add the use o£ a mask to the other parallels 
considered, 38 we can say tba t if there is ceremonialism in the Danielli 
. group it would seem rather certain it was similar to the bear ceremonial-
ism o£ the boreal peoples. If' we examine Bothvar 1s action in propping 
up the beast fo.r a mock combat in the light of such bear ceremonialsim, 
there is no need to complicate the situation by assuming that Danielli 
is correct in positing a change from a real victim to a mock one. In 
Hallowell's example both occur; after the bear is slain, the hunters 
return to the village, where a .feast is celebrated at which the mimic 
bear appears. This sequence o.f events (a real battle followed by a 
mock battle) is exactly that of !!!!_ Saga Hrolf'-Kraki. 
36Hallowell, PP• 92-94· 
37Danielli, P• 239. 
38Danielli, P• 237. 
E. Disposal of Remains 
Even after the carcass ot ·a bear has been respectfully treated 
in a conventi.onal manner and the flesh eaten, there are still 
additional obligations for the hunter to fulfil. It is neces-
sary ·tba t the bones ot the beast~, and more especially the skull, 
. should be disposed of proper~.3~ . 
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Among the Lapps for example, UAU ot the bones ·of the bear are preserved 
intact and after the feast they are interred, care being taken to ar-
range them in ·their natural relationships.u40 In Eurasia generally par-
ticlllar care is taken of the bear's skull; oi.'ten it is placed in a 
tree to at'i'ord it protection. 
From story nnn in the Saga .,2t Grettir: "Then they set to work and 
burned Glam to cold cinders, bound the ashes in a skin and buried them 
in a place far away from the haunts of men or beasts.nlll In the Sand-
haUgar episode (not included by Danielli) much the same care is evident. · 
Grettir "found the bones of two men, which he carried away in a skin 
••• The bones were buried by the priest in the churcbyard.tt42 
In the peculiar logic which occurs in story transmission these two 
sets of remains are the same; if we roughly sum up the story of' these 
two related incidents, after each monster fight, bones are carefully 
placed in a skin and buried. With Glam the purpose appears to be to 
prevent the monster from walking; at the $andhaugar1 the act is that 
39Hallowell, p. 135 • 
40Hallowell, P• 105. 
41Saga ~ Grettir, Ch. XXXV. 
42Saga 2£ Grett.ir, Chs. LXVI, LXVII. 
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or Christian duty: the victims should rest in hallowed ground. Yet be-
hind both these rationales is the possibUity that this attention to 
bones comes from the final stages or bear ceremonialism in which particu-
lar attention is paid to the final disposal o£ the bear 1 s remains. 
Independent or Hallowell's researches, Wiltri<;i Bonser has investi-
gated bear-worship among the Finns. His study is in no wise so exten-
si ve as Hallowell 1 s, but among the Finns, the people which interests us, 
his findings agree with those of Hallowell. In connection with dis-
posal customs he points ou,t an especia.l.ly interesting verse from the 
Kalevala. I will give a fuller quotation from Kirby's translation: 
Thither have I brought my booty ~the bear's body) 
There bestowed my little captive, . 
On a golden mountain's summit, 
On a copper mountain's summit, ••• 
In the broad and leafy surmni t, 
As a joy to men for ever, 
And a pleasure tO the travellers .. 43 
1he notions of a death-hill, brightness, joy to travellers appear 
in BeO!{Ult • s beacon and barrow~ 
ID1 ta5 h~a5 omaem hlaew gewyrcean 
beorhtne efter btile . aet brimes nosan; 
si3 soel t5 gemyndum minum l~odum · 
h@ah hlifian on Hronesnaesse, 
past hit siel.i5end sy65an hlta.n 
Btowulfes biorh, 6~ 6e .brentingas 
ofer flada genipu .feorran dr1£a5. 
. (ll. 2802-2808) 
These resemblances between the Kal evala ·and Beo:wulf may be. only 
43Kalevala1 tr. w. F. Kirby (London, 191.5), II, .Runo n.VI, 
lines 587-596; Wi.l:frid Bonser, "The .Mythology o£ the Kalevala with Notes 
on Bear-Worship among the Finns,•• Folk-Lore, XXXIX (1928), 351. 
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coincidental; they are, however, worth consideration in view of the bear 
traits of Beowulf. 
Another independent scholar, Hol.niberg, points out that among Finno-
Ugrics the bear ceremonial had the function o£ purification o£ the partici-
pants and villagers.44 Faelsian has always been a crux in .Beowulf criti-
cism, but ·the intent of the term is clear: Beowul:f has cleansed Heorot 
of its ugly enem;r .• 
The exact cimolliiStances under which bear ceremonialism could have 
entered the Norse area a,re, .pf course, unknown. Bears and other wild 
beasts have long been in Norse custom and literature. In ~Olmay the 
bear is considered king of the forest,45 a title, if' old, which vrould 
connect hi.nl with Vidarr, Grbn-Jette and other woodland figures (a 
connection which. is true of bears among the Finns and Lapps where they 
serve the forest god46). In North Germany at Chrisi:;ma$1 a person covered 
with pea straw is called the bear47-a hint of possible connections with 
vegetational ceremonies borne out in Finland by the harvest custom of 
"Giving wages t.o the bear.n48 In :this vegetational function, the bear 
could be acting as a messen~er :for a woodland :figure such as Jode or 
Gron-Jette, both of wham received harvest of.fering.le 
44Hol.m.burg, Finno-Ugric, PP• 96-97. 
l6undset, ~ 2 Untrue, p. 12. 
46.Kalevala, Runo XLVI, lines 466-468; Hallowell, pp. 99-100. 
47Thorpe, II, 146. 
4Bsee p. 41. L~) 
49see Chapter III. 
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The key to the employment af bear-hunt JD8. terial in Danielli I 8 story 
group is that Jilek ot sharp boundary between men and ainmals of which 
Cassirer speaks.5.0 Bears are considered men among bore~ peoples.51 In 
Scandinavian folklore ~-bjorn is a man who can assume a bear's shape.S2 
·Disguises as beasts occur in the Scandinavian battle of Summer and Win-
ter; usually Winter's lord is clad in animal skins.53 
Bears replace men, dead men, "in those analogues which have bear 
hunts instead of ·draugar. It draugar derive from royal mound and death 
beliefs at· Old Uppsala, we must ask whether animals can be associated 
with these belie:Cs. The answer is affirmative; animal sacrifices were 
common ~t the Jolablot (Yule sacrifice) ,54 in really bad years or when 
animals failed, human beings were used (a !act indicating that ani.mals 
and human beings we:r;e considered somewhat interchangeable) .55 The modern 
folklore custom in Sweden at the man clad in straw and skins and said 
- to be slain at Yule. also combines man, anjmaJ.s, and plants.56 We should 
reca11 the sequence beginning with King Aun, who appears to change to 
Tnnni, who then runs away to the wildwood and is killed, only to re-ap-
pear as the sacrificial bull (for the Uppsala altars), which also runs 
Socassirer, p~ 119· 
51 Hallowell, P• 37 ~ 
52Thorpe, III, 18. 
5.3Phillpotts, PP• 160, 16,3 •. 
54nu Chaillu, p. 345; Ynglingasaga, Ch. XXI. 
55Ynglingasaga, Ch. XVIII. 
56Thorpe, In, 49-$0. 
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away .. 57 Killing bears as vegetation spirits occurs in vegetational ritu-
als in Europe.SB 
0£ all animal.s, the bear woUl.d seem best sui ted tor adoption as a 
:fertility figure, because his hibernation occurs in perfect cycle with 
the death of vegetation, and the bear•~Lreappearance would be a mysteri-
ous resurrection in the spring iri parallel with the return of plant life. 
It would seem that .Beowul:f: is basically a story concerned with death 
and mound customs, that is, exhibiting what beconJ,es in the Viking Age 
'. ·. 
· draggr~ and it is the death and mound story with its he~rt at Uppsala 
which has been highly penetrated by bear material in the Beowulf -group 
or stories. That the type of these stories is a mound and death story 
with i:D:trusive bear elements (rather than a bear story with intrusive 
mound and death elements) is to be seen in the .folloVling reasons. First 
~re is the matter of time. Beowulf, a highly finished poem, is only 
two hundred years .from the events it narrates (i£. we accept conventional 
dating) .59 Any intermediate stage would put the mound and death ori-
en ted material much closer to the events than any of the other known 
analogues. It is much later in Iceland that we find bear material (Viga-
Glums Saga, Grettir's bear .fight, Saga 2£.- Hrolt-Kraki). The Danish 
Saxo Grammaticus is also ·later. 7b.e early Ynglinga tal and Ynglingasaga 
have mound and death lore but no bear material. Secondly, in spirit the 
royal mound and death beliefs of the Uppsala kings would accord with the 
57Ynglingasaga, Ch • .XXX. 
58]-ra$er, IV, 230; Frazer, VIII, 326. 
-59cham~s, PP• 105-112. 
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tone of Beowulf, with its interest.s in the rise and deaths of Danish 
Scyldinga and Gautar Hrethelinga kings. or course, both these dynasties 
were contemporaries of the Uppsala Ynglingas. 
The death and mound group of ideas has certain characteristics 
' . . 
which would tend to make it vulnerable to change and penetration. The 
J.uak of a royal mound is very much part of thE; pa:rticular land and dy-
nasty concerned (consider the change from the power of FreY7'' s mound 
at Uppsala in legendary times to the exploit of draugr, to the mound 
entry into a chiet 1s barrow in Viking Age). By the time we reach Gret-
tir's breaking of Kar1s barrow, we have lost even the blood relation-
ship of the hero and draugr, and Grettir•s act seems mere free-bootery. 
Mound and death ideas, especially in draugt stories, must have suffered 
from the prejudices of Christianity, with its insistence on the resi-
dence of all benign power within churchly forms and things. Bear hunt 
s-tories, on the ot~r-hand, could escape this pressure; in them there is 
n?t even the need to insist on the supernatural. 
If the bear material in the Beowulf story group does derive from 
bear ceremonial of the boreal people, we have an explanation of many 
incidents in the stories which would not ·reasonable come from mound 
and death .beliefs. These narrative elements may be discussed according 
to Hallowell 1 s outline which stands at the head of this chapter. 
'l'im.e. Mid-winter is characteristically the time of the bear hunts 
of the BeC)Wlllt group; yet it is not a feature of Beowulf nor of the pure 
draugr stories. Only in the Saga~ Grettir, which has much bear .mater-
ial, do we £ind Yule becoming the time for draugr. The winter season, 
we have· seen, was the time of the boreal bear hunt. 
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Chapter VII 
The Beowulf Gro-up as Test Stories 
Much has been said obliquely in this paper about the den, lair, or 
tomb vi:sited by the ship hero, Beowulf's adventure in Grendel's lair and, 
later, his entry into the barrow in Part Two; Grettir's adventures in 
caverns, tombs, and bear-dens. It might be well to gather the facts and 
theories which center on the lair. The hero visits the lair or tomb 
during the time of Yule in most of the stories of the group (with the 
exception of the unspecified time of Beowul£ 's visits) • We have seen 
,. 
that Yule among both the Norse and Finno-Ugrics had the significance of 
being the season in which the dead were apt to appear, for reasons of 
the decreasing sunlight perhaps and the association of Yule with the 
purgation o£ demons.1 This significance of the·.dead,immediately puts an 
eerie--tonality into the lair visit, the specification of the uncommon. 
The next feature of the cave is true of the analogues considered 
by Chambers; it does not appl;r to drapgar and bears, for reasons that 
will be evident. "There is alwa;rs a female monster dwelling in the 
cave, except in the tale of Gull-Thorir, where dragons have ousted the 
original giant, about whose household we accordingl;r remain in ignorance.n2 
This group of stories with. the female in the cave includes Grettir at 
the Sandhaugar, Samsons Saga, Part One Beowulf, and Gullbra. The pre-
lchapter n. 




sence of the female in the cave has sexual overtones, overtones which 
are illustrated by a number of stories. Very often the prize in the 
cave won by the Bear's Son in the 'folktale is a princess • .3 Grettir is 
befriended at one point by the strange giant Hall.mund. Hallmund takes 
Grettir home to a wierd cave home up under tlle Ball Glacier.. Here the 
giant• s daughter nurses Grettir and he spends. the winter. 4 This amiable 
treatment of Grettir may be a change in the story, for in other respects 
this mountain id\Y'll resembles the 'Gfpical visit of the hero to the eerie · 
., 
den. Afterwards Grettir stays with a Bjorn, ina.icating that the story 
may be connected with the complex of the bear hunt • .5 
Aside .from Freudian psychology there are interconnections of the 
womb as sexual symbolism and death in Norse material. The Danish hero 
Hadding in Sa:x:o Grammatic us meets a WOlllSll in the dead ot winter oddly 
bearing fresh and green angelica iil her lap. Hadding asks where this 
pla:nt is growing, and she guides him to the afterworld by taking him 
upder her man tJ.e. 6 The whole activity seems e.xplici t; Hadding appears 
·to enter the underground afterworld by means ot the woman's womb. 
In this incident of Hadding we add another feature to the complex 
of ideas about the cave, fertility. Sex, death, and fertiltiy provide 
a strong triangle of ideas which often occur in connection with cave, 
lairs, and tombs. The figure of the Green Knight, for example, in the 
3chambers, p. 67. 
4saga 2f Grettir, Ch. LVII. 
$Saga 2f Grettir, Ch. LVIII. 
6Saxo Grammaticus, Book I, Chapter 31., 
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beheading game with Gawain orders the latter to almost certain death at 
the Green Chapel, the color of which echoes the vegetational hints ot 
the story, the Giant and his holly branch.· In this context of fertility 
and death appears the LadY who spends much time · in bed 'With Gawain (a . 
suggestion of sex, certainly) • 1 Her gitt .is important in the cl:imax 
. ... . . 
at the Green Chapel, which is in·reality a tomb, a reinforcement of the 
death side ot the triangle. Thus Gawain must come to the final teat 
of the beheading game in an eerie place, the barrow• Robin Hood, after 
a lifetime of association with greenwoods and green clad men and after 
a long aeries of buffeting contests, comes to his death at the hands of 
women at .Kirkeless Chapel, a c~pel reminiscent of the Green Chapel.B 
The three-sided association of women, death, and .fertilf.lY was familiar 
in Graec~Roman culture in the figure of Persephone, who was carrl.ed of.f 
into a cavern by the lord or death. 
In the older, Irish materials the function of the woman in the caw 
or eerie place is much clearer; Blathnat, the .flower girl' is. stolen a-
way and must be rescued from the uncanny place (cf,. the need to recover 
Persephone ~ vegetation from Pluto, lord of death). m.atbnat once,:kept 
tr.yst with Cuchulinn on the feast of Samain which significantly is the 
Celtic festival of the dead,9 and the festival, termed All. Hallows, at 
10 
which Gawain leaves for the Green Chapel. During this episode Blathnat 
7Gawain, lines 941 ff • • 
BEnglish ~ Scottish Popular. Ballads, No. 120 (·ttRobin 
Hood's Death")• . 
9Loomis, P• ·1.3. 
10Gawain, line 5.36. 
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poured milk into flowfug water, a sign reminiscent a£ the blood sign 
which appears in the moiling waters above Grendel's lair. In another 
Irish story from the Ulster cycle, Cuchulinnts bride, Etain, is carried 
away to a mound from which she must be rescued.11 We should recall in 
the Bear's Son story group that it is a princess whom the Bear•s Son 
hero so often wins in the second phase, the fight in the UncanQy place.12 
To this same block a£ ideas would appear to· belong the figures a£ the 
two warriors who fight for the hand of Lady May in the cycle a£ folk 
merriment plays concerned with Robin Hood •13 
Once again it should be stressed that the probable interconnections 
here do not pemi t us to identify the female .figures in the sagas and 
folktales as Northern Persephones or Demeters.. N. K. Chadwick bas postu-
lated one :possibility of the monster in Beowul.f and its analogues, 11 the 
terri.fying and harmf'ul woman:, whq,. in certain Norse stories,· resembles 
the earlier notions ot Demeter.u14 11 Resembiesn is not ''is.« I£ there 
was the kindly, fruitful earth mother behind Grendel's mother, she cer-
tainly has suf'.fered a sea change.. Very possibly the typical Norse view 
toward women as eerie has influenced the change .f»om. a gentle flower or 
corn women to the she trolls. And again perhaps notions of efficacy ex-
amined in Chapter III could have influenced this change. 
We should not consider parallels and possible parallels as vegeta~ 
llTom Peete Cross, Ancient Irish Tales (New York, 1936), p.92. 
12chambers, p. 67. 
13Ra.glan, The Hero, p. 53 .. 
ll!chadwick, HMonsters, 11 p. 194· 
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tive ceremonies. J. E~ Harrison states a use.ful mems ot consid.erilig 
the change from myth to story. She remarks that there is in this change 
a compensatory transtorutation of: intelligibility into new terms.1.S The 
.. 'Norse and others did not retell . these stories because they once were 
myth, but because the material within the former myths had taken on new 
_.m.ea:nings. The presence of feminine elements in the Beowulf .story group 
and in possible parallels should be seen in terms of: possible new mean-
.ings (the view at women as eerieJI tor example, or possible sexual images). 
In this situation we may see the re-emergence of sexual connotations, but· 
the stories remain stories, they have not changed back to myth. 
We are particularly interested in Sir Gawain ~ 2 Green Knight 
and the Robin Hood ballads because on one hand they appear to arise out 
at vegetational belief's and practices and on the other they are both 
very explicit about the testing ot the hero, a testilig which in the .:·:· 
Beowulf analogues takes place with- an eerie monster i'irst in the hall and 
later in the uncanny lair or den. It is first necessary to establish 
·the validity of the comparison by demonstrating that both-:~ Gawain 
and~ Green Knight and ~e Robin Hood ballads share material with the 
Beowulf group ac stories. 
"There are obvious points at resemblance between Beovrult-Grettir 
and the 'Bear's Son 1 Tale; a tight in a house i'ollowed by a fight 
underground.ul6 These points can be matched and increased by analogies 
with Gawain. These analogies are best seen i'rom the point at view o1' 
l.SJ. E. Harrison, Themis, P• 85. 
16
chambers, p. 471• 
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the hero. At Yule a super-human giant penetrates King Arthur's hall and 
insults the knights there. Only Gawain will accept his challenge and 
behead him in the Game.l7 In the Beowulf analogues the hero is insulted 
until he fights the hall phase or the battle. As discussed above, the 
second phase of the battle in Gawain takes place in what.turns out to 
be an eerie tomb, a feature common to several analogues, notably Grettir's 
fight with Kar the Old (in this ins~ce, the fight in the hall comes 
attenards). On his way to the Green Chapel, Gawain must fight many 
apparently acquatic monsters at the edges of streams and fords in para-
llel to Beowulf's fights with sea monsters in his youth.18 At the 
Chapel Gawain shouts his challenge to the monstezl-9 as Beowulf does be-
fore the draca's lair and the horns sound at Grendel's mere. This sec-
ond phase of the battle or contest is almost fatal to the hero as is 
the second phase in Beowulf, the fight in the den. 
In addition to this similarity between Gawain and Beowul£, we have 
seen that many details or the Green Knight are the same as those or the 
vegetation troll Gr~h-Jette; both at some ·stage are headless horsemen 
carrying their heads under their arms. Grbh-Jette means Green Giant in 
translation. Both figures are as~ociated with a vegetative relic--the 
holly branch, bridle, and Green C:lirdle, both are associated vecy strongly 
with green, both are associated with the year festival o:r Yule.20 This 
l7Gawain, lines .309-365 ~ 
l8Gawain, lines 715-725._ 
19 -Gawain, lines 221a-2216. 
20Gawain,. line 284; Thorpe, III, 196. 
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second path o£ connection with the Beowulf group o£ stories is more 
roundabout than the two-phase pattern of the hall-and-uncanny-place 
.fights; but, if we fully understand Norse trolldom and its implications, 
we suddenly realize that we are looking at the basic rationale o£ all 
. . 
the trolls, bears, draugar, and dragons o£ the . BeoWul.r group of stories. 
The Green Knight is certa.in;ty connected with vegetation as has been 
ably demonstrated b.1 John Speirs~ 
The Green Knight whose head is chopped aff at his own request and 
who is yet miraculously or magically alive as ever, bears an un-
mistakable relation to the Green Man--the Jack in the Green or the 
Wild Man of the village festivals o£ England and Europe. Be can 
be no other than a recrudescence in .poetry of the Green Man.· Who 
is the Green Man? He is surely a descendant o£ the Vegetation or 
Nature god of' .almost universal and immemorial tradition (whatever 
his local name) whose death and resurrection are the myth-and-ri t-
ual counterpart of the annual death and resurrection· of nature.2l. 
With ~ Gawain 2 the Green Knight Robin Hood shares the conno-
tations o£ green and the deception o£ women in conne.ction with Robin's 
death at Kirkelee (the Lady and the Green Garter deception before the 
Green Chapel). At one point Little Jobn assumes the alias o£ Randolph 
22 . Greenl.eaf, a name reminiscent o£ the Green Giant. Hobih .forces a 
group of priests to swear nupon this holy grass, n certainly not a Christ-
ian. oath. 23 Perhaps there is irony in making priests swear upon grass 
stanza 189. 
21John Speirs .. · Medieval. English Poet:cy; (New York, 1958), p.219. 
22English Ballads, No. 117 (~A:~st.o£ Robyn Hoden), 
2J&.glish Ballads, No. 147, stanza 21. 
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in '$e .forest, which the Swedes regarded as a troll sign. Grass is t:Qe 
token o.f the wor~d's regeneration after Bagna rok:. 24 
But is is in the matter o.f the forest itsel.f that we have one o£ 
the closest paralle~s to Gawain. I have in this forest, Robin says to 
the sheriff', "a hundred aker of good .free land. u25 And in a real sense 
Robin was very much speaking the truth. Sherwood was a royal or crown 
.forest just as was the Wirral o.f Gawain, and this status o£ the htter 
is the subject at a note by B. c. Savage. 
Why should the Wirral be singled out for mention as an abiding 
place ot those who loved neither God nor man? A quotation .from 
H. J. Hewitt, .Medice val Cheshire '(Chetbam Soc-.), 1929, PP• 70-71 
lliakes the passage cleart •Marauders who sheltered in the forest 
at Wirral were such a menace to the citizens of Chester that they 
petitioned the Black Prince to cause the region to be disaf.for-
ested. • Disat.torestation would abolish the protection which out-
laws and marauders derived from sheltering themselves in a ra.yal 
.forest and would allow o.f.ficers o.f the Crown (particularly the 
sheriff) to enter the district in their endeavor to ap~~he~d 
and bring to trial whatever criminal might be caught.u 
' . 
Thus both "j:.he Green Knight and Robin Hood move in tbe particular 
.freedom specified in the legal status of a royal forest--Sherwood is 
less than a hundred miles directly east of the Wirral, with only Derby 
between Cheshire and Nottinghamshire. And in this disaf£orestation pro-
ceedings it is the Wirral which is the center of outlaw activity. Savage 
discovers in the use ot tbe,:wirral exact~y the same combination of ideas 
which Hight spoke of in rehtion to Grettir. 1'Why should the Wirral be 
24see Chaptex- III t P • 26 • 
25 . 
English Ballads, No. 122, stanza 22. 
26H. c. Savage, "Gawain 700-2," ~, XLVI (1931), 455 .. 
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singled out for mention as an abiding place of those who love neither 
God nor man?11 Hight speaks of the Iceland:ic connotations of outlaw--
"the terms •outlaw,' ·~~J..e~,' 'forestman,' 'unhallowed' are all syno-
nyms.u27 Again we should recall Grbh-Jette roaming his Gron-vaelde, and 
perhaps in the depths at time, Vidar·r, brooding lonely and free in his 
eternal forest. 
The Green Knight challenges King Arthur's knights to a game at 
tlbuffets, u exactly the term and apparently the game which we will see 
in the Robin Hood ballads. 28 
The special status of the forest of Wirral reminds us also of the 
Danish Greenwood,· Grb'n-vaa lde, the home of Gro'n-Jette, the vegetation 
troll.. The Finnish god of the forest, the equivalent of Vidarr, is lord 
of -~ greenwood in the Kalevala. 29 J~de lives on the Klint of. M"on. 
Mon .Kl.in,t or clif'f faces toward Sweden on Men and is, therefore, pre-
cisely in the· same orientation as the cliffs that greet Beowulf as he 
sails from Gautland to Seeland n paa t 6a 1!6ende land gesJwon, brimcliftt 
. . . 
bl!can, beorgas steape11 (221-222) and the possibility exists that they 
may be. related to the cliffs of Grendel's lair.30 
Other parallels between the Beowulf group or stories and the Ulster 
cycle include the hideous mist or cloud which accompanies the hideous 
Curoi, who is · the villain of. the beheading game31 and the equivalent of 
27saga ~ Grettir, p. xiii. 
28Gawain, line 2343. 
29Kalevala, Rune XLVI, line 475. 
30Thorpe, III, 12~. 
3ltoomis, p. 504 
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Grendel who is associated with mists, as are d.raugr in general.32 Guroi 
also has a hairy cloa.tc which reminds us o£ similar cloaks owned by 
Grettir.33 Cuchulinn deals him a blow which shakes the house of the 
Red Branch much as Beowulf and Grendel shake Heorot in their fight.34 
Gawain waxes and wanes like the sun in some stories, 35 a solar trait 
which is inversely exhibited in Glam's attacks which increase with dark-
ness and decrease with the return o£ sunlight after Yul.e.36 The axe 
carried by the Green Knight may well be solar. 31 The emphasis on it may 
be echoed in the special hej>ti-~ (ON) or rue ft-mece o£ the Beowulf 
group.38 
A feature common to the Bear's Son Group o£ folktales is the tight 
o£ .·the hero in the empty house.39 _ This theme o£ the empty house occurs 
in Beowulf, of course, as Heorot, which has been deserted for twelve 
winters. In the Celtic stories the house grows to a. deserted city which 
the hero must restore as Gawain does in La~ sanze .Frain, a version 
of the Challenge. 40 The Host-Green Knight of Gav1ain introduces h:im.self 
as Bercilak de Hautdesert.4l The Celtic tale ~Green~ 2£. No Man's 
32See p. 129. 
33Loomis, p. 15. 
34nttredge,. P• 13. 
35Loo.mis, P• 4. 
36See p. 207 .. 
37Loomis, pp. 45, 47; the axe is called a Daxdsh weapon. 
38chambers, PP• 49-50. 
39chambers, pp. 62-68. 
40 . 
·Kittredge, pp. 42-43 • 
41Gawain, line 2445. 
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Land carries this notion or the· d~serted land. 42 In Geoffrey of Monmouth 
the hero Bedver_ climbs a mountain i'rom which .fire is blazing (cf" the 
flame on .Kar the Old 1 s barrow) ; this mountain is near the sea and the 
home of a giant; yet all_ B~dver finds i_:s a new made grave and the ghostly 
howling of .a woman.43 This story has several elements of the Gawain and 
the Beowulf group: the deserted place which becomes a grave, a woman, 
the presence of water. 
A stream rushes past the front cit the Green Chapel;44 a stream gushes 
trom the dragon's barrow in Part Two '&Owill (ll. 2545-2546); water boils 
up above Grendel's lair (1. 1422) • 
The point of the beheading game in Gawain is to single out the brav-
est man at Arthur's court, Sir Gawain, who answers the challenge when 
every one else .fails.45 This point is even clearer in the parent story, 
11 the Champion's Portion11 in the-~ .Bricrend, the subject at Kittredge's 
memorial study. The appearance and challenge at the hideous carl enables 
Cuchulinn to demonstrate his courage and win the coveted champion's 
portion o£ .rood. 46 In the Robin Hood Ballads; Robin fights with the 
Curtal Friar, Little John, tanners, tinkers, in ballad after ballad.47 
In this game of buffets it is usually thecne·ad. that is described as 
42Kittredge, pp. 196-197 • 
43Geoffrey of Monmouth, Book x, Ch. III. 
· 44uawain, line 217 3. 
45Gawain, lines 309-365. 
46Kittredge, pp. lD-14 •. 
47English Ballads, No. 123, _No. 124, No. 125, No. 126, No.l27, 
No. 130, No. 131. 
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beaten and bloody)~8 The usual outcome ar the half-friendly bout is 
Robin's invitation to join his merry men "And in the .forrest o.f merry 
Sherwood/ Hereafter thou shalt be free."49 
In Danielli • s group o.f tales we can safely assume that young Eyolf, 
GllDil, and Hott are being tested for their manhood even if we can not 
be certain with Danielli that a step by step ceremonial existed .for 
initiation. Just as Robin Hood first fights his recruits, then heartUy 
welcomes them into his band, so the warriors in. Danielli 1 s Stories "A," 
11 B, n and 11Ett at first mistreat and fight, and then accept the young 
stranger into their midst. In the draugr stories the situation is not 
so clear, but the young man involved does achieve the regalia and sword 
or his ancestor.5° 
Thus in both ~ Gawain and the Green Knight and in the Danielli 
group the object is the testing of the hero, and it is evident that the 
second phase (with the Green Chapel-barrow, and the bear-dens) is the 
real test. It is here that the draugr stories seem to share the test-
ing £unction with both the Danielli group and Gawain, .for the young man 
must enter the tomb and perform the proper technique £or stopping the 
draugr, which is similar to what occurs in the Danielli group and in 
Gawain. The drauey tales appear to be test stories with the emphasis 
on the last phase (the fight in the uncanny place) • The Kar-the-Old 
episode in the Danielli group seems to be a transition between a draugr 
the draugr. 
4Bperhaps we should also recall here the decapitation o£ 
49English Ballads, No. 126, stanza 22. 
50chadwick, 11Ghosts, 11 p. S9. 
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story and a bear tale. Kar the Old himself' is a draugr; however, after 
destroying Kar~ Grettir is at once involved in a quarrel with berserks 
at Yule. 
Danielli .found in Icelandic literature an incident which is extremely 
usei'ul because it is an actual practice rather than a narrative~ 11 Thord 
Gellir, scion o.f a very distinguished and ·princely .family in Iceland 
who, when he •tok mannwirthing 1 was ~ into his .family barrow.n.51 Ge"za 
Roheim, who applies p~ychology to problems in kingship, ·provides good 
insight into this process of conducting the young man into what this 
paper terms the specification of the uncommon. "The power o.f the magician 
is derived .from being~ who represent t.he li'ather-Imago. ~is always 
connected wit.h ghost.s and spirit.s.n52 Although R~heim is too ready to 
apply to Fiji Islanders,.psychology created in Vienna to treat Westerners, 
his points in this quotation are well taken. The draugr should be a rela-
tive of the man who enters iiis tomb~ possioly a Father-Imago. The young 
man may well carry away power or mana in the symbolic regalia and sword. 
-
The theories of Maud Bodkin also apply to the descent into the emer-
gence from the uncanny place. For her, Aeneas and Dante descend to 
cavern depths in death and are reborn when they emerge.53 She examines 
the .figures ot women in these works--Beatrice and goddesses of tertility.54 
5~anielli, p. 233. 
-'
2Glza R~heim• An:i,mism, Magie, and the Divine King (New 
York~ Knopf, 1930), p. xi. -- -
eh. III. 
53 Maud Bodkin, Archetypal Patterns ?.:.!'!. Poetry (New York, 1958), 
54Bodkin, Ch. IV. 
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Bodkin is much more controlled in her application, and her field is li~ 
erature, in contrast to ROheim 1s.massive assault on anthropology .. For 
our purposes, Bodkin suggests reasons why the particular association of 
fertility, women, and death about a cavern constantly occurs in the mat-
erial which we have been considering. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to search out possiole analogies 
between the Beowulf group of stories and Norse, Finno-Ugric, and other 
areas of beliefs and customs and to deve~op possible relationships in the 
light of the well disciplined, critical philosophy of mythic forms of 
Ersnt Oassirer.. It should be realized that this procedure, if careful, 
is characterised by slowness. Another discipline such as psychology may 
be able to cover much the same ground at, ·,faster rate of speed, but 
the results are better treated as supporting than as central arguments • 
.Basically, psychology is an art of healing as much grounded in its own 
activit, as in its conflicting dogma. 
"' Roheim points out Melanesian practices in which~ or ghosts are 
used to create power in activity or weapons.55 But exactly what is 
achieved in both the Gawain and the Beowulf story groups is a moot point. 
Both Gawain and Cuchulinn seem only to show that they are courageous in 
the Game; they do not seem to gain power or courage in it; yet Gawain!!, 
given. the talisman of the Green Girdle, which seems to have the same 
high esteem as the regalia won in the draugr story. The bear hunt sagas 
of Danielli also seem only demonstra tiona of bravery. In draugr there 
seems to be the definite purpose of gaining the sword and regalia, which 
55"~ R6heim, pp. 141-147. 
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would raise the draugr story from an exploit to a method of gaining power. 
Beowulf has gained great glory in his combats (11. 8.56-8.57), and R6heim 
quotes Best that~ can be 11prestige, fame, renown,n56 but the. literary 
nature of Beowulf' makes a connection here suspect. Whatever happens in 
the test stories, Gawain, the·. bear hunt analogues, and the draugr tales 
the results are the same, the young man emerges a proven hero from the 
uncanny den or tomb of the second phase .. 
The emergence of the hero from the uncanny den or tomb sets in mo-
tion the last steps of a process which seems very close to certain cus-
toms and beliefs associated with Peko and other vegetative figures--an 
apparent resurrection, a triumphal procession which leads to a feast, 
and the treasure-laden departure of the hero. 
"In every case the hero is thought to be slain" remarks Chambers ot 
his group of heroes when they are in the uncanny lair:57 .Beowul:f, Grettir, 
Skeggi, Samson, and ~ Thorir. The Danes de.fini tely assume that the 
blood in the mere is .Beowul£ 1s, Grettir's bear hunt is conducted under 
odd circumstances: the hero sneaks away and his location is unknown .. .58 
Danielli in making elements from her stories match Dr .. Hocart•s 
"formulated list" from Kingship states Hocart• s generalization· 11A. The 
theory is that the king (l) dies, (2) is reborn., (.3) as a god.n59 Here 
is a paradigm of notions which constantly appears in this dissertation 
56R6heim, p. 1.51. 
57chambers, p. 477. 
58Saga ~ ·arettir, Ch. XXI. 
59nanielli, p. 243 .. 
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in small amounts here and there. The point is that of ~'razer. The 
priest-king fights all comers until his vigor wanes and he is slain. 
Because the fertility of the kingdom acts in analogy to the priest-king, 
this system guarantees· continued vigor in the land. 60 Whichever man 
emerges from the fight is the priest-king, he is "reborntt. Perhaps at 
-
one time the fight in the uncanny place was this type of combat, or ·per-
haps the uncanny den fight was influenced by this ritual combat. It is 
true that at the time of both the Grendel fight and the draca fight, 
the king is old and there is the presence of a young her_o-Beowulf in 
Part One, Wiglaf in Part Two. The Ynglinga kings at Uppsala were sub-
ject to this kind of sac:rlf'ice, King Domald, A.un. 61 
But at_Uppsala and, indeed, throughout the later Norse period there 
is a special tonality which emphasises the particular power of the dead-
in-howe. God-King Freyr 's· mound is an example. 62 The whole draugr cus-
- . 
tom, which otherwise would seem to be an evolution from Frazer's ritual 
co~bat, is basically a teclmique for· exploiting this power. ·It does not 
seem probable that Frazer's ritual fight with the old king and the asso-
ciation of power wi tb a dead king 1 s mound could exist side-by-side. In 
addition, yearly animal sacrifices were traditional.;· at Uppsala the king 
obvioualywas a last resort. Under such circumstances, the sacrifice of 
the king would oe orderly and according to ritual; he would represent 
60ykTlingasaga I, Chapter XVIII and Book II, Chapiber IX 
(Halfdan the Black • 
61YngJ4ngasaga I, Chapters XIV through XVIII. 
62 Yngli'9iasaga I, Chapter XII. 
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the best sacrifice possible. The deaths of the early Ynglingas under-
sco.re the idea that no .ritual combat took place; death by vat drowning 
hanging, voluntary interment, burning, bone breaking describe the deaths 
of kings to Domald. In Domald's time a famine struck the land and blood 
sacrifices were made at Uppsala; the first year oxen were sacrificed, 
with no results; men were offered the next year. Finally counsel was 
held and the land-folk were advised to tear King Domald apart. 63 Cer-
tainly it cannot be said that the ritual combat has disappeared be-
cause the Ynglingasaga has been "prettied up" for a more sophisticated 
'audience • 
Yet it may well be that the Beowulf group of stories has been pene-
trated by patterns and motifs from rit'\lSl. combat. The joyous scene when 
the hero emerges .from the arduous com~ t in the uncanny lair would seem 
to point to such a penetration:. The Beowulf group of stories, .for ex-
ample, has been penetrated_ by bear-hunt customs apparently from the li'inno-
ugrics, or Lapps, a subject explored in Chapter VI. Because certain 
aspects of oea.rs and bear-hunt customs (hibernation, the method ot hunt-
ing in winter at the lair) proviqe .. a pattem "Similar to that 0! draugr 
and test stories, it is easy for [)~ar-hunt cust.oms ·vo mingle 'With other 
elements in both Norse customs and stories. In similar fashion, it would 
have been possible for ritual combat to influence the Beowul.f story group. 
In the Peko ceremony there is violence·at night with blood~he~, 
at' ter which the Peko image is welcomed by 1 ts ne:w ·guardian .. 64 It is 
.,... ··.· 
63ynglingasaga I, Chapter-.:> XVIII;. .·,. · 
6le11a. ter II •. 
. P - .. l 
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certainly possible that this viol~nce is meant to indicate a combat among 
the guardians for the honor of holding the vegetational image. If this 
is true, such a battle would indeed be the equivalent of the ritual cam-
bat of rivals for the office of the Priest-king of agriculture. 6.5' 
If we return to the Beowulf group and the Celtic parallels we find 
some evidence for ritual combats. Loomis discusses how the Celtic heroes 
Boors, Gawain, Balaan are the leaders after slaying the predecessor lead-
. ers. 66 Hrothgar .!! old, Beowulf is young in Part One; Part Two stresses 
the aged Beowul.:£ and young Wiglaf. In the Bear's Son analogues a "Bear 
Boyn kills a bear who turns out to be his father.67 Bothvar has killed 
his bear parent.68 A num~r of ;Bear's Son heroes fight old men.69 
Lord Raglan remarks that the hero never fights men but monsters which 
are perhaps the king in disguise, 70 a thought which also occurred to 
James Frazer, who thinks the dragon-hero stories may represent the slay-
ing of the monarch of the old year. 71 w. w. Lawrence states "The king 
in Beowulf' is not a mere figurehead • • • his office involved religious 
functions, the precise nature of which is not clear.n72 
6SThe Golden Bough, VII, 138-139· 
66Loomis, p. 81. 
67chambers, p. 375. 
68
nanielli, P• 236. 
69cbambers, PP• 371, 311· 
70 
· Raglan, P• 194. 
71The Golden Bough, IV, 82. 
72w. w. Lawrence; Beowulf !!!!i! Epic Tradition (Cambridge, 
Mass .. , 1928~ ~ 
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The suggestion of .father killlng in the Bear•s Son story points 
toward the possible psychological meaning of these tales. R~im dis-
cusses mounds in terms of coitus and death.. or monsters in the eerie 
place he speaks of killing .fathers, dismemberment as a sign of castra-
tion, and vagina as a devouring beast; 73such material seems to .fit 
some of the patterns we ha'V'e been examin:tng, but the entire matter lies 
outside the purview of the dissertation, the identification of material 
used in the Beowulf story group. 
At this distance in time .from the stories, it is best .tor us to re-
main with methods of comparison and description; any .final. anal.ytical 
statement of me~ng is impossible. 
Within the Beowulf group of stories there is no hint of replacing 
the king or local. chie.t· by the young hero. The emphasis is on the test-
ing of the young hero, and here Ernst Cassirer·'S notes on initiation are 
of interest. Asceticism is the basic notion; initiation rites mean pain-
ful privations and trials. 74 A ritual death of the hero would combine 
this no'tion of a trial harmful in the extreme with ideas of sacrlfioe 
which we ha'V'e seen as clustering around the mound and death belief's at 
O;Ld Uppsala. Lord Raglan uses a Nigerian example to illustrate why the 
hero undertakes the fearful. journey to the eerie place in folklore and 
qstems of myth. UWe can now unders~nd why heroes visit the underworld, 
the ,dwelling place of the dead. They do so in order that they may return 
from the dead as gods. n 75 
73Jd'heim, P• viii.. 
74cassirer, p. 222. 
75Rag1an, P• 170. 
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At the level of the Beowulf group of stories this notion of gods 
is, or course, much too strong, but the "meaning" ot the visit to the 
eerie place probably lies somewhere within the sense at this apt obser-
vation or Raglan. As ever, we must see how material has taken on a new 
intelligibility. We must discard ritual combat from the new "intelligi-
bility" of the Beowul.t group, and in the same fashion we must discard to 
a degree the change or hero to god within the eerie den. Two things 
affect the greeting which Beowul£ receives as he emerges from the lair; 
joyful surprise or the waiting Gautar for their leader thought overwhelmed, 
and new respect and reverence :£or the person who has. penetrated the 
eerie place below. In this matter ot the new regard for the liero by 
the waiting party, we have a nexus in which the notions or the test, 
initiation, and rebirth or ritual combat meet. The term 11new .ma.n11 covers 
all these possibilities. Beowull' in the procession back from the mere 
after the first battle is compared with Sigmund, perhaps the greatest of 
Germanic heroes·-,'(11. 867-902), surely a change for Beowulf from the 
status o:r the wanderer who appears at Hrothgar's court to try his strength 
against Grendel (it is very doubtful that Unferth could have submitted 
Beowulf to a flyting after the Grendel fight) • In the Danielli group 
the circle of warriors has a new regard for the once scorned youtht 
Eyol:f', Glam, Grettir, and Hott (Beowulf too in the sense discussed above). 
. . 
Philosophically we can say that the young noble is a nnew mann because 
he has displayed an unexpected courage by penetrating the eerie place, 
fighting the creature there, and gaining certain relics (a claw, girdle, 
hilt). In all these actions the hero has been in contact with .the un-
known; places, creatures, and things which have attained the specification 
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of the unconnnon. This unknomi. can be regarded as~ and entelechy. 
Certainly all significant changes in the stories arise from it. 
Chapter VIII 
Beowul.t as a Creation-chaos Battle 
The outstanding difficulty in the study of the Beowulf group of 
stories is that our finest example, Beowulf', stands apart from the others 
at the group in terms of language, time, provenance, and perhaps most 
significantly, in terms o! tone. For Beowulf is a long poem expressing 
in the courtly language or the Anglo-Saxons the chief heroic emotions of 
these West Germanic peoples; and as such Beowulf occupies the same posi.-
tion in Germanic poetry which in the poetry of the Medi.terranean Basin 
is denoted by the term epic. We should examj ne the religious or super-
natural material in the poem with a mind to determining how the folktale 
of the Beowulf group has grown in Beowulf • The problem of the growth 
from tale to heroic poem has been a scholarly preoccupation with BeOYrul.f, 
ranging from Ker•s remark about the ttcheapn quality of the presence of 
folklore1 to Tolki.en's ·magnificent defense. This chapter may add some-
thing to that defense as it considers how the story bas gained stature 
yet preserved much of the common story. 
Beowulf fights his three greatest battles not against other heroes 
but against shadowy creatures from the mists of North German and Norse 
folklore. This paradox is especially evident in view of the nreal" 
contents or the two parts of the poem, the glorious and powerful king-
dam.;:; <iJ1t Scyldinga Denmark and the fall of the Gautar people, certainly 
lw. P. Ker, The ~Ages (Edinburgh, 1911), PP• 2.52 ff • 
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two strong themes of Germanic heroic poetry; The first question to be 
considered in approaching this paradox is whether there is in the poem 
a basis £or the separation of the supernatural from the heroic, or whether 
on the other hand, the two are camplementar,r. 
The poem opens with the note of gloryt 
BW.IE T WE GIR-DEna in g@a.rdagum1 
peodcyninga . prym gefrUnon, 
htl 5ii mpelingas ellen fremedon t (11. 1-3) 
From the fame and courage of the Spear-Danes, the poem moves to Scyld 
Sce:f'ing, the founder af the Scyldinga dynasty.. After recounting how 
Scyld relieved the Danes with his .great power, the poem tells of his mag-
nificent ship funeral,.-and the story of Scyld 1s strange arrival is retold: 
Nalms hi hine laessan liicum. t§odan, 
p!odgestr'Aonum, . pon pii dydon, . 
p! hine ae t frumsceafte . for6 onsendon 
iinne ofer ~e umborwesende,. 
. (11. 43-46) 
Yet in the midst of all the war-like. splendor of the funeral, the poem 
suddenly attaches the my-sterious mood of Scyld 1s coming over the sea to 
his return in death; "Men ne cunnon secgan to s05e • • • hwi :piem 
hlmste onfeng.tt (ll. SD-52). For the logic of the ship burial is clear; 
Scyld came to Denmark in a ship, hence in death he is to be returned in 
the same manner. Moreover, a tone of wonder is attached to this return. 
From the saJnpsa\ evidence we know that Scyld 1 s arrival is posi t.i vely super-
. naturaJ.;2 but here even in the poem we should realize two facts: mythic 
2see Chapter III. 
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material within the poem is def'initely interwoven with the heroic, and 
this material does give pattern to the rest of the poem. 
The Scyld incident is an explanation of the beginnings of the heroic 
Scyldinga dynasty in a mysterious origin .from the sea (this mysterious 
origin hints of efficacy and t_he uncommon) • Examination of paralle.l 
material in Norse literature makes this very clear. In the Heim.skringla 
Skjold (Scyld) marries Ge.fion (Earth),· a giantess who creat.;,s Denmark it-
self out of the sea. 
From there he Odin fared north to the sea and found himself a dwell-
ing on an island that is now called Odenso in Fyn. Then he sent 
Ge.fion northeast over the sound to look for land; she came first to 
Gylfi, who gave her a ploughland. Next she went to a giant's home 
and there begot four sons with a gi~t. She shaped them into the 
likeness of oxen, yoked them to a plough and broke up the.land unto 
the sea westwards opposite Odenso; it was called Selund, and there 
she dwelt afterwards. 3 Skjold, Odin 
1 s son, took her to wife and 
they lived in Leidra. 
Seeland or Zealand is the central island of Denmark, the heart of the 
kingdom which contained Leidra, the probable site of Heorot. 4 In the 
Heimskringla we have two creations~ the physical creation of Denmark 
from the sea and the founding of the Scyldinga dynasty with Scyld. In 
Beowulf it is the dynasty alone that has its beginning, but this begin-
ning is very definitely connected with the sea. From the opening of 
Beowulf ·we are given the impression that this.!!! the history of the kings 
of Denmark. Only much deeper in the poem and only as a sidelight is the 
fact made clear that there was at least one king, Heremod, bef'ore 
3Heimskringla, I,. 
Lcham.bers, pp. 16-20 .. 
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Scy1d (ll. 901-91.5). 
The explanation of all this attention to Scryld and his origin in 
Beowulf lies in Cassirer 1s concept o£ .~DYthic time. The story of' Part 
One is concerned with King Hrothgar Scy1dinga; but to establish and justi-
:fy the king in Cassirer•s terms, his lineage is traced to ttsanctity of 
origin, tt the mysterious coming or Scyld: this coming is the "genesis in 
the past I 11 the 11comi.ng in to being, It or the Scyldinga dynasty. For this 
reason Heremod is conveniently :forgotten to give the impression o£ the 
primordial past. 11Speci.tically huinan existence-usages, customs, social 
nc;>rms, and ties-are thus hallowed by oeing derived :from institutions 
prevailing in the primordial m;ythical past."-' At this point the more 
cautious approach to time worked out in the Int.roduction is o£ great 
value.6 By regarding time as the :flow o£ events past the :fixity o£ 
things 1 we approximate the primitive mind in its use at time. This use 
is best illustrated as the primitive mind gropes :for explanations af 
beginnings. Scy1d and Denmark did not come because o£ change operating 
in time. Change in time would challenge :fixity and concreteness in 
things. Scyld came to Denmark because he was cast adrift· by unknown 
persons. In the Heimskringla Denmark did not arise £rom geological 
change over a period of time, but always existed as part of South Swe-
den. It was ploughed away by a supernatural being. Primitive ontology 
cannot push back any further. 
In summary, the Scyldinga dynasty was founded by a boy drifting in 
-'cassirer, p. 10.5. 
6 See P• 9. 
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a boat.. Where we would employ the notion of change working in the grid 
of 'time, primitive ontology can only use mystery or the supernatural • 
. Denmark is saved because of the mystery surrounding Scyld (with implica-
tions of 'the supernatural) in the same manner that Denmark itself is 
heaped up by a ~uperna tural person. This sense of mystery or awe is 
closely connected wit}). the sea. From Scyld springs 'the Scyldinga dynasty 
which leads to Hrothgar and the building of Heorot.. At this point we 
must reverse the perspective with which we have been examining the poem. 
A11 discussion at Scyld and the Scyldingas betore Hrothgar in the poem is 
simply to establish and justify the latter. It is neither a digression 
nor an episode, but an explanation of why Hrothgar is a great king of 
Denmark. 
After the Scyld Scefing introduction to the Scyldinga :dynasty, the 
poem moves rapidly to Hrothgar and, interesting enough, 'the building at 
Heorot. Just as the center of interest with Scyld was Scyld 1s funeral, 
here the obvious dramatic point of the genealogy is the construction of 
the great hall. After a brief .four lines on Hrothgar 1 s youth and luck 
in war, Heorot dominates Beowulf down 'to the attacks of Grendel: 
Him on mad bearn, 
pa9t heal.reced hi.tan wolde, 
medoem micel llien gewyrcean 
pon[n]e yldo bearn eire geflilnon, 
ond pier on innan ea.ll ged89lan · 
geongum ond ealdum, sw.ylc.him God sealde, 
bftton folcseare ond feorum gumena. 
Da ic wtde gefr~egn weore gebannan 
manigre dgpe geond pisne middangeard_, 
folostede .fraetwan • (11. 67-76) 
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Following Scyl.d's .funeral (which yields insight into mythical time and .. . 
the sea in the poem), the building of Heorot is the next specific event. 
There has been much mention of' conquests and glory, but in ali the Scyld-
inga genealogy only these two incidents stand out as concrete. The rea-
son :for Heorot may lie in the nature of mythic thought: "in order to 
apprehend pure signification it must transpose it to a material subs-
tance or being.tt7 Artistically at least Heorot sums up the Scyldinga 
dynasty; it is a physical symbol of the power of the Danish kings. Be-
cause many a tribe was ordered to help deck the hall, it represents the 
hegemony at Denmark over neighboring peoples. It will be seen later in 
.Beowul.:r that llpure signi.ficationtt of dramatically important situations 
will take material substance. Just as the primitive mind cannot grasp 
"beginning" except in the :form of simple manipulation at concretes, that 
mind must also materialize the glorious line of' the Scyldingas in a mat-
·.' 
eria~, object. Standing at the center o:f the Danish homeland and con-
quered lands, Heorot is '·'medoaern micel1• towering over its surroUndings 
as the Scyldingas towered over their ~ssal tribes. 
But Heorot is much more than a symbol; it is the :focal point oi.' the 
never-ending battle of the forces of chaos and those of creation (the 
frequent subject of national or religious epics). First o:r all, .Denmark 
and Heorot are conceived as a "center" in the poem, particularly a cen-
ter in the midst of surrounding water; "<Xi p~t him €eghwyle ymbsittendra. ...... 
ofer hronrade h3'ran scolde, gomban gyldan. •• (11.. 9-11}. Heorot was 
ordered decked by many a tribe, 11 geond pisne middangeard."' (1. 15). 
7cassirer, p. 38. 
. '·' 
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The Norse concept ot the "middangeard11 illustrates the idea of the cen-
ter of the earth with the great circling ocean. After slaying in battle 
Ymir (the giant of chaos)~ Odin and the other sons of Bor (the forces ot 
creation), 11Wi th the olood that ran from his [!Inir '~wounds • • • made the 
vast ocean, in the midst of which they fixe<i the earth, the ocean encirc-
ling it as a ring~ and hardy will he be who attempts to pass those waters.n8 
The basic thought here has been conceptualized by Eliade in two statements 
"reality is a function of the imitation ot a celestial archetype" and 
"reality is conterred through participation in the 'symbolism of the 
Center•: cities, temples, houses become real by the fact ot being assim.i-
. 9 
lated to the 1 center of the world.'" The more closeq the poet makes 
Heorot resemble the center of the cosmos, the more real it is. At this 
point some of the ideas discussed in connection with Scyld Scefing can be 
put into more· precise terms. . The Heimskringla. giantess· who creates Selund 
by ploughing is imitating the original cosmogenic process, the mutilation 
of Ymir to produce the Midgard. Likewise Heorot is part of a process be-
gun with Scyld's coming, a process of creation that is always conceived 
as taking place at a center. 
"Construction rituals repeat the primordial act of cosmogenic construct-
ion," notes Eliade.10 The sharing of the work at Heorot among the many 
tribes seems almost a ritual. 
8Prose Edda, p. 61. 
9 Eliade, P• 5. 
10 
Eliade, P• 30. 
A more detailed statement from Eliade 
I. 
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illustrates the connections of the Ubeginning" in Scyld, the Norse sac-
rifice o1' Ymir to create the .Midgard, the the building of Heorot with 
the Scyldinga kingdom considered a center: 
In fact, in certain archaic cosmogonies, the world was given exist-
ence through the sacrifice of a primordial monster, s.y.mbolizing 
chaos (Tiamat), or through that of a cosmic giant (Ymir, Pan-ku, 
Purusa). To assure the reality and enduringness of a construct-
ion, there is a repetition of the divine act of perfect construct-
ion: ·the Creation of the worlds and of man-. As the first. step,. the 
lfreali tyn of the site is secured through consecration of the ground, 
i.e., through its transformation into a center; then the validity 
of the act of construction is confirmed by repetition of the divine 
sacrifice. Naturally,. the consecration of the center occurs in a 
space qualitatively different from prafane space. Through the para-
dox of rite,. every consecrated space corresponds with the center of 
the world, just as the time of. any ritual coincides with the mythi-
cal time of the nbeginning.u Through repetition of the cosmogenic 
act, concrete time, in which the construction takes place, is pro-
jected into mythical time, in illo .tempore when the foundation of 
the world occurred. Thus the reality and the enduringness of a 
construction are assured not only by the transformation of profane 
space·into a transcendent space (the center) but also by the trans-
formation of concrete time into mythical time ••• nsacred time, 11 
nonce upon a time n (in illo tempore, !£ origine), that is, when 
the ritualJ.!as performed for the £irst time by a god, an ancestor, 
or a hero. . 
It must not be assumed that a building ritual can be deduced by ex-
am.ining the construction of Heorot in Beowulf; what is sought is the at-
titude toward Heorot as the symbol o:f' the Scyldingas in mythic terms. 
This attitude can be said to be constituted of the £ollowing elements. 
- -
The building of Heorot is established in the depths of mythic time by the 
coming of Scyld £rom the sea and by the glorious dynasty o.t the Scyldingas. 
The location of Heorot is made sacred, mythic space by making this space 
the center of the world with the great circling sea around it. 11 The 
ll.niade, pp. 20-21. 
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reality o£ the site is secured through consecration o:r the ground, i.e., 
through its transtormation into a center,u as Eliade states above. The 
particular attention to boundaries in the poem should be noted here. As 
Beowulf progresses to Heorot, he is challenged at each critical stage in 
m;rthic space, by the sea guard at the kingdom's boundaries (237), by the 
herald at the thresthold o£ the hall itseU (333). The final element in 
the mythic ,.tti tude toward Heorot is the identitica tion ot construction 
with creation. Although the construction ritual is lost (it it ever 
existed), we can see that Heorot belongs to the same context as the :found-
ing o:r the Scyldingas, a context ot ttbeginnings. 11 The magnificence at the 
funeral ot S;cyld leads. directly to the building of Heorot. As stated be-
:rore only these two concretes are given any space: the :funeral of Scyld 
containing his mysterious arrival and Heorot. This notion of' contexts 
is the best way of describing the attitude toward Heorot. That Heorot 
should be· the ttcenter, n that the building is part of a context of nbegin-
nings~ t1 that Heorot' s physical description should be an analogue ot the 
Danish kingdom--none of these items necessarily represents a religious or 
supernatural outlook. They simply constitute a mythic context; they are 
••correct" in such a context, a context of beginnings. 
Climaxing the development :from the strange coming of Scyld is the 
Song of Creation. The Scyldingas have been established by genesis in the 
m;rthic depths o£ the past; sacred space is created at the site of the ball. 
The ancient, heathen Norse cosmogony is hinted at in the construction of 
the hall. But the first song sung in the great hall is Christian. Thus 
the context of' beginnings is doubly reinforced by a creation context £rom 
the powerf'ul, growing religion of Jesus Christ: 
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See gde · se pe cup.e 
frumsceaft £ira feorran-reccan, 
cme5 paet se AEllnihtiga eoli5an worh( te) 1 
wlitebeorhtne wang, swa wceter beblige5 1 
gesette sigehrepig sunnan ond monan 
leoman to leohte landbUendum. 
ond gefraetwade foldan-sceatas 
leomum ond leafum., lif eac gesceop 
cynna gehwylcum para.5e.cwice hwyrfap. 
(11. 90-98) 
Not.iee that typical Norse c_onception o:f s.pace reach into this Christ-
ian genesis; the earth is a plain surrounded by outer water. Thus in de-
tail the }\ymn parallels the area tion theme that leads !rom Scyld to Heo-
rot. Just as the rich, shining hall sits· ringed by the sea and Scyldinga 
conquest, the beautit-ul1 light-filled earth is rimmed by water. 
From an entirely different direction comes evidence that histori-
cal~y the locality of Heorot bad a sacred nature. S. F. Herben has inves-
tiga ted the place-name history of the area. 
The place-names about Heorot give us some further information. Leire 
itself quite surely means •tabernacle, fane. 1 It is located in a 
parish called Vivp; 'holy lake, 1 in its immediate vicinity we find 
the names Lund,; •grove,' halekier, 1hallig kyr, 1 tholy fen, 1 the lat-
ter at the toot of the hill upon which Heorot stood, having in its 
midst an island called Trollhol.m. Neai'by is Hove (temple) and a 
body of water called Praesteso (the priest's lake) .12 
If tevery sacred space corresponds with the center of the world, 11 the indi-
catio~s are that the-region around Heorot was· considered such a center. 
Again in this new material, the place names around Heorot, the particular · 
emphasis on water is to be remarked. 
12 s. J. Herben, ttBeowulf, Hrothgar and Grendel," Archiv, 
CLXXIII (1938), 24-30. 
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We have seen this emphasis before in Scyld's ~sterious arrival and 
departure b.f the sea, in the descriptions of both the Scyldingas and 
Heorot in terms o£ a surrounding sea. Later the attack on Heorot is' 
launched !rom a watery lair; Beowult, an expert in fighting sea creatures, 
arrives from the sea to quell the monsters. All the mythically signifi-
cant elements share the sea, the mere, or water in some form. For the 
whold mythic context of Heorot, it is necessar.y to conceive its creation 
as taking place within the circling ocean, and, in a sense, in terms of 
water as a sacred thing. For in a specific sense, creation always has 
some element of water both in Beowulf and in Norse belief. Bef'ore we 
can understand the function of ·water in creation, we must understand 
the dangers' tha't any sacred creation endures, dangers that also entail 
the element of water. 
Tije danger is not long in coming to Heoro't. The bright, gold-gleam-
ing ball is built, - the scop sings of creattion in terms of light ( ttwli te-
beorhtrie wang, • • • gesette sigehrepig sunnan ond menan leoman t5 leohte 
landbuendum't)(n. 9.3-95) begins- his attack. Analysis of this attack 
demonstrates that it is part o£ the context o£ Heorot as creation. First 
of all, it seems safe to state that Grendel attacks because the Creation 
Hymn is sung. His descent from Cain is soon given; thus his reaction to 
the Creator would be anger. His assault comes immediately .following the 
construction o.f the hall and the singing of the hymn. Secondly, ~ 
attack·.!,! lB.unched against ~ ~· ·This very important point has been 
overlooked.. Grendel " gewit 5tt n@osian • • • bean hilses.n (11. 115-116) 
He attacks until the ball stands empty. Once the best of houses is empty, 
the attacks cease until· Beowulf reoccupies the building. The third reason 
that Grendel is part of the Heorot-creation context is that Grendel, 
attacking o~t o£ the darkness, out o£ the mist shrouded moors, is in 
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direct contrast to the gold decked hall and the emphasis on light in 
the Creation Hymn. Grendel is a spirit that waits in darkness. When 
night comes, be laUn.ches his first attack (lQ llS[. The hall stands 
empyt when night conceals the brightness o:r day (ll.. 413-414). 
Herbert Wright exa.mj nes the implication of light and darkness in 
the poem. 
It is precisely because Grendel is a monster af darkness that 
the author o£ Beowuli', choosing his words with care, says that 
Hrothgar's councillors could not expect a 'bright remedy' from 
the slayer. He lies in wait and finally raids the ball. On the 
black nights nibtbealwa maest descends on the sincfage sel (167, 
193). 
Wright continues by explainii1g how the Gautar;;> under Beowul:f' are greeted 
by the great hall that casts its light over many lands. But in the com-
ing battles there is a return to the dangers of darkness.13 
In the light motif itself there is repeated the cosmogenic notion of 
Heorot as the center o:t the world. Beowuli' and his band is escorted tt 0 p 
paet hy[s]~l timbred geatol!c ond goldf'ah ongyton mihton; p~t wes fore-
mfurest foldbtlendum receda under roderum, on prem se rica bad; lb:te se 
li!oma ofer landa fela~" (11. 307-311) • In this passage we have the 
jux~posi tion o£ the important mythic ideas discussed so far. This gold-
decked, shining hall is the center for the surrounding peoples; thus the 
hall as center of the earth and a place of constrUction (hence creation) 
l3Herbert G. Wright, "Good and Evil; Light and Darkness; 
Joy and Sorrow in Beowuli', tt ~~ New Series, VIII (1957), 4-7. 
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is suggested by the hall as the center of Danish hegemony. As noted at 
the beginning, it is not possible to separate the heroic from the mythic. 
Scyld's funeral with the mystery of death and the mystery of his coming 
cannot be separated from Scyld 1 s military career in reducing the surround-
ing tribes. The splendor and glory of Scyldinga Denmark in its kings, 
conqilests, and wealth are expressed by making the construction of Heorot 
' ' an act of epic importance, i.e., a repetition of the cosmogony. And this 
greatness is expressed in-terms of light reaching out to other peoples. 
Finally it should be remembered that Beowulf in this passage has arrived 
to fight the monster which from darkness attacks this bright and best 
of halls. Darkness is the other side of the polarity which makes Heorot 
the bright center of creation. 
Heorot reminds us of another bright-gleaming hall at the center of 
creation, Asgard, which was also a home of heroes and an object of attack 
for· forces symbolizing darkness and chaos. To prove that Heorot is de-
rived from the Norse home of the gods would be dif'ficult and somewhat 
pointless. .More of value would be the demonstration that both arise out 
' 
of the. same mythic outlook: an outlook that conceives reality as being 
essentially the tension between the anthromorphic forces of creation hold-
1 '•t. 
iilg 13., ~e,nter (symbolized by a construction) against the forces of chaos 
in monstrous forms that attack from the outer darkness. With both Heo-
rot and Asgard we ue reminded that final destruction awaits them. 
It is not at all unusual for a story of grand sweep such as ·the 
Asgard-frost giant war to occur in microcosm in Beowulf. Exactly the 
same pattern of tension between area tion and chaos has occurred in much 
later Swedish folklore. Bells in a church of the recently introduced 
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Christian religion caused a troll to attack the building in Vestrgqtland, 
Sweden •14 A Sk:alunda giant was driven away by church bells .15 In Helgona-
backen, Sweden, a giant helped build a chu.rch. When services started, he 
repented and tried to destroy the building.16 From the mythic point of 
view, these situations are the same and are exactly parallel to the situa-
tion in Beowulf. Hrothgar builqs a huge structure situated in sacred 
space (b.r being an imitation of the cosmogony); the church builders cre-
ate holy space by the creation of ~oly ground on which the church stands. 
The attacks in both Peowul.f and folklore are triggered by specific Christ-
ian acts: the singing of the Hymn of Creation, the ringing of church bells, 
Christian services, the first two being very close; both incidents are 
based on holy music. 1'he attackers are monsters; the Swedish trolls are 
the frost giants who assaUlted Asgard. ~e object of the attack is a 
building whether churches, Heorot, or Asgard. 
The parallel between .Beowulf and Swedish folklore is remarkable when 
we consider the. chronology involved--especially in terms of Christianizat-
ion. I:£. BeOwul.f has a continental European provenance, the Christian ~ 
of Creation is a later addition because the continental Anglo-Saxons were 
heathens. ·Thus the triggering of the attack by a Christian act could not 
have come from South Sweden. Added to this fact is the date of the Christ-
iariization of Scandinavia circa 1000 A.D., before which there were no 
churches or bells to anger· the trolls. Thus hundreds of years and h1.mdred 
1~ofberg, p. ll5. 
15 Hofberg1 p. 113. 
16 . Hafberg1 P• 19. 
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of miles in distance separate the Swedish tales and the poem; yet the 
situation is exactly parallel. This point demonstrates the validity of 
the ~tudy of analogues and illustrates the vitality of ~hie mind. 
Again, the work of Herben gives us evidence from a completely differ-
en;t approach. After discussing the place names around Heorot, Herben re-
marks that the lake of V~Parish near Heorot demands a periodic victim.17 
In these local ttadi tiona near the original site there is no trace of 
the creai;ion context as such (the building of a house or church), but 
fragments of the story may surviV$. Demanding a victim points to what once 
a human sacrifice to the god of the lake or a god resident in the lake. 
Animism in this case is a result of the deterioration of a tradition after 
the introduction at Christianity. 
The Swedish parallels to the Beowulf-Grendel tight yield insight into 
the repetition of chaos-creation material in varying forms in the poem it-
self and in the analogues at Beowulf: 
(ac se) aeglaeca ehtende 'Wa3S, 
deere d~apscua, dugupe ond geogope, 
seomade. ond syrede; sinnihte heold 
mistige moras; men ne cunnon, . 
hw.yder helrunan hwyrftum scr!pab 
Swa fela.fyrena feond mancynnes 
atol angengea oft gefremede, 
heardra byn5a; Heorot eardode, 
sincfage sel sweartum nih~ 
(11. 159-167) 
In this graphic description of the background of Grendel (the mystery at 
his home, his haunting of Heorot) there is a deliberate balancing of the 
-17Herben,· p. 28. 
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darkness in which the monster dwells and the brightness at the hall (best 
illustrated by the line, n sincfage sel sweartum nihtuntJ'· At another 
point Grendel approaches the hallt 
Com on wanre niht 
scr!5an sceadugenga. Sceotend swmfon 
pi pmt hornreced healdan scoldon. (11. 702-704) 
Almost at once the image is repeated: 
Da com of m8re under misthleopum 
Grendel gongan, Godes yrre bmr 
mynte se mansca5a manna oynnes 
summa besyrwan in sele pam h!an. 
'Wad under wolcnum to pees pe. he w!nreced, 
goldsele gumena gearwost wisse 
fiettum .flihne. 
(11. 710-716) 
Again the contrast is developed between Grendel 1 s coming out of his 
shadows and mists to visit the golden, shining hall. The situation is 
summed up by the line ll sip5an goldsele Grendel warode.tt (1. 12.53) 
The chaos-creation battle in terms at light and dark is even more 
dramatically repeated in the several combats ot Beowul.f with chaos mons-
ters. In his swimming contest with Breca, Beowulf is separated from bi.s 
companion and benighted on the sea. Sea monsters seize him and drag him 
to the bot tom. A great battle takes place: 
. ' 
ao on mergenne mecum wunde 
be ~lft.fe uppe laagon, . 
.sweo[r~dum iswefede, paet sy5an na 
ymb brontne.ford briml!Oende 
lade ne letton. Leoht eastan com, 
beorht beacen Godes,. brimu swapredon. 
(ll. 565-.570) 
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Victory and light come with the sun in the morning, and there is the 
note of God's watching care. And after Grendel's mother nearly kills 
him, Beowulf manages to thrust the great sword into her body: 
sweord waes swatig, 
L!xte se leoma, 
efne-swa of-hefene 
rodores.candel. 
secg weorce gefeh. 
leoht inne stod, 
ha.dre scine6 . 
He aafte r recede wla t; 
(ll. 1569-1572) 
The parallelism here with the Breca episode is strong. After the last 
minute victory there comes light with imagery linking the light to God.-
It is this tension of light- and dark which has survived into the 
Icelandic analogues of Beowulf. Not much else of the chaos:-creation 
. 
battle remains; yet the particular emphasis on light-dark reveals that 
something of the original creation notion remains. We should remember 
that Iceland was a rather raw, new country at the time the analogues 
appear, new in the sense that there lacked that great depth of time in 
I 
which frost giants and trolls could be decently generated, a time depth 
present in Scandinavia. Thus Glam in ,!!!! Saga ~ Grettir is a ghost 
turned troll. The troll that attacks at Sandhaugar is almost mischie-
vous when compared to the earth shaking trolls of Norway and Sweden. 
Iceland vis; also a small, kingless country; everything occurs on a re-
duced scale. -Wba t was the best of halls in Beovrulf' becomes a farm. house 
in The Saga~ Grettir in King Hrothgar's place appears a rich farmer. 
, Some changes in the story have been common both to Iceland and Scandinavia; 
Chri~tianity reduces the center of the world awareness to the feeling 
that these are pagan, purely local happenings. Thus the Swedish trolls 
in the examples cited above are angered only when churches are built in 
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their district. Glam attacks in one small area of Iceland. But in 
Beowulf we .feel that the .future of the entire Danish people is at stake 
in the struggle with Grendel. 
Glam is hired oecause he has no fear of the hauntings on Thorhall 1s 
.fann. As the season progresses toward Yule with the natural implication 
of darkness this .far north (in Iceland), Glam refuses to perform basic 
Christian duties. In a snow stor.m on Yule Eve Glam is slain. His body 
refuses to be orought to church.. Glam begins to haunt the. farm. ··· 
n TOk pa at minka aptrgangr' me5an solargangr var mestr.. Lei5 sva fram a 
mi5s~.n)::a. The intensity o.f.Glam1 s haunting varies inversely accord-
ing to the amount of light. In this analogue of' Beowulf, the teller of 
the tale is aware of the tension· light-darkness as important in the 
original material (which we would suppose to resemble Beowulf more close-
ly" than the Saga of Gretti.r). Without this essentially mythic awareness, 
there would be no reason .for the motif of the brightness of Heorot to 
appear in Saga 2f. Grettir as the change of time from Yule to midsummer. 
It should be remarked that another chaos-creation element reap-
pears when Glam 1 s body will not enter the church. To understand the 
meaning of this incident, we should consider Grendel 1 s angr.y reaction to 
the Christian Hymn of Creation in Beowulf and the hatred of Swedish trolls 
for churches. Glam, Grendel, and the trolls are expressing precisely" 
the same emotion, the anger of a heathen monster at the intervention of 
the new religion of Jesus Christ. Note that it is ·the mythic tension of 
creation-chaos that survives in Glam, not the narrative elements. Strictly 
l.Bsaga ~ Grettir, C'h· XXXII .. 
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speaking, we would expect Thorhall 's farm to inherit the reaction motif' 
at the monster; instead an entirely new structure is added--the church. 
Narrative simplicity yields to mythic consistency. 
Yule, the time of attack for all.the analogues considered here, is 
consistent with the context of creation--chaos. Yule is the winter sol-
stice when the sun's power is weakest. If ever the ugly spawn of the 
outer darkness and cold is to attack, the time of Yule would be best 
(the frost-giant race awaits Fimbul.-wintr, the coldest of winters, for 
the last assault on bright Asgar~. In Yule come also the llannual ex-
pulsion of demons, diseases, and sins.nl9 With these latter connotations, 
it was easy to identify an old heathen troll, Grendel, with the Christ-
ian devil. 
'lhe spectacular appearance of light at the moment of victory in 
Beowulf and the analogues has been considered by R. W. Chambers. 
In all versions save Grettir and Samson the hero is so overmatched 
that without supernatural help he would have been destroyed. In 
Beowulf the enemy has got him down, but through God • s help he sees 
a magic sword upon the wall; he rises up, smites ott his foe's head; 
a gleam ·ar light like the sun is shining in the cave. In Gul.l-
Thorir the ray of light is sent in response to an appeal tor-nelp; 
it bemuses the foe and shows the hero where the swords can be found. 
In·Skeggi the l~ht is sent in response to a prayer, and itselt des-
troys the toe • t1 · 
These incidents suggest the problem at divine intervention; an inter-
vention, perhaps, that is more evident in the original story. But in 
studying mythic material, we are chiefly interested in the mythic content 
19 Eliade, P• 53. 
2
°Chambers, PP• 476-477 • 
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in the poem itself. The poet bas not consistently introduced God as 
an active person or force in Beowulf, but he has used the ligbt-darlmess 
theme again and again. Hence the latter bas importance as mythic material. 
To search behind the poem as we have it tends to commit the investigator 
to a ·1lel"tain line of reasoning. This bas been the history of the nmytho-
logical approaches to the poem. In all this light-fire material there 
might be grounds for supposing a sun or fire god to lurk behind these 
examples. But if the investigator chooses to prove the presence of a 
sun god, he will have to ignore indications Ot li'reyr, King Summer, and 
the God. of the Christians. As far as the poem itself is concerned, if 
the poet wished to introduced the god at fire, be would have done so. 
Rather than to attempt to discover bidden gods in the poem, it is 
much better to detennine what the ncyiihic content is as such.. This de-
termination demands only the awareness of what constitutes_ the mythic 
mind. For example, we must realize that the sudden light at the hero's 
victory is the same content or "struct~ett as the positing of gleaming 
Heorot with each mention of the attacks of Grendel out ot the darkness .. 
We have seen that the Icelandic analogues sacrifice narrative advantages 
in order to preserve the mythic force of a situation, even to the point 
of intz:oducing changes of details to conserve the mythic content. Heorot 
bifurcates to produce the farmhouse tor the monster• a attack and th;e 
church for . the monster 1 a anti-christian reaction. We are confronted in 
this example from the Saga .2!:_ Grettir with the conservative nature of the 
mythic content of chaos-creation, a nature which complicates the story to 
preserve the tension o£ chaos-creation. We can be assured som.ewha t by this 
. 
evidence of conservativism as we study other possible examples of chaos-
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creation. 
1hrough the study of the repetitions of the light theme, it becomes 
more evident that mythic cont~nt provi~es a much clearer method oi' explana-
tion than does discussion of· motif" or artistic symbol. Pe;rhaps a symbol 
theory coul~ be erected on the basis of Beowulf alone, but such a theory 
could never account for the evolutions o£ the light material in the ana-
logues (£or example, how the gleaming hall could become the t:im.e change 
from Yule to midsummer). Our choice is. between picturing a creator o£ 
Beowul.t' witli his mind £ull of motifs and symbols which he is eager to 
use, or a creator with siniply a mythic outlook •. I£ we accept the latter, 
all problems o£ relationships and descent are resolved •. Whenever in the 
narrative the monster battles his £oes, the particular mythic orienta-
tion of the poet's mind would cause any or all chaos-creation motifs 
(light-darlmess, house-attack_, creation-water, Christian context-heathen 
response) to present themselves. In this way we can explain the occur-
rence o£ these motifs :m such areas separate in time and geography as 
Anglo-Saxon England, Medieval Iceland, and recent day Sweden. 
Even within Beowul£ itself the appearance o£ a light-darkness motif 
should not be regarded as conscious use for artistic effect, but rather 
as an expression o£ the creation-chaos myt;h. This myth makes itself "felt'' 
in the typical motifs cited. Thus these mmtifs arise naturally out at 
the dramatic situations in the narrative: Grendel's attacks on the hallJ 
BeowUlf 1s battli.Jlg the mother o£ Grendel in her lair. They are not 
superimposed on the poem by ·artistic im~se. The best evidence that-
the mythic content makes itself evident in light motifs is at the end 
.. 
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of the poem. 
At certain critical junctures we would more or less expect mythic 
content to be evident. These junctures are those which primitive man 
passes -with trrites of passagett: birth, death, coming of age. We have 
seen that the coming of Scyld, his "birth" so to speak, was mysterious 
and mythically involved in the whole context of beginnings that dominates 
the poem through the lines describing the building of the great ball. At 
the end of the poem and the death of the monster-slaying hero, we should 
again expect mythic content to rise to the surface: 
Swylce hij siomian geseah segn eallgylden 
heah ofer horde, hondwundra ~st, 
gelooen leo6oora:Jftum; of 5am.leoma stod, 
pre t he pone grundwong ongitan meah te, · 
wrm te . giondwll. tan. (11. 2767-2771) 
ib.e standard that sheds its light over the grollild has appeared be-
fore in similar circumstances: 
Pi gyt hie him isetton segen g(yl)denne 
heah.ofer heafod. (11. 47-48) 
Thus Seyld is returned to whoever sent him forth. At the banquet cele-
brating Beowulf 's victory over Grendel, Hrothgar 
Forgeaf pi Beowulfe beam Healfdenes 
segen gyldenne sigores to l~ane, 
hroden hildecumbor, helm.ond pyrnan. 
(ll. 1020 ... 1022) 
Thus Scyld is given a golden standard on his departure at death; 
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Beowulf' is given a golden standard after his vic tory over Grendel, the 
monster of chaos. Again as Beowulf is dying after his defeat of the 
dragon, another chaos monster, a golden banner appears. T.h& last banner 
is part o£ the creation-chaos context not only because it appears with 
the dragon, but also because it sheds light, enough light to see b;v:·,. 
We at once remember the flash of' light at other moments of' victory in 
Beowul.t' and the analogues. A little later the standard is described, 
ttsegn eac genom, bijacna beorhtost.•t (11. 2776-2777). It would seem 
aa.te to consider the golden standard as a motif ot victory and complet-
ion in the creation-chaos context. 
The notion of beacen and the word itself reoccur in the building of 
Beowulf 1 s mound at Hronesnce ss. Just a short space after the discovery 
of the standard~ 
Hi ta5 hea5 oe re hl~w gewyrcean 
beorhtne a3 fter baele . aa t brimes nosan; 
s~ scel ta gemyndum m[num leodum 
hE!ah bl!fian on Hronesnresse, 
pret hit sielf5end sy65an h!tan 
Blow.lfes biorh, 5~ 5e brentingas 
ofer floda genipu .feorran drifa5 
(ll. 2802 ... 2808) 
With repetition of the word beacen, the bright barrow is built: 
Geworhton 5a Wedra leode 
hl(~w) on [h]ls-be, s@ w::es heah ond brad, 
(w~ )gl:r5endum . wide g(e)sYn.e, 
ond betimbredon on tYn. dagum 
beadurafes been, bronda life 
wealle-beworhton, swa hyt-weor6licost 
foresnotre men findan mihton. 
Hl. on beorg dydon b@g ond siglu, 
eall swylce hyrsta., . swylce on horde ~ r 
n:i1lhedige men genumen h::efdon. 
. (ll. 3156-3165) 
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It is interesting to see the developing use of beacen in the poem. 
After Beowulf defeats the sea monsters in the Breca contest, the n beorht 
b~aeen Godes 11 (l. 570) appears in the morning. In the dragon•s treasure 
it is obviously a banner (line 2777), but a banner that sheds light like 
11beacen Godes." At the very end of the poem the flaming monument that 
serves seafarers in the beacen. Sometimes associated with beacen or 
segn. is the notion of height (~ or hlifian) • The golden standard is 
placed 11 heah ofer heafod' at Scyld's funeral. In the dragonts barrow, 
the shining standard is found n heah ofer horde." Beowulf's funeral 
barrow, the beacen, is to n heah hlifia;n," We should recall that the 
gold-gleaming hall, Heorot, also is often called heah. 
The use of beacen is a more specific crea ti.on-chaos motif than the 
motif of light itself. Beacen should be regarded as a particular employ-
ment of light, employment at the moment of victory or completion. ~ 
reminds us that with the gleaming quality, beacen shares something with 
Heorot. The association of Beowult•s beacen with seafarers is fore-
shadowed by Beowulf 1s activities in the past. In three important epi-
sodes he has purged the waters of sea monsters. In the Breca contest 
he kills the sea beasts in order that they will n()t molest seafarers 
(ll. 568-569). Immediately there-after comes the notion of God's beacen. 
And now in death, Beowulf's beacen functions to protect seafarers. Thus 
the notion of Beowulf as a protector of seafarers is symbolized his beacen, 
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while the independent use of God•s beacen in the B~eca contest proves 
that the poet associated beacen with victory over monsters. 
In summary, the attack on a creation such as Heorot is seen in 
terms of light-darlmess. Accordingly, the structure attacked is des-
scribed as bright, gold-clad, and even l~ght-casting; obversely the mons-
ter is seen as assaulting out of the darkness. Even in Icelandic ana-; 
logues, the tension ligh~arkness is preserved in new terms, i.e., the 
attacks of. Glam lessen with the increase at light to midsummer. The,r 
increase as time progresses t.o Yule and winter. A subsidary theme is 
Christian act and heathen reaction which occurs in Beowulf and several 
·mutations in later folklore. A particular configuration at the light-
darkness tension is the sudden effulgence of light at the mament at 
victory for the forces at creation. In beacen there is a physical em-
bodiment of the light-darkness tension, an embodiment that becomes very 
important with the burial at Beowulf in the context of completion and 
endings. 
The mythic importance of the building arises from the fact that it 
occupied sacred space, space generated by the imitation in construction .... 
of the original cosmogenic process. But sacred space arises out ot the 
light-darkness tension according to the thought of Ernst Gassirer; 
The development of the mythical feeling of space always starts 
from the opposition of da;y: and night, light and darkness. The 
dominant power which this anti thesis exerts on the mythical con ..... 
sciousness can be followed down to the most highly developed 
religions. Some of these religions, particularly that of the 
Iranians, may even be designa.ted as complete systematizations of 
this one .Opposition • • · • And in the creation legends of nearly 
all peoples and religions the process of creation merges ~th the 
dawning of the light. In the Babylonian creation legend the world 
arises from the struggle waged by Marduk, god of the morning sun 
and the spring sun, against chaos and darlmess, represented by 
the monster Tiamat. The victoR of the light is the origin of 
the world and the world order. 
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There is little need to search for the source of these notions or 
sacred space or light-darkness. These notions and motifs arise from 
the narrative situation. In times of crisis, times of "passage" (birth, 
battle with the chaos monster, death) mythic content makes itself mani-
fest by means of these several motifs and notions.. In other words each 
passage in which these motifs occur is autonomous. The best example of 
this independent nature is the singing of the Christian Hymn of Creation. 
This is the ultimate possible expression of the mythical meaning of Heo-
rot, the construction which imitates the creation of the world. Norse 
cosmogony and the act of creation in the new religion of Jesus Christ 
are thus employed to establish and justify Heorot. Yet a few lines 
later the poet is berating the Dane~ for being heathen and having re-
course to runology (11. 171-183). In other words the Hymn of Creation 
is seized upon for its use in the immediate context of the construction 
of the hall without thought for greater consistency in the poem. This 
autonomy of each passage is stressed here to invalidate any theory of 
symbols. Here there is no distinction 11 between a world of immediate 
reality and a world of mediate signification .. n22 
The autonomy of each mythic passage should be a warning applied to 
the quotation above from Cassirer which traces the development of the 
2lcassirer~ p. 96. 
22cassirer, P• 38. 
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feeling o£ mythic space to light-darkness. Cassirer is a philosopher 
concerned with the evolution of the religious consciousness of primitive 
11\B.n (in mythic thought). Obviously such evolution has not taken place 
in the poem. The poem can only represent one or more fixed stages o£ 
that evolution. In terms of the poem, the quotation supplies the philo-
sophic explanation for the closeness of the motifs o£ ligh~darkness 
and sacred space. In abstract terms we understand why Grendel as a 
chaos monster attacks the sacred space in which Heorot stands. Darkness 
attacks light because that is, to this particular mythic outlook, the 
nature o£ things. Once the context of creation is firmly established 
by the building or the hall and the singing of the ~ or Creation, 
Grendel has to attack under the circumstances light-darkness and sacred 
space. An attack not on Heorot or an attack in daylight would be mean-
ingless. "The process of creation merges with the dawning o£,_ the light.n 
Norse and other cosmogonies.emphasize this role of light. Heorot as a 
repetition of cosmogony gathers light and sacred space to itself naturally. 
A second caution should be considered in regard to the statement by 
Eliade concerning sacred space and time~ 
the reality of the site is secured • • • through its trans£ orma. tion 
into a center ••• Through the paradox of rite, every consecrated 
space corresponds with the center of the world ••• concrete time 
is projected into ~hie time ••• There is transf'ormation of pro-
fane space into a transcendent ~pace ••• transformation of con-
crete time into mwthic~l time. 2 · 
It can be seen that Eliade "Views the concepts ''sacred time" and n·sacred 
2~iade, pp. 20-21. 
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space" in terms of change from profane time and ~ace, hence the notions 
of transformation, paradox, and projection. But in this view there is 
the error of taking effect for the cause. To work backwards from the 
mythic events (or rite in Eli.ade) to a mythic state gives a curious and 
wrong feeling of change. This change or, better, illusion of change is 
what Eliade labels transformation, paradox, and projection. Obviously 
the time and space in which Heorot is situated are not ordinary time and 
space, and we should ask how these two intuitions arose. Certainly they 
did not arise by means of such sophisticated ideas as paradox, transforma-
tion, and projection, because these ideas all imply different levels of 
being and, above all, change in the nature of being. Under such ideas, 
Heorot would cease to be one kind of thing and become another. But such 
change is alien to mythic thought. We have seen how creation in the Norse 
cosmogony is simply splitting off or division of pre-existing substances. 
Nothing goes out of being; nothing comes into being from the uncreated. 
'what is sacred at Heorot was sacred flbom the beginning. In the passage 
of time events occur which only emphasize this sacred nature; Scyld comes 
mysteriously, Heorot is built, Grendel attacks. The modern mind goes 
through several steps to attain what the primitive mind does at once. We 
say that mythic event after mythic event happens at the center of the 
Danish kingdom; therefore that center is a sacred center corresponding to 
the center of the world. But in Beowulf because Scyldinga Denmark is the 
center of interest from the start, because it has achieved the specifi-
cation of the uncommon, it immediately has a mythic tonality. What hap-
pens thereafter happens because of this tonality. 
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Eliade 1s insight into the nature of construction as creation in 
this same passage is .fundamentally sound. It is only weakened because 
a modern notion of 11newnesstt has intruded, newness in the sense of mythi-
cally significant c:qange. The fact that Heorot is new; that a building 
has never stood on the site bet'ore, has no mythical significance. What 
is mythically significant is that Heorot (1) repeats the. cosmogony, ( 2) · 
pp.ysically demonstrates the power of Hrothgar Scyldinga (nessence is 
concrete,"--what we would label symbol). Both points one and two are 
examples of repetitions, not newness in the sense of change. 
In philosophic terms, therefore, mythic content is stable. In the 
simplest terms this content can be stated as follows~ Scyldinga Denmark 
is sacred; as such it is subject to attack,; and both the sacredness and 
the attack arises from water. Each mythic event repeats something of this 
content, either in large or in small. The motifs, patterns, and words we 
have been examining (light-darkness, beacen,) group themselves about these 
events. In the fiow of events in the poem there is no place for project-
ion back into mythic time or transformation of space .from profane to 
sacred. What does exist in the poem is an awareness that the three cen-
tral incidents, the battle with Grendel, the fight with his da.m, and the 
fight with the dragon are mythic in nature. Because the kind of battle 
identified with Heowulf from his youth has been that against monsters, 
there is little newness in the sense of change to be found in the three 
great battles. 
But it is ·Very important to see that newness af a different sort is 
the key characteristic of each event in which the mythic content expresses 
itsel£. It has been maintained above that mythic events in the poem are 
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autonomous. In deeper, philosophic terms each event is the whole of 
reality. Creation-chaos is acted all over again in each of the three 
great combats of Beowulf. History as accumulation of events has little 
meaning to mythic thought, in which nothing is ended. In primitive thought 
remarkably little memory is present. In the midst of all Hrothgar's sor-
rows, Beowulf arrives and the king orders a great feast. The feast is 
held forthwith with great rejoicing with no thought of the years of griev-
ing. Grendel is killed, and all is happy in Heorot; yet the one as-
sault of Grendel's mother is sufficient to plunge the hall warriors to 
the nadir of despair. 1hus memory has no retarding affect on emotions. 
The mercurial emotions of certain primitive groups, a notion of earlier 
anthropology, is valid tO a certain extent. Th.e point is that ... the primi-
tive mind lacks the accumulation of events in y~eterdays that we label 
!I experience", or in large social units, ''history. rr There is hence a 
morning newness in each mythic event as it happens. 
Thus the coming ot Scyld from the sea to rescue Denmark, repeated 
by Beowul£ 's coming from the sea to save the hall, is not an example ot 
memory but an example of pattern. Although Scyld is the great founder 
ot the dynasty, he is never mentioned when Beowult arrives under similar 
circumstances. The mythic content that gives rise to the pattern is 
stable. This stability means the pattern will always be made up of a 
certain limited number and type of moti:rs-light-darkness, water, created 
structure, beacens; yet each occurrence a:r the pattern is new because 
accumla ti ve memory has not stored up the pri vious occurrences. 
We regard this condition ot the primitive, mythic mind as lack at 
memory. From within that mind the situation is dynami9, positive. 
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Reality there is something that always must be achi~ved. Beowul£ has 
£ought monsters in his youth, in his maturity at Heorot; and in his Old 
age he cannot rest f'rom it. Even in death, his barrow has a cons1stent 
£unction in aiding seamen to stir free of sea dangers. Heorot ttJ.ust ever 
be in danger in the same sense. Grendel attacks it periodically, after 
his death his mother attacks, and we have been told with .the first men-
tion of He'orot that flames await to dest.-roy it. The past for the mythic 
mind has a curious flat quality because of this weakness of memory. The 
original cosmogony is merged on one plane with other creations, Seeland 
from the ploughing, the Scyldinga dynasty. In Beowulf the sacred con-
struction is close to the Scyld arri'Val in terms of lines and effect. 
In illo tempore is a convenient notion by which the primitive mind lumps 
--
all sacred happenings in an indefinite past. 'The p:rimitive mind can do 
this because the function of the past is merely to establish and justify 
the present by presenting patterns. The primordial past of Denmark sup-
plies the Scyld pattern, and it is according to this pattern that the 
hero must act. 
But the Scyld pattern is soon superseded by the monster attack. To 
understand Grendel we should understand Elia4e'~ discussion of Indra in 
the Rig~ who destroys the serpent Vrtra s,y.mbolizing chaos. In India 
a building should be started by the imitation of gesture-a peg is driven 
into the snake which supports the worl.d and on this support the foundation 
of the ho~se is laid. 24 In the same fashion Heorot cannot stand secure 
until Grendel is conquered and his claw is nailed up under the eaves .. 
2lmiade, p. 19. 
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This hypothesis is strongly supported 0,1 the Norse cosmogonic myth at 
Ymir, who like Vrtre is the monstrous .form which is destroyed to form 
creation. It might be best to avoid the Classical Greek abhorrence of 
thll.s primordial chaos J the body of Yinir provides the pa. rts of the world, 
his blood is the sea, his bones are the mountains. In Beowulf land and 
sea seem to retain some of Yinir's vitality. The sea boils above the lair 
when the monsters are below (1. 1422), and it becomes bloody w.i. th the 
battJ.e (11. 1591-1594). After Beowulf has gefaa lsod these waters they 
subside (11. 16.30-1631). Hronesrue s rears up with fire and Beowulf's 
barrow at the end of the poem. Land and sea mark the achievements of 
the hero as they did when the sons of Bor disnembered lmir to make the 
world, and as they did when Gefion, Scyld's mate, ploughed Seeland away 
from Sweden to form the centre of Denmark and the site of Heorot. 
It is with this majesty of the creation of the world that Beowulf 
achieves epic proportions. Features common to the story group remain-
the hero arrives J he is scorned; he accomplishes a mighty exploit in an 
eerie pJ.ace and departs with treasure. Beowulf' has ursine traits; 
Grendel., his dam, and the draca have draugr characteristics. But the 
freedom and power implied in the test stories and vegetation trolls-
Vidarr' s wildwood-or the power of the burial mound· at Old Uppsala have 
become the field of the power with which the universe continually creates 
i tsel£. The new religion of Christ has made the great barrow a beacen 
for others, a new Christian function for burial mounds. 
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BEOWULF AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO NORSE AND FINNQ-UGRIC 
BELIEFS AND NARRATIVES 
Abstract of the Dissertation 
1he objective of the dissertation is to study Beowulf in the light 
of those narratives 1 customs 1 and -oelief s of Norse Age Scandinavia and 
the Baltic region which occur in stories related to Beowul.f. Though 
Beowulf is the oldest surviving member o£ this group of stories, the 
£act does not diminish its grandeur; the poem has greatness as an ex-
pression in heroic poetr.r of popular beliefs and customs. 
The dissertation undertakes a review o£ Finno-Ugric agricultural 
customs and beliefs in order to enlarge the :recognized parallels of 
sB.inpsa and Peko with Soyld Scefing. By studying Finno-lJgric customs 
within the full agricultural cycle £rom spring to winter, one realizes 
that many more o£ the Finn6-Ugric beliefs and customs are applicable to 
Beowulf. In particular the violence and blood in the Peko ceremony and 
the attack o£ monsters at Yule provide analog1,1es to Beowulf and 'related 
stories. 
The evolution from r1 tual to story exemplified by the tale of Scyld 
Scefing requ:ires consideration of ,,~ll~ undifferentiated eff'icacy or luck 
which any ritual holds beyond the particular goal o£ the ritual. 1he 
traditional view o£ Denmark appears to be that the country is subject to 
periodic attack; it is the undifferentiated power o£ the sSmpsa-Scyld 
ceremony which saves Denmark. The agricultural purpose of the ceremony 
has no application in the Beowulf group of stories. It is the suggestion 
of the unknown in the ritual which creates belief' in the power or luCk. 
The unknown saviour and the unknciwn monster share a comnion nature. tis 
unknown· common nature appears in those stories of the BeOwulf story- group 
. . . 
which have walking corpses of the dead, draugar, related to the hero; 
the common nature occurs in the bear stOries of the story group· in which. 
an ursine hero kills a bear; the common nature occurs when Grettir be ... 
comes an eerie outlaw by fighting outlaws; the -common nature occurs in 
Beowulf in which the saviors and monsters have sea- origins .. - The figure 
at Gron-Jette from Danish folklore displays both helpful and hostile 
characteristics. This troll is connected with vegetation, especially 
with the last sheaf. 
Elements of the Beowul.:t' story group which appear to be_ related to 
Finno-Ugric customs and belief's are the unpromising hero, the sheaf 
relic, .tire, the treasure, and the acclaim and departure of the hero. 
Both parts at Beowulf are connected with death and mound .belief'-s 
centered at the· ancient SWedish Ca.pital at Old Uppsala. The death and 
burial of a great king implies both great power and dariger in his mound. 
In the Viking Age the tales of draugar arose from. death and moUnd beliefs.· 
Much of the narrative of Beowulf has both draugar elements and elements 
directly related to Uppsala beliefs. 
Beowulf' and the bear hunt stories of the Beawul:r stoz:-y group· have 
been influenced by boreal bear bunting customs. Parallels _can be seen 
in the time of the hunt, the weapons used, _terms· applied to the bear, 
the custom o~ talking to the. bear, post mortem customs, and the dis-' 
posa:l of the remains. 
The pUrpose of all the narratives· in the Beawul.t group is the test 
of the hero. In both this testing arid in vegetational aspects the 
.Beowulf group has much in common with.~ Gawain~.~ Green Knight 
and the Robin Hood ballads. 
Beowulf has grown to heroic stature by means of ·making Heorot a 
center held against monsters representing chaos. The contrast of light 
and darkness is one eJq>ression of this combat. Christian views have 
been integrated to those of the Norse cosmogony. 
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